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Introduction

1977markedthe two hundredthanniversaryof the birth of Gauss.At the sametime, I was engaged
in reviewing the applicationof stochasticprocessesto physical problems. My survey beganwith
Langevin’sequationfor Brownian motion, astationary,Markov, Gaussianprocess,and its general-
izationfor nearequilibrium irreversible thermodynamicsproposedby Onsagerand Machiup.Next to
be studiedwas the generalizedLangevinequation,a stationary,non-Markovian,Gaussianprocess,
and its very closerelationshipwith Mon’s exact dynamical theory of irreversible processes.Then
came the study of macrovariablefluctuations for systemswhich are characterizedby non-linear
equationsfor the averagevalues of the basic quantitiesused in the description.In this case, an
analogueof the central limit theorem is obtainedand in the appropriatevariablesa non-stationary,
Markov Gaussianprocessis obtainedfor thefluctuationsof the macrovariablesaroundtheir averaged
values.The macrovariablefluctuation theoriesbasedupon the approachesof van Kampenand of
Kubo originate in masterequations,which, while not themselveson the same footing as exact
microscopicdynamics,permit the rigorousanalysisof the transition from masterequationdescrip-
tions to macrovariablefluctuation descriptions.Thesethreecases,with their varying degreesof rigor
and firm foundationin exact dynamicsare Gaussianalthoughthey may or maynot be Markov or
stationary.

Additional emphasisfor the Gaussianproperty was obtainedin a closely relatedstudy of some
exact quantummechanicalmodels of the origin of irreversibility. Thesemodels involved density
matrix descriptionsin which a reduceddensity matrix was obtainedby tracing over all statesfor
boson particles which were serving as a kind of reservoir. Becausethe reservoir particles were
bosons, the resulting contracteddescription could be describedmost easily using mathematical
techniquesappropriatefor the studyof stochasticquantummechanicalprocesseswhichare Gaussian.
In this casetheseprocessesarealsonon-Markovian.

BecauseGaussianprocessesare completelytractablemathematically,it appearedappropriateon
the basisof the precedingconsiderations,to attemptto obtain aunified treatmentof all suchprocesses
as theyoccur in physics.The presentreview is the outcomeof such aprogram.

It turns out that in the courseof presentinga unified treatmentof Gaussianstochasticprocessesin
physics,a numberof tangentialconsiderationsarisewhich areof interestin their own right. For one,
it has long been known that the basic Markovian descriptionsof Langevin and Onsagerare
mathematicallyinconsistent.Einstein,WienerandDoob were the personsto point this out earliestand
Doob’s rectification of the problemultimately gave rise to the stochasticcalculi of Ito and Stra-
tonovich. The Ito—Stratonovichcalculus is couchedin the languageof modern,measuretheoretical,
probability theory, and is often ignored by physicists. Nevertheless,the inconsistencyof the
Langevin-likeequationsis not ignorable! The developmentin this review leadsto a new resolution.
Non-Markovian,Gaussianprocesses,which I alreadypointedout abovearetractable,do not lead to
the inconsistencywhich leadsto the Ito—Stratonovichcalculus.No measuretheoreticalconsiderations
are required and ordinary methods of differentiation and integration suffice. Another tangential
considerationinvolves the theory of fluctuationsin hydrodynamics.In this review this subject is
treatedtwice. First, the fluctuation theory for the linear regimeclose to full equilibrium is presented
with some new results concerningso called “long time tails”. Second,conflicting theoriesfor the
non-linear regime are presentedand ultimately only one such theory survives careful scrutiny
regardingmathematicalconsistencyof anotherkind. Another tangentialconsiderationdealswith a
quantummechanicalanalogueof Boltzmann’sH-theorem.Suchan analoguewas originally published
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in 1972 on the occasionof the one hundredthanniversaryof the publicationof Boltzmann’stheorem.
The deviationhereis basedupon a model for the stochasticSchrodingerequation.This model is later
justified and refined in the sectionin which phonons are used to provide an exact microscopic
dynamicalaccountof athermalreservoir.

The mathematicaltechniquesusedthroughout involve operatorcalculus,cumulants,and charac-
teristic functionals.The matrix propertiesof multi-variant Gaussiandistributions and Laplacetrans-
forms are alsoused.

The organizationof this reviewis basedupon two major typesof stochasticprocess,the “additive”
andthe “multiplicative”. Part I dealswith the former,part II dealswith the latter, andsome topics
require both types of consideration. Throughout both parts there is a counterplay between
phenomenologicalmodelsand exact microscopicdynamicalmodels.Part I is divided into 9 sections
whereaspart II is divided into 8 sections.A brief summaryof their contentsis listedbelow.

1.1. The Langevin theory of Brownian motion, the prototypic “additive” stochasticprocess,is
presented.This is a stationary,Markov, Gaussianprocess.Emphasisis placed on the use of the
correlationmatrix methodof obtainingP2 which providesall of the stochasticinformation aboutthe
process.

1.2. OnsagerandMachlup’s theory for nearequilibrium irreversiblethermodynamicsas formulated
by Fox and Uhlenbeckis presented.This is an n-componentgeneralizationof Langevin’sequation.
The emphasis,as in section 1.1, is placed on utilizing the correlation matrix method of analysis to
obtain P2 for this process.Someoperatorcalculus techniquesare neededin order to simplify the
presentation.

1.3. ThegeneralizedLangevinequationis presented.This is a stationary,non-Markovian,Gaussian
process.The doubleLaplacetransformis neededin order to againusethe correlationmatrix method
of analysisto obtain P2. Now P2 alonewill not provide all stochasticinformation but becausethe
processis Gaussianthe two time correlation matrix can be used to construct all higher order
distributions,W,.

1.4. Mon’s theory of irreversible processesis presented.The projection operatortechniqueof
ZwanzigandMon is used.This is an exactmicroscopicdynamicalanalysis.It leadsto the basisfor an
n-componentgeneralizationof the generalizedLangevinequation.Once againthe correlationmatrix
methodis usedto fully analyzethis process,andthe doubleLaplacetransformprovedto be essential.

1.5. The theoryof macrovariablefluctuationsis presented.The presentationis basedupon the work
of van Kampen, Kubo and Kurtz. The processobtainedis a non-stationary,Markov, Gaussian
process.A discussionof masterequationsand the transition in the “thermodynamiclimit” to the
fluctuation equationsis the core of the text. The text concludeswith a non-stationaryLangevin—
Onsagertype theoryclosely relatedto the theoryof Keizer. This theory is analyzedby the correlation
matrix methodand its P2 is obtained.

1.6. The theory of non-linear equationsdriven by additive Gaussianforces is introduced.The
completeanalysisof theseprocessesmust await section 11.4 in which a “multiplicative” stochastic
analogueis presentedand analyzed.In this section, the context for presentationis population
dynamicsequationsof the GompertzandVerhulsttypes.

1.7. Applicationof the Onsagertheory to the fluctuationsof the linearized hydrodynamicsequa-
tions is presented.For the free fluid, a complete solution is obtainedfor all five hydrodynamic
quantities.A detailedaccountof the so-called“long time tails” is presentedfor the velocity field
correlations.A new heat conductivity contributionto the velocity field correlation“long time tail” is
adumbrated.
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1.8. Competingtheoriesfor non-linearhydrodynamicsfluctuationsarepresented.Their similarities
anddifferencesareindicated.Oneclassof suchtheoriesleadsto a “multiplicative” stochasticterm.It
is not until section11.5 that afull analysisis obtained.

1.9. The Ito—Stratonovichcalculusresolutionof afundamentalmathematicalinconsistencyin all of
the precedingdiscussionis presented.The history of this problem is discussed,highlighting the
remarks of Einstein, Wiener and Doob. An alternative resolution, based upon non-Markovian
properties,is presented.

II.!. The Kubo oscillator, the prototypic “multiplicative” stochasticprocessis presented.Both
cumulants and characteristicfunctionals are discussed,and both with respect to multi-variant
situations.A deepersenseof Gaussiannessis obtainedfrom the characteristicfunctional.

11.2. A phenomenologicalstochasticSchrödingerequationis presented.Density matrix methods
areused.Irreversibility is obtainedon the “average”.An H-theoremin the “strong sense”is proved.
The microcanonicaldistribution is obtained.

11.3. A phenomenologicalstochasticSchrödingerequation for a subsysteminteracting with a
phononreservoir is presented.The canonicaldistribution is obtained.Reduceddensity matrices are
used.An analogueof the H-theoremfor the Helmholtzfree energyis discussed.

11.4. Section 1.6 is completed.It is shownhow the scaleof the correlationsfor the driving forces
can be used to obtaina limit which is Gaussianjust as was donein section1.5. The analysis,overall,
stems from a lemma proved by van Kampen and originally suggestedby Kubo for stochastic
probability flows.

11.5. Section 1.8 is completed.The “multiplicative” term is shown to lead to divergenciesclose to
full equilibrium.

11.6. The Boltzmann—Gibbs—Uhlenbeckpicture of the origin of irreversibility is presented.
“Contractionof the descriptionis discussed”.The generalizeddiffusion equationis usedas a vehicle
for illustrating the useof cumulantsand characteristicfunctionals.Thesetechniqueswill be of great
utility in sections11.7 and 11.8 where “contractionof the description” is achieved by computing
“reduced” densitymatrices.

11.7. Magnetic relaxation in the vacuum is presented.Cumulants, reduceddensity matrices,
operator calculus, and characteristicfunctionals are used. The processis shown to be a non-
Markovian, Gaussian process.The anomalousmagnetic moment in the non-relativistic case is
obtainedas well as the natural life time. All of theseresultsexhibit the stochasticpoint of view as
appliedto this exactdynamicsproblem.

11.8. Thermal phonon reservoirs are presented.The methods and results of section 11.7 are
generalized.This involves analoguesof Glauber’stheorem,Bloch’s theorem,andWick’s theorem.The
processis shown to be non-Markovian and Gaussianfor any temperatureT. The characteristic
functional,which generatesall possibleinformationabout the process,is constructed.

In a sensethe entire review is an explanationof the significance of the characteristicfunctional,
(11.8.21)or (11.8.35),obtainedfor thermalphononreservoirs.In this quantity,a programof study of
the origin of irreversibility in exact dynamics is culminated. The idea of “contraction of the
description”is successfullyimplementedthrough the analysisof “reduced” density matrices.The
boson characterof the reservoir particles leads to a Gaussian functional, and the associated
correlationsare non-Markovian.Consequently,no inherentmathematicalinconsistencies,necessitat-
ing sophisticatedmathematicalmethods,are obtained.The 2nd cumulantexpression,Tt2~,leadsto
ratesand energyshifts consonantwith otherapproaches,and to an H-theorem.
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PART I

1.1. Brownianmotion andthe Langevinequation

The prototypefor Gaussianprocessesin physics is the theoryof Brownian motion as describedby
Langevin’s [1] equation:

I%4~jTu(t)= — au(t) + .~‘(t); (1.1.1)

M is the mass, u(t) is the velocity, a is the friction coefficient, and F(t) is the stochastic,or
fluctuating,force vector. For concreteness,it maybe assumedthat the Brownian particleis a sphere
in which caseStokes’ law [2)holds:

a = 6ir~a, (1.1.2)

whereij is the shearviscositycoefficient for the fluid in which the Brownianparticleis immersedand
a is the particleradius. F(t) providesa phenomenologicalrepresentationof the effect of myriads of
rapid_collisionsbetweenthe Brownianparticleandfluid molecules.It is, therefore,natural to assume
thatF(t) hasindependent,Gaussianvector componentswith first and secondmoments[3]:

(P(t)) = 0 and (P~(t)P(s))= 2A6(t — s) 3~, (1.1.3)

in which i and j may havethe values x, y,or z, and(. . .) denotesstochasticaveraging.The presence
of the Dirac deltafunctionin thesecondmomentequationmanifeststhe phenomenologicalconclusion
that the time scalefor fluctuationcorrelationsis negligibly shortrelativeto the only othertime scalein
the Langevindescription,the relaxationtime Mia.

From a strictly, mathematicallyrigorouspoint of view [4], it maybe shownthat eq. (1.1.1) with a
fluctuating force having the propertiesin eq. (1.1.3) leadsto inconsistencies*.These inconsistencies
ultimately gaverise to the Ito—Stratonovichcalculi [5] which arediscussedin section1.9. However,
the difficulty is rathersubtle and by proceedinginnocentlyandformally, all of the correctproperties
of the Brownian motion are neverthelessobtained.Moreover, in section1.3, the Dirac deltafunction
in (1.1.3) will bereplacedby a non-singulartime correlationwhich alsoeliminatesthe inconsistencies.

The solutionto (1.1.1) maybe written

u(t) = exp[_~t] u(0)+~Jexp [_~(t — 5)] E(s)ds. (1.1.4)

It is assumedthat the initial valueof the velocity, u(0), is determinedby the Maxwell distribution

/ kBTV312 I Mu(O)~u(0)1
Wi(u(O)) ~21r—M—) exp~— 2kBT j~ (1.1.5)

in which kB is the Boltzmannconstantand T is the temperatureof the fluid. This distribution is the
prototypeof Gaussiandistributionsin physics.There is, however,no correlationbetweenu(O)values
and F(t) for any t ~ 0. Becauseit will be necessaryto averageover u(O) values using the Maxwell

* See section1.9 for details.
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distribution,as well as averagingstochasticallywith respectto fr(t), the notation {. . ~} will be usedfor
u(0) averages.

It shouldbe obviousthat

(u(t)) = exp[_~t] u(0) and {(u(t))} = 0 (1.1.6)

as can be seenusing(1.1.3), (1.1.4),and (1.1.5).The averagekinetic energyis

~M{(u(t)~ u(t))} = ~Mexp[_2~t] {u(0) u(0)}

ds ds’ exp[-frt - s + t - s’)] (fr(s) . P(s’)) (1.1.7)

= ~Mexp[_2~t] (3 + 3~fds Jds’exp[_~(2t— s — s’)] ô(s—

= ~kBT exp[_2Mt]+~— (i — exp[_2Mt]).

As t -+ m, the Brownian particle comesto thermalequilibrium with the fluid in which it is immersed.
Consequently,its averagekinetic energyshouldbe ~kBT.Equation(1.1.7) agreeswith this if andonly
if

AkBTa (1.1.8)

which is the prototypeof whatis known as thefluctuation-dissipationrelation[6].Once thisrelationis

usedin (1.1.7), it is seenthat for all I

~1W’{(u(t). u(t))} = ~k8T (1.1.9)

which exhibits oneaspectof the stationarity of the process.
BecauseF(t) is assumedto be Gaussian,and(1.1.1) is alinear equation,u(t) inherits Gaussianness

as a property. Following Wangand Uhlenbeck[3], this propertycan be used to calculateall of the
statisticalpropertiesof the processin termsof a single two-time autocorrelationmatrix, X11(t2—

definedby

x~,(t2 — t1) {(uI(t2)uJ(tl))} (1.1.10)

= exp[—frt2 + ti)]{ui(0) u1(0)}+ f ds J ds’ exp[_~(t2— s + t1 — s’)] 8(s — s’)

= ~Jiexp[_~(t2 + Ii)] +
2~’a exp[_~(t

2+ ti)] J ds f ds’ exp[frs + SI)] 3(s —

=~3iexp[—~j(t2—ti)]ô1~for t~~ti.

Another aspect of stationarity is exhibited here becausethe time dependenceinvolves only the
difference I2 — t1. In general,the autocorrelationmatrix and the distribution function for a Gaussian
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processare relatedby

(a~a1)= C13 and (1.1.11)

W(a1 .. . a~)=(~~J!)”
2exp[_~atCya~]

in which 11C’II denotesthe determinantof the inverseof the correlationmatrix, C
0, andthe repeated

indices in the exponentialare to be summedfrom 1 to n. Therefore,for Brownian motion,the two
time correlationmatrix is just

( {(u1(t~) u,(t5))} {(u1(t1) u,(t2))}’\ — ( xij(O) x~~(t2—t1) 1112\ {(u1(t~) u1(t1))} {(u1(t2) u1(t2))}) - k X11(t2- t1) Xij(
0) (..

which is a 6 x 6 matrix. In spite of the large dimensionality,the ô~,in (1.1.10)means that this 6 x 6
matrix is a matrixdirectproductof a 2 x 2 matrix andö,~,which is 3 x 3. Consequently,bothits inverse
andits determinantareeasilycomputed.The inverseis

o~, exp [—~(t2 — t
1)] ) -i (1.1.13)

ô~exp[_~~t~_t1)]

= ~~(i — exp[_2frt2_ t1)])( — o~exp[—~(t2_ ti)])

andthe determinantof this inverseis [7]

/ Xii(°) X,i(t2 t1)\ M 6 a

~xI~(t2—ti) Xii(O) ) = (~—~)(1_exp[_2~(t2_ti)]) . (1.1.14)

Therefore,as ananalogueof (1.1.11),the two time distributionfunction is

W2(ui, t1 U2, t2) =((2~~)6(kBT)
6(i — exp[_ 2~(t

2_t~)])3)_112

~ [IM(ui . u~+u2~u2—2u1~u2exp[—(a/M)(t2—-ti)])1 (1115)exp~ 2kBT 1—exp[—2(afM)(t2— t1)] j~

Often it is the conditionedtwo time distributionfunction [3]

— S’V2(u1,t1 u2, t2) ~I 1 6
P2(ui, t1 u2, t2) = ~ .

vv1i~U1,r~

whichis desired.From (1.1.6) and(1.1.9) andthe Gaussiannessof u(t), it follows that

W1(u1, t~)= (2rrkBT/M)
312exp[_ 1~] (1.1.17)
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which is just the Maxwell distribution (1.1.5) and manifests the stationarity already alluded to.
Equations(1.1.15),(1.1.16)and (1.1.17)give

-‘ —3/2/ kBTI i a
P2(u1, t~u2, I2) = ~~

21r_M—~~l—exp~—2M(t2—t
1)

~ 1~i~i\_i(u2_u~exp[—(a/M)(t2— t1)])~(U2~u~exp[—(a/M)(t2— I1)])eXP[ 2”. M I 1—exp[—2(afM)(t2—t1)]

Note that as (t2 — t1)—* ~, the initial conditioningat t1 is forgottenand P2 goesover into the Maxwell
distributionfor u2.

Using the autocorrelationmatrix, Xii’ it is possibleto constructthreetime correlationmatrices,such
as

/ xii(O) XiI(t2 t1) Xti(t3— t~)
X,1(t2— t~) xii(O) xii(t3 — t2)

\xtit3—t1 Xii(
1312) Xii(O)

and in generaln-time correlationmatrices are constructedin an analogousfashion. Computationof
their inversesand determinantsleadsto the higher order,n-time distribution functions[3]. If this is
done for the 3 time case,it follows that the correspondingconditioneddistribution,P

3(u1, t1 u2, 12;

u3, t3), definedby [3]
— ~4

7
3(u1,I1 U2~12, U3, I3)

P3(ui, t1 U2~t2, U3~I3) = ~, . .1.
vv2~U1,LI, U2, L~

satisfies

P3(ui, t1 u2, t2 u3, t3) = P2(u2, t2 u3, 13) (1.1.19)

which exhibits the Markov property [3] for the process.Such a reduction in n time conditioned
distributionsto P2’s alsomaybe demonstratedfor theseprocesses.Consequently,W1 andP2 alone
completelycharacterizethe process.Later, non-Markovianprocesseswill be investigated,andwhile
suchreductionsof n time distributionsto two timedistributionswill no longer be possible,it will still
be the case that all higher order distributions are completelydeterminedby a single two time
autocorrelationmatrix analogousto x~1(t2 — t~)here,if the processis Gaussian.

Associatedwith P2 is a partial differential equationand aninitial conditionwhich lead to P2 as the
solution.This equationis called the Fokker—Planckequation[3] andis

t~U2, t2) = ~.—(~u2~P2(u1,t~u2, 12)) + kBT~ 82 P2(U t~u2,12) (1.1.20)

with the initial conditionP2(u1,t~u2, t1) = ô(U2— U1). The repeatedindex i in (1.1.20)is summedover x,
y and z.

The propertiesof Brownianmotion exhibitedherejustify theterminologywhichlabelsthe process
a stationary, Markov, Gaussian process.

1.2. Onsager’stheory of irreversiblethermodynamics

The treatmentof Brownian motionin the precedingsectionwas for a particlein threedimensions,
but becausethe three cartesiancomponentsare identical, statistically independent,processes,the
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treatmentis essentiallythat for a onecomponentprocess.The generalizationof Langevin’sequation
to more than one componentwas achievedby Wang and Uhlenbeck[3] whenthey constructedthe
theory for the Brownianmotion of aharmonicoscillatorin one dimensionwherethe processhastwo
components.Promptedby this generalization,Onsagerand Machiup [8] proposeda theory for
irreversible thermodynamicswhich may have N components.BecauseOnsagerwas primarily
concernedwith establishingastochasticbasisfor the reciprocalrelations[9], his theorywith Machlup
was confined to a limited class of quantitiesdenotedby a1’s or f~’sdependingupon whetherthe
quantitiesare evenor odd undertime reversal.Following the leadof deGrootandMazur [10]in their
accountof the subject,Fox andUhlenbeck[11] establisheda generalformulationwhich allowed for
quantitieswhich did not possessdefinite time reversalsymmetry.This generalizationof the Onsager
theory is necessaryif applicationsto hydrodynamics[11], the Boltzmann equation[12], or other
systemsin which the basicquantitiesdo not possessdefinite time reversalsymmetryis desired.

Let a1(t), a2(t), . . . aN(t) representN componentsof a multicomponentthermodynamicdescrip-
tion. The domain of applicability of the theory is the linearregimecloseto full equilibrium wherethe
linear regressionequationsare

= —A11a3(t)— S,3a~(t)+ 1~(t) (1.2.1)

in whichA13 = —A~1,S13 = S~andS is non-negative,andF~(t)is a Gaussianfluctuatingforce component
with the stochasticproperties:

(F(t)) = 0 and (I~(t)F(s))= 2Q~3S(t— s). (1.2.2)

The correlationmatrix, Q0, is symmetricandnon-negative.The entropy,which acquiresits maximum
value at full equilibrium, hasa quadraticrepresentationin the nearequilibrium regime in which the
linear regressionequations(1.2.1) are valid:

S(a1 . . . a~)= S0—kB~a~E~Ja~ (1.2.3)

in which E~3is a symmetric,positive definiteN xN “entropy” matrix. In Onsager’searly versionof
the theory,the conjugatethermodynamicforces,X1,are definedby

X1 aSh9a1 = —k~E~3a3. (1.2.4)

The equilibrium distribution satisfiesthe Boltzmann—Planckformula [13], S = kB ln W or

E I/2

W1(a1 . . - aN)= ((2~)N) exp[—~a~E1~a1]. (1.2.5)
The processdescribedby (1.2.1—5) is an N componentstationary,Markov, Gaussianprocess.Its

propertiesare determinedby its distribution functions which are constructedfrom its correlation
matrix. Define G by G S+ A. The solutionto (1.2.1) is

a(t) = exp[— tG] a(0)+ Jexp[— (I — s)G] F(s)ds. (1.2.6)

The statistics for the initial values, a1(0), is determinedby the equilibrium distribution (1.2.5).
Therefore,the first moments,or averages,are

(a(t)) = exp[— tG] a(0) and {(a(t))} = 0. (1.2.7)
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The two time autocorrelationmatrix, xti(t2 — ti), which will determineall of thedistribution functions
is, for t2� t~,

Xij(I2~ t1) {(a~(t2)a3(t1))} (1.2.8)

= (exp[— t2G])~,(exp[— tiG])~k{a,(0) ak(0)}

+ Jds J ds’ (exp[- (t2 - s)G])~, (exp[- (t~- s’)G])Jk (p(s)Pk(s’))

= (exp[—t2G])~1(exp[—IIG])3k E~

+ 2J ds Jds’ (exp[—(t2— s)G])~,(exp[— (t~— s’)G])~kQik ~(s— s’)

= (exp[— t2G] E exp[—t1G
t])~

3

+ 2(exp[— (t2 — t1)G])1, J ds (exp[— (t1 — s)G] 0 exp[— (t1 — s)G
t]),

3

in which (1.2.2) and (1.2.5) havebeenused.Definethe matrix operator,{G, .}~by

{G, ~ G + ~G
t. (1.2.9)

Whenapplied to an arbitrarymatrix M, {G, .}~yields

{G, .}~M= {G, M}~= GM + MGt. (1.2.10)

It maybe iterated,in amannerreminiscentof nestedcommutators,yielding

{G, .}~M= {G, {G, M}~}~= G2M + GMGt + GMGt + M(Gt)2. (1.2.11)

This leadsto an identity, which is notdifficult to prove:

exp[—tG] M exp[— tGt] = exp[—t{G, ~}~] M. (1.2.12)

Using this identity in (1.2.8) gives

xi/(t2 — t~)= (exp[— (t
2 — t~)G]),1(exp[— t1{G, .}~]E’)11

+ 2(exp[— (12— t1)G])~1J ds (exp[— (t~— s){G, .}~]~ (1.2.13)

This formula can be usedto obtain the fluctuation-dissipationrelation by setting t2 = t~= I and
requiringthat the processbe stationary.Stationarityrequiresthat

Xii(O) = E~’ (1.2.14)
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accordingto (1.2.5). Therefore,from (1.2.13)and (1.2.14)it follows that

{G, ~}tX(O)= GE’ + E’Gt

= exp[— t{G, ~}~]{G, ~ + 2Jdr exp[—T{G, ~}~]{G, .}~Q

= exp[—t{G, ~}~]{G, ~ E~— 2J d’r (~-exp[—r{G, .}~])Q

= 20 + exp[—t{G, ~}~]({G, •}~E~— 20). (I.2.15)

This is compatiblewith stationarityif

GE’ + E’Gt =20 (1.2.16)

which is the fluctuation-dissipationrelation [10, 11]. Putting (1.2.16) into (1.2.13) provides the

reduction,for t
2~ t1

— t1) = exp[— (t2 — t1)G] exp[— t1{G, •}~]E’

+ exp[— (I2— t1)G]f dT exp[—T{G, ~}~]{G, ~ E~

= exp[—(t2— t1)G]E’ (1.2.17)

which is clearlystationary.
In Onsager’s[8] treatmentthe regressionequationsfor the “even” variablesdenotedby as’s are

= L11X,+ .~(t)= —kBLl~E,kak + J~(t) (I.2.18)

whereL~,is the fluxes-forcescouplingmatrix and (1.2.18) correspondswith (1.2.1) in the specialcase
G = kBLE. In this case

X(t2— t~) = exp[—(t2— tI)kBLE] E~. (1.2.19)

Onsagerthenimposesthe conditionof microscopicreversibility which is equivalentwith

xii(t2— t~)= Xii(t2— t1) (1.2.20)

whichtogetherwith (1.2.19)yields the identity

—kB(LEE~)Ii= ~ = ~~(O)= —kB(LEE~)ii (1.2.21)

or

L~3= L1~ (1.2.22)

which are the reciprocal relations. In the generalcase,(1.2.20) cannothold becauseit leadsto the
analogueof (1.2.21), which could be GE’ = (GE’)~= E_IGt, which does not always hold as will
subsequentlybe observedin someexamples.Indeed, if the example of the Brownian motion of a
harmonicoscillator [11]is checkedin this regard,it is found thatGE’ � E~Gt.

The two time correlation matrix is constructedby the procedureused in section 1.1. For
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{(a1(t2)a~(ti)~},equation (1.2.17) providesthe correct expressionin terms of G and E’, but for
{(a1(t1) a3(t2))}, aparallel computationgives,for t2~

{(a2(ti) a3(t2))} = (E’ exp[— (t2 — t1)G
t])

13. (1.2.23)

Therefore,the correlationmatrix is

({(at(ti) a~(t~))}{(a~(t1)aJ(t2))}”~= ( E~’ (E~exp[—(t2— ti)Gt])ii~ (1.2.24)

\{(at (12) a3(t1))} {(a,(t2) a1(t2))}/ \(exp[— (t2 — t1)G] E’)11 /
This is a 2N x 2N dimensionalmatrix. Consequently,finding its inverseis not entirely trivial. Define
the matrix, M(t2 — ti), by M(t2 — I1) exp[— (I2 — t1)G]. The inverseof the correlationmatrix is

/ E’ E_iMf\_1 /(E
1—E’MtEME~I1 _Mt(E_1_ME_1Mt)_1\

I I = I I. (1.2.25)
\ME’ E’ / \ —(E’—MEtMt)~M (E—ME’Mt)’ /

If C’ is definedby

(:EiI E1Mt)_1 (1.2.26)

then the analogueof eq. (1.1.11)is

W
2(ai, 1,; a2, 12) = ((.)Ji )h/2 exp[— ~(a~,(E’— E’M

tEME’)~a, + a(E’ — ME’MtY’a
2

— a~M
t(E’— ME 1Mt~1a

2—a(E~— ME
tMt)’Ma,)]. (1.2.27)

The conditioned,two time distribution function is

P
2(a,,t,; a2, 12) W2(a1, I,; a2,t2)/~V,(a,,I1) (1.2.28)

and Wi(ai, I,) is determinedby (1.2.7) and(1.2.17), whichyield the stationaryresult,in agreementwith
(1.2.5),

1/2
W,(a,,t~)= ((2E)N) exp[—~a~Ea1]. (1.2.29)

Therefore,(1.2.28)gives

P2(a,,t~a2, 12) = (IIEr~’)N)”
2

x exp[—~(a~[(E’— E’MtEME’)’ — E]a
1 + a(E’ — ME’M

t)’a
2 — a~M

t(E~— ME’Mt~’a
2

— a~(E’— ME’M
t)’Mai)]. (1.2.30)

This expressionmay be simplified usingthefollowing identities:

(E1— E’MtEME’) — E = (E’ — E~MtEME’)’(1— (E~— E’MtEME’)E)
= (E’ — EIMtEME l)_IE_IMtEM = (M’E’M~’E(E’— EIMtEME..I)).I

= (M’E’Mt’ — E’)’ = (M~(E’— ME’Mt)Mtt)’ = Mt(E’ — ME’Mt)’M (1.2.31)

and

E’ — ME’Mt = E’ — exp[— (12— t,){G, .}~]E’. (1.2.32)
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The exponentialin (1.2.30) maybe written

(a2— exp[— (t2— t,)G] ai)t[E~— exp[— (12— t1){G, ~}~]E’f
1(a

2 — exp[— (12—t,)G] a,).

The normalizationfactor in (1.2.30) containsthe quantity 11C
111/If Eli in whichC~t,as definedby (1.2.26),

is 2N x 2N dimensionalwhereasE is N x N dimensional.This implies the determinantidentities

iic.i.~.ii— 1 — hEll — hEll
hEll — E E’ E1Mt — E 0 E E1Mt — 1 M’ (1.2.33)

ME’ E’ 0 E ME’ E’ EME’ 1

where1 denotesan N x N identity matrix andin which I~~hl= liEu2 hasbeenused.Let X and V be
arbitraryN xN matrices.Using the cofactorexpansionmethod [14]it canbe shown that

= 1 = ~ ~. (1.2.34)

Therefore,

1 M’ — / 1 Mt\/1 X
EME’ 1 — ~EME’ 1 )k.o 1

1 X+Mt 1 0
= EME’ EME’X+l = EME’ 1—EME’Mt (1.2.35)

wherethe last equalityfollows from choosingX = _Mt. Now,

1 0 7 1 0 \/1 0
EME’ 1—EME’Mt = \EME~ 1_EMEIMtAY 1

1 0 1 0
= EME’ + (1 — EME’Mt)Y 1 — EME’Mt = 0 1 — EME1Mt

(1.2.36)
wherethe last equality follows from choosingV = (1 — EME’MtY’EMEt. Another cofactorexpan-
sion verifies

H ~ 1 — EMEIMtV = — EME’MtII. (1.2.37)

Returningto (1.2.33),(1.2.34—37) imply

hEll — (1238)
hEll — Ill — EME’MtII — llE~— ME’M’ll

= ui(E’ — ME’MtY’lf = il(E’ — exp[— (12— t~){G,•}~]E’)~’hI
wherethe last equality againusesthe definition of M. Puttingthis expansion,as well as (1.2.31) and
(1.2.32),into (1.2.30) yields the final result:

— /hi(E’ — exp[—(t2— t,){G, •}~]E’)’ll\”2
2(a,,t,,a2,t2)—~ (2)N I

xexp[—~(a2— expE—(t2 — t,)G] a,)t(E~— exp[— (I2 — t,){G, ~}~]E’)~(a2 — exp[— (12— t,)G]a,)]
(1.2.39)

a preciseanalogueof (1.1.11).
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An analysisof higher order distributions verifies the Markov property, so that P2 is all that is
neededfor a completestatisticaldescriptionof this process.

The Fokker—Planckequationassociatedwith the P2 in (1.2.39)is

1,; a2, 12) = —~--—(Gt~a2~P2(a,,t~a2, 12))+
1-——~——(GE’+ E~Gt)i~—~—--P

2(a,, t~a2, 12)
8t2 aa2, 8a21 8a23

(1.2.40)

with the initial conditionP2(a1,1,; a2, t1)’~(a2—a,). The indices i andj in (1.2.40)aresummedfrom 1
to N.

The formalism was applied by Onsager[8,9] to heat conduction,electrical conduction,diffusion,
and reaction kinetics. Fox and Uhlenbeck[11, 12] applied the generalizedversion of the theory to
hydrodynamicsand the linearizedBoltzmannequation.Foch [15] workedout the applicationto light
scatteringfrom binary mixtures,andChow and Hermans[16]elaboratedthe theoryof moving bodies
in fluctuating fluids. Fox [17] explainedthe existenceof long time tails in autocorrelationformulae
using resultsfor hydrodynamicfluctuationsfound by Szu, Szu and Hermans[18]. Numerousother
applicationsmaybe made.LandauandLifshitz [19,20] have,for example,alsotreatedhydrodynamic
fluctuations,and electromagneticfluctuations,using a methodwhich fits into the developmenthere.

1.3. The generalizedLangevinequation

An alternativedescriptionof Brownian motion is given by the generalizedLangevin equation
[21—24,26]

d I -M~-ja(t)= —j a(t — s) U(s) ds+F(t) (1.3.1)

which differs from eq. (1.1.1) in that it containsa “memory” kernel, a(t—s).The fluctuating force,
F(t), hasthe Gaussianproperties

(P(t)) = 0 and (P(t) ~(s)) = kuTa(lt— sl) ôj~. (1.3.2)

In the specialcasea(Jt — sI) = aô(t— s), eq.(1.3.1) reducesto eq. (1.1.1). However,whena(t — s) hasa
genuinewidth in time, the descriptionis non-Markovian,as will be seenbelow. In sections1.4 and1.9,
the inconsistenciesinherentin the Markovian theory will be shown to not be of importancein the
non-Markovian case, and the non-Markovian form will be seen to arise naturally from exact
microscopic physics. Therefore, the generalizedLangevin equation is of special importance in
studyingthe shift in emphasisin the theory of stochasticprocessesfrom Markoviannessto Gaus-
sianness.

The Gaussianproperty implies that the two time correlationmatrix determinesall the distribution
functions. In this case,however,all distribution functionsare no longer determinedby W2 or P2,
becausethe processis non-Markovian.

The solution to (1.3.1) maybe written

u(t) = X(t) U(0)+ f X(t — s) fr(s)ds (1.3.3)
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in which x(l) is definedthroughits Laplacetransform

~(z) = (z + c~(z)/M)~1 (1.3.4)

in which d(z) is the Laplacetransformof a(t) definedby

~(z) = J exp[—zt] a(t)dl. (1.3.5)

The initial valueof the velocity is determinedby the Maxwell distribution

W,(U(0)) = (2i~kBT/M)3t2 exp[—MU(0)~u(0)/2kBfl. (1.3.6)

Clearly, it follows that

(u(t)) = X(t) s,(0) and {(u(t))} = 0 (1.3.7)

in parallelwith (1.1.6). The two time velocity autocorrelationmatrix,Xii(12 — 1,), for 12 ~ 1, is obtained

from

X~i(t2 — t,) {(u~(t
2)u~(t,))}

= x(t2) X(t,){u~(0)u~(0)}+ ~ Jds J ds’ x(t2 - s) x(t~ - s’) (p(s)~(s’))

° ° (1.3.8)

= ~x(t2) X(ti) oil +~ Jds J ds’ X(
12 — s)X(t, — s’) a(js — s’h) Oji.

The doubleintegralon the right-handside of (1.3.8) may be computedby using the double Laplace
transform[24]

J dt
2 exp[—zt2] Jdl, exp[—z’t~]Jds J ds’ X(

12 — s) X(Ii — s’) a(hs— s’h)

= f ds
2Jdt2 Jdsi Jdt~exp[—z(t2— s2)] exp[—z’(t, — s,)] X(

12— s
2)X(

ti — s~)

xexp[—zs
2] exp[—z’s,] a(ls2 — sih) (1.3.9)

= Jds2J dr2Jds~Jdr, exp[—zT2] X(r2) exp[—zT,],X(r,) exp[—zs2] exp[—z’s,] a(ls2 — s,l)

= ~(z) ~(z’) J ds2Jds,exp[—z’s2] exp[—z’s,] a(ls2—s,~).
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The last doubleintegral in (1.3.9) is againadoubleLaplacetransform,

Jds7Jds,exp[—zs2] exp[—z’s1]a(ls2 — s,l)

= Jds2f ds,exp[—z(s2—s,)] a(1s2—s,l) exp[—(z + z’)s,]

= f ds, J do exp[—zo] a(loh) exp[— (z+ z’)s1]

= Jds,[d(z) + Jd~exp[-z~] a(l~l)]exp[-(z + z’)s,] (1.3.10)

=~+~,_Id5,(~—exp[_(z+z)s,])~+~,Jthrexp[—zu]a(lol)

= a(Z) + Jds,exp[—(z + z’)s,] ~ ~1exp[zs,]a(s,)

— ~(z)+ c~(z’)
z+z,

Puttingthis into (1.3.9) yields

Jdt~f dt, exp[—zt2] exp[—z’t~]Jds2 f ds,X(t2 — s2)X(ti — s,) a(ls2— s,I)

= ~(z) ~(Z1)a~ ~i(z’) (1.3.11)
From(1.3.4) it follows thatboth

~(z) d(z)= M(l — z~(z))and ,~(z’)~(z’) = M(1 — z’~(z’)). (1.3.12)

Using theseidentities in the right-handsideof (1.3.11)gives

~(z) ~(z’)~’~ + ~(z’) = M(~(z) ÷~(z’) — ~(z) ~(z’)). (1.3.13)
A comparisonwith (1.3.10)showsthat the right-handsideof (1.3.13) satisfies

M(~’~ ~2) — ~ç~(z)A’(z’)) = MJdt2 fdt~exp[—zt2] exp[—ft~](x(lt2 — t,j) — X(
12) x(l~)).

(1.3.14)
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A comparisonof this resultwith (1.3.9) gives
~2 t

1

f ds J ds’ X(t2— s) x(
ti — s’) a(ls — s’l) = M(x(1t

2 — t~l)— X(t2)X(tl)). (1.3.15)
0

Consequently,(1.3.8) may be written in the form

k8T

— t,) = —~—-x(lt2— t,l)O~~ (1.3.16)

which exhibitsthe stationarity of the process.
This autocorrelationmatrix determinesthe two time correlationmatrix

/ {(u1(t,) u1(t,)~} {(u~(t,) uJ(t2))}\ kBT ( ~0 x(1t2— t,l)8~~
{(u1(t2) u~(t,))} {(u~(t2) u~(t2))})= M x(lt2 t,b)&~ ~ ). (1.3.17)

The inverseof this matrix is

PsI 1 / x(1t2 t,l)5~3

~ 1—x
2(1t2— t,l) ~—x(bt

2— t,l)O~~ o~i ) (1.3.18)

which hasthe determinant

‘M
6

(1 — x2(lt2 — t,l))3. (1.3.19)

Both of theseresultsparallel (1.1.13)and (1.1.14).Therefore,the two time distributionfunction is

kBT)6

2 1/2

W
2(u,, t,; u2, t2) = ((2ir)6(_~M__ (1 —X (112— tih))~)

xexp[—1

M (u~. ui+u2. u2—2u,. U2x(112—ttl))] (1.3.20)

1—x
2(lt

2—t,l)
The conditioned,two time distributionis

W2(u,, 1,; u2, t2)
(1.3.21)P2(u,, 1,; U2, t2) W,(u1, 1,)

From(1.3.7),and (1.3.16)for 12 = I,, it follows that

/ kBT~
312 I MW,(u

1, t~)= (~
21r—M—) expL2kBT u, U

1]. (1.3.22)

Therefore,P2 is given by

kBT 2 —3/2P2(u,,t,; U2~12) = (21T—M—(l —X (It2 — til)))

xexp [— 1 PsI~(u2 — X(lt2 — til)ui) . (u2 — x(lt2 — til)sii)] (1.3.23)
1—X

2(l12—tIl)
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If this processwere Markovian, thenthe Smoluchowski[3, seenoteII of appendix],or Chapman—
Kolmogorovequation[5, see ch. 2], would haveto hold

P2(u,, 1,; u3, t3) = f P2(UI, t~ u, s) P2(u, s; u3, 13) d
3u. (1.3.24)

Using (1.3.23),this requirementleadsto the condition

x(It
3— sl)x(ls— t,~)= x(ht3— t,l) (1.3.25)

for all 13 ~ s ~ t,. This equationis only satisfiedby

x(bt — t’l) = exp(—It — t’ID) (1.3.26)

for constantD accordingto Doob’s theorem[3, 4]. In conjunctionwith (1.3.4), this result implies

&(z) = MD (1.3.27)

which is equivalentwith a(lt — sl) = MDO(t — s) which is the Markovian limit. Therefore, (1.3.24)
cannotbe satisfied,so that (1.3.23)doesnot describeaMarkov process.

Associatedwith (1.3.23) is the partial differentialequation

~P2(Ul,tIU2,t2)(U2iP2(UI,ti;U2,t2))~~ 3 P2(U,,t,;u2,t2)
312 X(

12 — t,) ôu
2~ 1W’ X(

12 — 1,)3u
213u~

(1.3.28)

with the initial condition P2(UI, t~u2, t,)= O(U2— u,). ~(t2— 1,) denotesthe derivative of X(r) with
respectto T. This is not a Fokker-Planckequation[22—24]becausethe time dependentcoefficient,

— tl)/x(t2 — I,), dependsexplicitly upon both t~and 12. Dependenceupon t2 alone would be
equivalentwith anon-stationary,Markovian, Fokker—Planckequation,as will be seenin section1.5.
The non-Markoviannature of the processdescribedin this section meansthat higher order dis-
tribution functions are not determinedby P2 or W2. However, they may be determined from

x~~(lt2—t,l) alone, if the n-point correlation matrices are computed and inverted in the manner
describedin section1.1. The Gaussiannessguaranteesa completedescription[26].

This processis a stationary,non-Markovian, Gaussianprocess.

1.4. Mon’s theory of irreversible thermodynamics

The Mon theory [27]representsaneffort to derivethe structureof stochasticmodelsof irreversible
thermodynamicsfrom the underlying, exact dynamics of many particle systems.The principal
techniqueusedin this method involves the projectionoperatorwhich was introducedto this context
by Zwanzig [28]. The resultingequationshavethe structureof N-componentgeneralizedLangevin
equations.

The basicperspectiveneededfor this approachstemsfrom the notion of the “contractionof the
description” which will be discussedin detail in section11.6. The projection operatorused here
implementsthe “contraction” just alluded to.

Let A~(t)be an N-component(i = 1, 2,.. . N) vectorof phasespacefunctions[27]. A phasespace
function is anyfunction of the position and momentumvectorsof eachof the particlesin a many
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particlesystem,andthe spacedeterminedby all of thesevectorsis calledphasespace.If thereare n
particles, then the phase space vectors may be denotedby r,, r2, . . . rn,pi,p2,. . .p,,. The time
evolutionof A1(t) is governedby the Liouville operatorL [27,29], definedby

~ (1.4.1)
1=,m 0r, ~ 3r, 3p~ 0’~ 3p3

in which çb~denotesthe two particlepotential,~(lr1— r31), and 3/3r, denotesthe gradientdifferential
operatorfor the ith particle,and 3/ap, denotesthe momentum-gradientdifferentialoperatorfor the ith
particle.The inclusion of the factor i in (1.4.1) guaranteesthat I is Hermitean[27].A,(t) satisfies

~A~(t) = iLA1(t) (1.4.2)

which possessesthe formal solution

A1(t) = exp[itL] A1(0). (1.4.3)

The projectionoperator,P, is defined[27, 28] by

PA1(t) (A,(t), A~(0)) (A,(0), A~(0)~~Ak(0) (1.4.4)

in which (.. .) denotesan innerproductdefinedby

(F, G*) f. . . JFG* WeqdF (1.4.5)

whereF and G are arbitrary functionsof phasespacevariables,Weqis the equilibrium (canonical)
distributiongivenby

Weq(ri .. . rap, . . . p~)= (2~mk8T)3~2~exp[~i,~P~/2m _~j;~~i] (1.4.6)

with

Q J.. . Jexp[—~-~ ~ t~ ]~r, .. . d
3r~,

anddF is shorthandfor d3r, d3r
2. . . d

3r~ d3p, d3p
2.. . d

3p~.Both (A
1(t), A?(0)~and(A,(0),A~(0))~are

matrices,andthe repeatedindices in (1.4.4) shouldbesummed.The actionof P is to projectthe value
of A(t) at time t onto the valueat time I = 0, A(0). The innerproductdefinedabovemaybe used to
verify the Hermiticity of L throughthe identity

(LF, G*) = (F, (LG)*). (1.4.7)

The following identitiesbeginwith the “disentanglementtheorem”[30]

exp[it(1 — P)L] = exp[itL] — if ds exp[i(t — s)L] PL exp[is(1 — P)L] (1.4.8)

andusethe projectionoperatorpropertiesof P and(1 — P):

P
2 = P and (1 — P)2 = (1 — P). (1.4.9)
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Now, apply both sides of (1.4.8) to (1 — P) A,(0) whereA1(0) denotesthe time derivativeof A~(t)at
1=0:

exp[it(1 — P)L] (1 — P)A~(0)= exp[itI] (1 — P) AL(0)

— if dsexp[i(t — s)L] P1 exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A~(0). (1.4.10)

Define1~(t)by

F(t) exp[it(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A1(0). (1.4.11)

Using (1.4.2) permitsthe transformations

exp[itL] (1 — P) A1(0) = exp[itL] A~(0)— exp[itL] PA~(0)

= exp[itL] iLA~(0)— exp[itL] PiLA,(0)

= A~(t)— i exp[itI] (LA~(0),Ai’(O)) (A,(0),A~(0))’Ak(0)

A,(t) — i1~,kAk(t) (1.4.12)

wherethe last equalitydefinesthe matrix fl~kby

fT1~k~(LA~(0),A~(0)~(A,(0), A~(0))’. (1.4.13)

A final identity is necessary,

P1 exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A1(0)

= (L exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A~(0), A~(0)~(A,(0), A~(0)~’Ak(0)
= (exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A~(0), (LA,(0))*) (A,(0), A~(0))’ Ak(0)

= i(exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A1(0), A?(0)) (A,(0), A~(0))’ Ak(0)

i4~ik(5) Ak(0) (1.4.14)

wherethe last equalitydefinesthe matrix 4tk(s) by

4’Ik(s) (exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A(0), A?(0)) (A,(0), AD(0))’. (1.4.15)

Putting(1.4.11—15) togetherinto (1.4.10) leadsto the identity

— if’~ikAk(t)+/.ds 4.’ik(s) Ak(t — s)= .I~(t)

or equivalently

~A,(t) — ifl,kAk(t) +Jds cb~k(t— s)Ak(s)= ~(t). (1.4.16)

P is Hermiteanbecausefor arbitraryF and G

(PF, G*) = (F, A~(0))(A,(0),A~(0)~’(Ak(0),G*~
= (F, A~(0))(Ak(0), G*) (A1(0),A~(0))~

= (F, A~(0))(A,(0),G*) (Ak(0),A?(0))~
= (F, (P G)*). (1.4.17)
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Therefore,(1 — P) is alsoHermitian. From this, the fluctuation-dissipationrelation follows:

(J~(t),PD(s))= (exp[it(1 — P)L] (1 — P)A1(0), (exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) Ak(0))*)

= (exp[it(1 — P)L(1 — P)] (1 — P) A,(0), (exp[is(1 — P)L(1 — P)] (1 — P) Ak(0))*)

= (exp[i(t — s)(1 — P)L(1 — P)] (1 — P) A,(0), ((1 — P) Ak(0))*)

= ((1 — P) exp[i(t — s)(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A(0), AD(0))
= (exp[i(t — s)(1 — P)LI (1 — P)A~(0),AD(0))

= cb~1(t— s) (A~(0), AD(0)). (1.4.18)

Both theHermiticity andthe projectionoperatorproperty,(1.4.9),of (1 — P), andthe Hermiticity of L,
which implies the unitarity of exp[is(1 — P)L(1 — P)], havebeenusedto get (1.4.18).

For this derivation,which is exact, to providea model for a truly stochasticprocess,it remainsto
show that F~(t)is in fact stochastic. This has never been proved, although the complicated,
non-commutingoperatorsin (1.4.11) suggestthat F1(t) may indeedbehavelike a Gaussianprocess
becauseits value is determinedfrom the summationof numerous,manyparticlecontributions.It is
suspectedthat in the limit of infinitely manyparticles,a theoremalongthe lines of the central limit
theoremin probabilitytheory [31] mayresult.

It should be especiallynoted that a generalizedLangevinequationis the result, in which
4~~(t— s)

is the memorykernelmatrix. A Markovianresult is not obtained,andthis point will be exploredagain
in section1.9.

The Mon theoryprovidesthebasisfor an N-componentgeneralizationof the generalizedLangevin
equationdiscussedin section1.3. The stochasticform is an N-component,stationary,non-Markovian,
Gaussian process. This stochasticprocesswill involve an N-componentvectordenotedby a~(t),for

= 1,2,. . - N. The equationsof motion are,by analogywith (1.4.16)

~a(t) = iCka(t)— J ds4(t — s)a(s) + fr(t) (1.4.19)

with the fluctuation-dissipationrelation

(F(t) Ft(s)) = çfr(t — s){a(0)at(0)} (1.4.20)

where{a(0) at(0)} denotesthe matrix of initial value correlationswhich is determinedfrom an initial
canonicalequilibrium distribution.In analogywith (1.4.13)it follows that fl satisfies

fl{a(0) at(0)} = {a(0) at(0)} ff (1.4.21)

whereas(1.4.15)implies the analogy

~ —t). (1.4.22)

The matrix {a(0) at(0)} occurring here is the analogueof E’ which occurredin section 1.2. The
analogueof A in section1.2 is ifl here,andthe analogueof S in section1.2, or a(t — s) in section1.3, is
4(t — s) here.

The solutionto (1.4.19)is

a(t) = M(t) a(0)+ f ds M(t — s)F(s) (1.4.23)
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whereM(t) is definedthroughits Laplacetransform,M(z), by

~I(z) = (zi — ifl + ~(z))’ (1.4.24)

where~(z) is the Laplacetransformof 4(t). In order to proceedin parallelwith the developmentin
section1.3 for the one-componentgeneralizedLangevinequation,values for (F(s)) and {a(0)} are
needed.Fromthe definition of the innerproductin (1.4.5) it follows that (F(s)), in the Mon context,
maybe interpretedas

(fr(s)) f.. .f fr(s) WeqdF

= f f Weqexp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P) A(0) dl’

= iJ~. . f Weqexp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P)L A(0) dl’ = 0. (1.4.25)

The third equality follows from (1.4.2) whereas the last equality follows from the Hermiticity of
(l-P)L:

Weqexp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P)LA(0)dl’

= (exp[is(1 — P)L] (1 — P)LA(0), 1*)

= (A(0), [exp[—is(1— P)L] (1 — P)L1]*) = 0 (1.4.26)

where1 is just unity, andLi = 0. The valueof {a(0)} can be takento be

{a(0)} = 0 (1.4.27)

by simply choosingthe variablesa~(0)to be the deviationsfrom the full equilibriumvalues.
As aconsequenceof (1.4.25)and (1.4.27),(1.4.23)implies

{a(t)} = 0. (1.4.28)

The autocorrelationmatrix is

{(a(t), at(s))} = M(t) {a(0), at(0)} Mt(s) +f dl’ f ds’ M(t — I’) ~(t’ — s’) {a(0), at(0)} Mt(s — s’)

(1.4.29)

as follows directly from (1.4.23). This is the analogueof (1.3.8). Note that here, however,~(t’ —

s’) � ~(It’— s’l), so that computationsusing the double Laplace transform must be modified [32]
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somewhat:

f dl Jds e~te~’s I dl’ ds’ M(t — t’) ~(t’ — s’) {a(0) at(0)} Mt(s — s’)

= J dt’ Jds’ f dl f dse~’t’~M(t — t’) e~”~(t’ — s’){a(O) at(0)} e~’M~(s— s’) ~

= M(z) f dt’ f ds’ e” çb(t’ — s’) {a(0) at(0)} e~’s’Mt(z’)

= 1~l(z)J dl’ J ds’ e~”4i(t’ — s’) {a(0) at(0)}e~’~’Mt(z’)

+ ~1(z)J dl’ J ds’ e~”4~(t’— s’) {a(0) at(0)} e~’s’P1t(z’)

= M(z) J ds’ J dl’ et’~” 4(t’ — s’) {a(0) at(0)} e’±~s’p1t(z!)

+ ~(z) J dt’ f ds’ e~’~”çb(t’ — s’) {a(0) at(0)} e~’(~L)Mt(zF)

= M(z) J ds’ J dre 4(r) {a(0) at(0)}e~’~~’~t(z’)

+ M(z) Jdl’ f do e~~’~”{(O) at(0)} t~~(a)e~”Mt(f)

— ~ ~(z){a(0) at(0)} + {a(0) at(0)} ç~t(z’)~t(
— (z) ~ + ~1 kZ). (1.4.30)

The fifth equalityfollows from (1.4.22).From (1.4.24)andits adjoint it follows that

I~1(z)~(z) = 1 — ~(z) (zi — ifi) and ~t(z’)Pit(z’) = 1 — (z’l + illt) ~t(z’). (1.4.31)

Therefore,the last line of (1.4.30)becomes

M(z{a(0) at(0)}+{a(0) a’(O)} ~1t(zI)— M(z) {a(0) a t(~)} r~1t(z?) (1.4.32)

The inverseLaplacetransformof (1.4.32),with (1.4.30),leadsto the identity

Idt1Id5;Mtt1t151~0~t0flMt551
= 0(1 — s) M(t — s){a(0) at(0)} + 0(s — I) {a(0) at(0)} Mt(s — I) — M(t) {a(0) at(0)} Mt(s) (1.4.33)
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where 0(x) is the Heavisidefunction: 0(x) = 1 for x � 0, and 0(x) 0 for x <0. Combining(1.4.33)
with (1.4.29)producesthe analogueof (1.2.17)and(1.2.23):

X(t—s)~{(a(t)at(s))} 0(t—s)M(t—s){a(0)at(0)}+0(st){a(0)at(0)}Mt(5t). (1.4.34)

This stationary resultparallels(1.3.16).As notedearlier,{a(0) at(0)} is the analogueof E’ in section
1.2, which is just (kBT/M)Oii in (1.3.16). When I = s in (1.4.33), M(t — s)= M(0) = 1 as follows from
(1.4.23).This yields

Xii(°)= {a,(0) a~(O)} (1.4.35)

the naturalanalogueof (1.2.14).

From(1.4.34),the two time correlationmatrix maybe computed,in parallelwith (1.2.24),for t
2~ t,

({(a1(t,) a,(ti))} {(a,(t,) a3(t2))}

\{(a~(t2) a~(t,))} {(a,(t2) a3(t2))}

— f {a,(0) a,(0)} ({a(0) at(0)} M
t(t

2— t1))11\ (1436)

— k\M(t2—1,) {a(0) at(0)})j, {a,(0) a~(0)} ,/
If {a(0) a

t(0)} is denotedby E’, then (1.4.36) looks just like the left-hand side of (1.2.25).
Consequently,an identicalanalysismaybe usedto computethe distributionfunctions.From (1.4.28)
and (1.4.35) it follows that

W,(ai, t~)= (hl{a ~ ‘II)1/2 exp[—~a~{a (0) at(~)} ‘a~] (1.4.37)
which is preciselythe analogueof (1.2.29).Therefore,the conditioned,two time distributionfunction
is

~ . — Ill({a(0) at(0)} — M(t
2 — t,) {a(0) at(0)} M

t(t
2 — ti))111\1/2

,, a2, 2)_k (2~)N

x exp[—~(a2—M(t2— t,)a,)
t({a(0) at(0)}— M(t

2— I,)

x {a(0) a
t(0)} Mt(t

2— t,)Y’(a2— M(t2— t,)a,)]. (1.4.38)

Becausethis is anon-Markovianprocess,P2 doesnot determineall otherhigher orderdistribution
functionsas it doesfor the Markoviancase.However,all of theseotherdistributionsaredetermined
by M through a procedurewhich involves computingthe inverseof the n-point correlationmatrices
which are generalizationsof (1.4.36).The differencebetweenthe M hereand the M exp[— tG] of
section1.2 which resultsin this casebeingnon-Markovianwhereasthat casewas Markovian lies in
the Smoluchowskior Chapman—Kolmogorovidentity discussedin section1.3. Markoviannessrequires
the analogueof (1.3.25) which reads

M(t3 — s)M(s — I,) = M(t3 — 1,). (1.4.39)

This identity is clearly satisfiedby M(t) exp[—tG], but not for the M(t) in this section which is
determinedby (1.4.24).

Mon’s theory has found applications primarily in the area of transport coefficients and time-
correlation functions [33] whereit has led to one of the most powerful current methodsfor such
computations.Recently,it hasbeenusedasa basisfor a generalapproachto stochasticprocessesin
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thermal physics [34]. This includes applications to the non-linear Boltzmann equation and the

non-linearhydrodynamicsequations.

1.5. Macrovariablefluctuations

The theoryof fluctuationsfor systemsdescribedby non-lineardynamicalequationsis not as well
understoodas is the theoryfor linearly describedsystems.In this reviewtwo distinctapproacheswill
be considered.The first approach,which is treatedin this section,considersdynamical systemsin
which the variablesusedought to be consideredas fluctuating quantitiesfor intrinsic reasons.The
second approach,which is treated in the next section and in section 11.4, considersnon-linear
equationsto which areaddedoutsidefluctuatingforces.

Dynamicalsystemsin which the variablesareintrinsically fluctuatingusuallydescribemacroscopic
systems such as in hydrodynamicsand chemical reactions. These systems are referred to as
macrovariable systems.Their descriptionmay be given on two distinct levels.There is the macros-
copic level in which the dynamicalequationsarenon-linear,such as the massaction equationsfor
chemicalreactions.There is alsoa microscopiclevel which is governedby a linear equationcalleda
masterequation which is called the McQuarrie [35] masterequation in the specific instance of
chemicalreactions.As anotherexample,a simplified model of the Boltzmannequation,which is a
non-linearmacroscopicequation,is associatedwith the McKean [36] masterequationat the micro-
scopic level; andafuller treatmentof the completeBoltzmannequationis associatedwith Siegert’s
[37] masterequationas has beenshownin detail by Logan and Kac [38]. In fact, it is in this last
contextthat the terminologyof “masterequation”originally arosein apaperby Nordsieck,Lamband
Uhlenbeck[39].

Eventhoughthemicroscopiclevel of descriptionis governedby a masterequation,theseequations
arenot on anequalfootingwith microscopicdynamicsperse.No onehaseversucceededin rigorously
deriving any of these masterequationsfrom the Liouville equation,or in the analogousquantum
mechanicalcase, from Schrodinger’sequation.Nevertheless,it is instructive to studythe transition
from the master equation level of descriptionto the macrovariablelevel of description and in
particular to observethe emergenceof fluctuationsin the macrovariablesas a consequenceof this
transition[38]. This transitiondoesestablishabasis for variousmacrovariableequationswhich do not
otherwisepossessa rigorousbasis in microscopicdynamicsper se.

Even with the limited objective of seeing the details in the transition from masterequationsto
macrovariableequations,there has been limited successof a rigorous nature.In the caseof the
transition from the McQuarrie masterequationto the mass actionlaws rigorousresults havebeen
achievedby Kurtz [40]. The transitionfrom the Siegertmasterequationto the Boltzmannequation
still requiresmorework althoughthe work of Logan andKac [38]clearlyshowsthe way. In both of
thesecasesthe detaileddescriptionof the fluctuationsis obtained.In a more general setting, van
Kampen [41] has outlined a schemefor making this transition from any masterequation to its
associatedmacrovariableequation,andKuboet al. [42]havereviewedandexpandedthis approach.It
is this approachwhich will be presentedherein order to exhibit the structureof the theory and to
exposethose placeswhere more work is required. The fluctuation theory to be obtained below
correspondswith the theory of non-stationary,Markov,Gaussianprocesses.

Let an N-componentmacrovariabledynamicalsystembe denotedby the N-tuplea~,a2, a3 a~,
or a. Let the probability that the values of the N variablesare betweenthe valuesa and a + da be
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denotedby
NP(a,t)d a

where d~”a da,da2. . . dan. The masterequationis a linear partial differential equation for the
space-timeevolutionof P(a, I), whereinherethe “space”dependenceis in the N-tuple:a,, a2,. . . a~:

1) = f W(a,a’)P(a’, t) d”ta’_f W(a’,a)P(a,t) d”a’ (1.5.1)

in which W(a, a’) is the transitionrate for the changeof statefrom a’ to a. Below, it will be shown
how both deterministicnon-linear equationsand linear stochasticequationsemerge in the “ther-
modynamic” limit. This limit generallyis a “largeness”limit in some appropriateparameterwhich
might be volume,or mole number,or massratio,etc.Thus,the procedureis sometimesreferredto as
a “system size expansion”[43]. This reflectsthe greatsimilarity betweenthe structureof this theory
andthe classical“central limit theorem”of probability theory [40,43].

Let g(a) be an arbitrary function of a which vanishessufficiently rapidly at the extremesof the
domainof a which for definitenesscanbe takento be±co for eachcomponenta•. Therefore,

f d”~ag(a)~P(a,1)

= f dNaf dNaFg(a) (W(a, a’) P(a’, t) — W(a’, a) P(a, I))

= JdNaf dNa~(g(a’) — g(a)) W(a’, a) P(a, I)

= f dNaf d”~a’±~-i((a’— a)~~)g(b)( W(a’, a) P(a, 1). (1.5.2)

The secondequalityfollows from an appropriateinterchangeof a anda’ in left half of the integrand
of the secondline. The third equalityutilizesan expressionfor Taylor’s expansionfor afunctionof
more thanone variable. In this expressionb is set equal to a after all differentiationshave been
performed.Integrationby partswith respectto the avariablesyields

f dNag(a)-~-P(a, I) = JdNaf d”~a’~ (_l)
m go ~ —p— II (a~,,— a,,,) W(a’, a)P(a, 1) (1.5.3)

t3t rn—I m . ~=, 3a,, k=1

in which the subscripts 1~ and 1k for particular values of j and k range from 1 to N, and for
correspondingsubscripts with j = k the repeated index summationconvention is applied. This
integrationby parts does not generateboundaryterms if g(a) vanishessufficiently rapidly at the
extremesof integrationas was alreadyassumed.From the arbitrarinessof g(a) otherwise,it follows
that

~~_P(a,t)=fdNaP ~ ~~H—~—fl(aL—aj,,) W(a’,a)P(a,t)at rn—I m . ~ 3a,
1 k—I

= ~ (~l)
mft.L(K~,(a)P(at)) (1.5.4)

rn—i m. ~
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in whichK~ ,,,, (a) is definedby

K~”~,,,(a) JdNa~J.TJ (a~,,— alk) W(a’, a). (1.5.5)

TheseK~(a)tensorsarethe mth ordermomentsof the transitionratekernel, W(a’, a), with respect
to the value a. The expansionin (1.5.4) was usedin anothercontextby Kramersand Moyal [48,49].
Convergenceof the seriesin (1.5.4)is implicitly assumedandwould needto beverified in anyspecific
case.

The size parameterenters equation (1.5.1) in two places, both of which are associatedwith
W(a’, a). This transitionratehasa magnitudewhichdependsuponthe size of the “distance” ha’ — aj.
In most masterequationsas ha’ — al grows, the magnitudeof W(a’, a) decreases. It is possible to
characterizethis dependencein the form

W(a’, a) is of order Il” whenha’ — ab ~ i/flu (1.5.6)

in which fl is the size parameteranda and /3 are positivereal numbers.For the McQuarrie master
equation[40], fl is simply the total volume V, and if the variables,a, in (1.5.1) are taken to be the
concentrations,n/V, wheren is the N-componentvectorof molecularspeciespopulations,then both
a and f3 in (1.5.6) can be takenas 1, or

W(n’/V, n/V) is of order V whenbn’IV— n/Vh~1/V. (1.5.7)

The upshotof theseconsiderationsis that the size of the K(m)(a) tensorsin (1.5.5) is determined in
termsof fl. Becausethe /3 in (1.5.6) is positive,it follows that for m’> m

<K~(a). (1.5.8)

Consequently,in (1.5.4),only the termsfor small valuesof m, such as m = 1, 2, 3 etc. will be important
as Il -~ co~In the McQuarriemasterequationcase,Kurtz [40]hasshownthat

K””~(n/V) is of order l/Vm~. (1.5.9)

In the following, the treatmentwill parallel this behaviorof the chemicalreaction case,although a
more generalattackwould bepreferable,but is still lacking.

Two limiting proceduresare used.The first generatesthe deterministicequationswhereasthe
secondgeneratesthe fluctuation equations.In the first the size parametergoes to co, f~—~co, andonly
K~(a)survivesin (1.5.4)

1) = —~—-(KY~(a)P(a, 1)). (1.5.10)

The boundaryconditionfor this initial valueproblemis that

P(a,0) = 5(a — ao). (1.5.11)

Equation(1.5.10) hasthe propertythat its solutionis

P(a, I) = e5(a — ã(t)) (1.5.12)

whereaOl) is defined by

- INd aaP(a,t) ( .5.1 )
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and satisfies the deterministicequation

~ã(t) = K~1~(a(t)) (1.5.14)

as follows from (1.5.10). K~1~is just anotherway of representingthe vector functional K°~(a).In
general,KU) is a non-linearfunctionalof aOl) so that (1.5.14)is a non-linear,deterministicequationfor
the evolutionof the averages,a(t). For chemicalreactions,this observationthat the massactionlaws
are the V —~ co limit of theMcQuarriemasterequationwas first madeby Oppenheim,ShulerandWeiss
[44],and stimulatedKurtz’s [40] subsequentwork on the fluctuations.

In order to carry out the secondlimiting procedure,it is necessaryto shift to a new setof variables
which representthe deviationsfrom the deterministicsolutions,aOl). BecauseKt2~is of order 1/V in
the chemicalreactioncase,the new variablesaretakento be definedby

= VU2(a — 1(1)). (1.5.15)

Theseare “rescaled”deviationvariables,andthe choiceof V~’2for rescalingreflectsthe fact that in
the chemicalreactioncasethe ratios of KU) to K121 is of order V. For othermasterequationswhere
this ratio may come out to some other power of fl, anappropriatelymodified rescalingsuchas (1.5.15)
would be required.The V—~co limit of (1.5.4) is now obtainedusingthe following substitutions:

P(a, t)-+4(ji, 1) (1.5.16)

_~_~~* ~ (1.5.17)

3a, 3p,,

~ V”~a,-~-- (1.5.18)

which follows from (1.5.15). In addition, the K(m)~smust be expandedaround their values at the
deterministicsolution5(1):

K~(a)= K~’~(V’’2~+ 5(t))

= K~(a(t))+~ . . . (1.5.19)

and
(2) (2) —1/2 —

Krnn(a) = Kmn(V ~L + a(t))

= K~(a(t)) + V_ 1/2 ~ K~(u(t)) +-~..

Putting (1.5.16—19)into (1.5.4) yields

1)— Vu2d,~_~(~,1)

= — Vuf2~_([K~1(a(t))+ V~’2/.Lk +~. .] ~ t))

+ W ~ ([K~(S(t)) + V~2/Lk~Kmn(a(t)) + .} ~ 1)) + O( V”2) (1.5.20)
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where O(V”2) denotes terms of order V”2 or smaller. Using (1.5.14) the two basic terms in (1.5.20)
of order V”2 cancel out! This justifies the transition from a variables to ~i variables. Of the remaining
terms, the limit V-+cc eliminates all but

1) = _±~(H~(S(t))~k ~ I))+‘ ~2 (R~(S(t)) ç~i,t)) (1.5.21)
at 3j.t, 3/Sm 3/-Sn

whereH~(d(t))is defined by

Ft~(i(t)) (9K(1)((t)) (1.5.22)
3ak

and R~,(S(t)) is defined by

R~,,(i(t)) VK~~(a(t)). (1.5.23)

Both H~’~and R~2~are of order unity! Equation (1.5.21) correspondswith a nonslationarv, Markov,
Gaussianprocessand is the Fokker—Planckequationfor such aprocess.The associatedinitial value
boundary condition follows from (1.5.11) and (1.5.15) and is

çb(~i,0) = O(~z). (1.5.24)

In performing the limit V—i-co in (1.5.20), it was implicitly assumed that the dependence on V sat in
the K1”~’sand in the explicit V~coefficients. However, the variables, ~k, are also present and could
well have values of order V”2. When they do get large, it is implicitly assumed the 4~s,1) is
correspondinglysmall so that the procedureused is justified anyway. However, this circumstance
requires proof. In Kurtz’s [40,43] work it is the proof of this aspect of the limiting procedure which is
achieved. The work of van Kampen [41], Kubo et al. [42], and others using their methods always
ignores this difficulty and instead refers to a “systematic” trunction of equation (1.5.4). In a different
context, Fox and Kac [45] have studied this point in a system in which simple integer powers of fl do
not occur when W and K1~’~are computed. They did not achieve a rigorous justification of the
analogue of (1.5.21), and it remains to be seen how successfully Kurtz’s [40, 43] method may be
generalizedto other systems.

Motivated by these results, an entirely phenomenological approach to macro-variable fluctuations is
possible. Although the present development will be motivated by what has just been presented in the
master equation context, an entirely equivalent phenomenological treatment has been elaborated by
Keizer [46] in the contextof “elementaryprocesses”which for many practicalpurposesis simply
another language for master equation relationships. Keizer has applied his theory extensively to many
problems involving far from equilibrium processes and its justification awaits clear cut experiments,
which will most likely involve hydrodynamics, as will be discussed in section 1.8.

The phenomenological theory is structured as follows. The N-tuple of macrovariables, a,,
a

2,. . . a/.J, or a, is decomposedinto two parts, the averagedvaluesand the deviations or fluctuations
around the averaged values:

a, = a, + ~ (1.5.25)

The averaged values satisfy a system of non-linear equations expressed by

ã,(t) = K,(S(t)). (1.5.26)

This system is closed in the sense that the K, functionalsdepend only upon the averaged values, 5(1),
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and not at all upon the fluctuations, ~. The fluctuations,on the other hand,satisfy a system of
equations in which certain time dependent coefficients are determined by the solutions to (1.5.26):

4, = H,,,(a(l))p~+j,(t) (1.5.27)

in which the matrix functional, H,k(S(t)), is defined by

H,k(ã(t)) = —4~-K,(ã(t)) (1.5.28)
Dak

and the stochastic, or fluctuating, forces, f,(t), are nonstationary, Gaussian forces satisfying

(j,(t)) = 0 and (f,(t) fk(s)) = R,k(I(l)) 8(1 — s). (1.5.29)

The presenceof 8(1 — s) in the correlationformulameansthat the processis a nonstationary,Markov,
Gaussianprocess.A priori, it is not possibleto deducethe structureof R,k from K, as hasbeendone
for H,k. This amounts to the observation that the averaged equations do not totally determine the
fluctuations as they do in the stationary cases previously studied in which a fluctuation-dissipation
relation always determines the correlations in terms of the relaxation parameters of the averaged
equations. Here, a fluctuation-dissipation relation relating R,k directly to H,,, does not exist. It
becomes necessary to know enough of the microscopic dynamics in order to generate R,,. from an
underlying master equation, as in (1.5.23), or from “elementary processes” in Keizer’s formulation.
Given the Rlk’s as functionals of 5(1), (1.5.27—29),determinea process identical to the one discussed
earlier in this section.

The solutionto (1.5.27) is

~(l) = T exp[fH(s) dsj ~(0)+ f~sT exp[fH(s’) ds’] f(s) (1.5.30)

in which T exp[f,~ . . .] denotesthe time orderedexponential.* Therefore, in agreement with (1.5.21), the
averagedvaluessatisfy

(~(t))= T exp[fH(s) dsj ~i(0). (1.5.31)

At t = 0, p40) = 0, so that {~z(t)}= 0. Therefore,the covariance matrix is given by

~{(~s,(l) /-Lk(t))} = {(4,(t) ~s,,(t))}+ {(~,(t) 4,,(t))}

= {(H,,(t)~x,~(t)p~k(t))} + {(j
1(t) ~s,,(t))}+ {(/-L,(t) Hkk’(t) /L,,’(t))} + {(,a,(t) f,~(t))}

= H,r(t) {(~,(t)~,,(t))}+ {(~,(t)~k’(t))}H~,,(t)+[ds~(t) f,,(s))[T exp [JH(s’) ds’J]

+ ds [T exp [fH(s’) ds’J] (J~(s)f,,t))

= H,,(t) {(jx,’(t) I.Lk(t))} + {(jx,(t) ,u.,,’(t))} H
t,,~,,(t) + ~R,,,(t)+ ~R,,,(t). (1.5.32)

~Seeequations (11.1.45—47) for details.
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This equation for the covariance, which can also be written without indices in the form

~-~{(~s(t)~s~(t))}= H{(1i(t) ,z
t(t))}+ {(~(t)~t(t))}Ht + ~(R+ Rt) (1.5.33)

is identical with the corresponding result generated by (1.5.21). At equilibrium, ora steadyslatewhere
d{(

1~(t) ,.ct(l))}/dt = 0, an analogue of the usual fluctuation-dissipation theorem as exhibited in (1.2.16)
is obtained [46,47]

+ R
t) = —H{(

1z ,zt)} — {(~z~s
t)}Ht (1.5.34)

in which H corresponds with —Gand {(,zp)} corresponds with E’. Because of the difference in a
factor of 2 between (1.2.2) and (1.5.29), ~(R+ Rt) corresponds with 20.

The two time autocorrelation matrix, X(t — s), may also be computed from (1.5.30) which yields, for

X(t — s) {(~(t) t(~))}

= T exp[fH(t’) dt’] {~(0)~(0)} T exp[J Ht(s’) ds’]

+ f dl’ J ds’ T exp[J H(l”) dt”] R(t’) 8(1’ — s’) T exp[JHt(s”) ds”]

= T exp[JH(t’) dl’] {~(0) t(Ø)} Texp [JHt(s’) ds’]

+ T exp[JH(t”) dt”] J dt’ T exp[JH(t”) dt”] R(t’) T exp[JHt(s”) ds”]. (1.5.35)

The last integral in (1.5.35) is performed by substituting (1.5.33) for R ~(R+Rt):

f dt’ T exp[JH(t”) dl”] R(t’) T exp [JHt(s”) ds”]

= Jdt’ T exp[JH(t”) dt”] ~ - H(t’) {(~(t’),Lt(t~))}

— {(,.L(t’) ,it(t’))} Ht(tl)) T exp[j~ Ht(s”) ds”]

= Jdl’ ~ [T exp [JH(t”) dt”] {(p(t’) pt(t’))} T exp[JH(s”) ds”]]

= {(~(s)~t(~))} - T exp[JH(t”) dt”] {(~(0)~t(0))}T exp[JHt(s”) ds”]. (1.5.36)
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Putting this result into the last lines of (1.5.35) yields the result:

x(1 - s) {(~(t)~~(s))}= T exp [fH(t”) dt”]{(,L(s) pt(s))}. (1.5.37)

This is a precise analogue of (1.2.19) and (1.4.34). A similar argument shows that for t ~ s

{(~i(s)~Lt(t))}= {(~(s)~zt(s))}T exp[fHt(t”) dl”]. (1.5.38)

In this case, however, non-stationarity does not permit the conclusion that {(~s(s)~zt(s))}=
{((~) t(~))}

Using these results, the two time correlation matrix may be computed, as well as the distribution
functionsW,, W

2and P2. The two time correlationmatrix is, for t2 ~ t~

I t t

I {(~(t,) ~z(t,))} {(,u(t,)i (t2))}
~\{(,z(t2),.~t(t,))} {(~(t2)~~(t2))}—

/ {(p(t,) ~
t(t,))} {(

1i(t,) ~
t(t,))} T exp[fHt(t) dl] \

= I “ . (1.5.39)
exp[fH(t) dt]{(iL(ti) ~t(t,))} {(~i(t

2)IL(t2))}

Using the identities

{(~(t,)~i~(t,))} = E~
1, {(p(t2) ,it(t

2))} = E~’ (1.5.40)

and

M(t2, t,) = T exp[JH(t) dl]

it is possible to write (1.5.39) in a form very similar, but not quite identical, with the C’ of (1.2.26).
Here,

/ E~’ E~M~\’/(E~1_E~1MtE2ME~1)_1 _M±(E~~_ME~1Mty1\
C = I I = I 1 (1.5.41)

\MEI E’ / \ —(E~—ME1
1Mty’M (E

2’—ME~’M
ty’ /

which is very similar with, but appropriatelydifferent from (1.2.25). From (1.5.31) and {p(O)}=O, it
follows that

W’,Cu,, I,) = (l!{(IL(ti)I.Lt(tI))}’ll)”2 exp[—~/.L~(
1i(t,) ~.L

t(t,))}~,L I] (1.5.42)
which is the analogueof (1.2.29)as is seenby using(1.5.40).From (1.5.41), W

2 is given by

~I; 1L2, 12) = (DC1~)’/
2 exp[—~(~z~(E~’— E~’MtE

2ME~’)’p1+ — ME~’M
t)~i

2
— IL~M

t(E
2’— ME~’M

tY’~i
2— ~4(E~’— ME1’M

t)’M,z,)] (1.5.43)
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which parallels (1.2.27)with C’ now givenby (1.5.41).Consequently,P2 is determinedby

— W’2(~.L,,t,;~.L2,t2)
2(~.L,,t,, IL2, 12) = ~/( t,)

= (hlC’hl lI{(tL(ti~,I•L
t(tt))}ll)”2exp[_!(ILt[(E_1 — E MtE

2ME1’~’— E,]~~1

+ ~4(E~’— ME~M
t~’

1t2— 1.t~M
t(E~’— ME

1
1Mt)’,z

2 —,4(E~— ME1
1Mt)’M~i,)]. (1.5.44)

Following the derivation of (1.2.39) from the equations(1.2.31—38) and making changesto accom-
modatethe presenceof E

2 in (1.5.44)yields

ihl(E2’ — T exp[f,i,2 {H(l), .}~dl] E7’)’hl\ 1/2

P2(,i,,t,,,u2,t2)~ N
\ (21T)

x exp[_~ (~2 — ~ exp[J H(t) dt] ~1)
t(E~’ — T exp[J{H(t), .}~dl] Er’)

x (1L2 — Texp[JH(t) dl] s’)] (1.5.45)

which is the analogueof (1.2.39) and satisfies the Fokker—Planck equation (1.5.21).
The Markov property can be checked,as in eq. (1.3.24),through the Smoluchovskior Chapman—

Kolmogorov identity. This requirementleadsagainto the Doob identity which in the presentcaseis,
for t

3 ~ t,

T exp[JH(t) dt] T exp [JH(t) dt] = T exp[fH(l) dl]~ (1.5.46)

a true identity! This is merely a non-stationaryanalogueof the usualMarkovian Doob identity given
in (1.3.26).

Theseconsiderationsconcludethis analysisof a non-stationary, Markov, Gaussianprocess.

1.6. Non-Linear processes driven by Gaussian fluctuations

In the precedingsection,intrinsic fluctuationswere considered.In this section,externallyapplied
fluctuationsareinvestigated.Here,the structureof the problemwill be displayedandsomeproperties
will be enumerated.Justificationof theseformulaeis presentedin section11.4.

Two exampleswill suffice to illustrate the general situation. They are drawn from population
growth dynamicsmodels proposedby Verhulst [50] and Gompertz[51]. The addition of external
fluctuatingdriving forceshasbeenstudiedby Leigh [52] andby Goel, Maitraand Montroll [53].

When the externallyapplied fluctuating force possessesa Dirac function time correlation, as in
Brownian motion, then the inconsistenciesalluded to in section 1.1 are again applicable. The
Ito—Stratonovichcalculi [5] becomenecessary.An alternativeto this approachwill be discussedin
section1.9 andin section11.4.
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Let 0 denote a population saturation level, and let n denote the fraction of saturation by a
populationN andthe ratio

n = N/0 for N ~ 0. (1.6.1)

The Verhulstequationof populationgrowth [50]is

~—n(t)= Kn(t)(l — n(t)) (1.6.2)

whereasthe Gompertzequationof populationgrowth [51] is

~jn(t) = —Kn(t) ln[n(t)]. (1.6.3)

The solutionsto eachequationare knownandare

Verhulst: n(t) = n(0)[n(0) + (1 — n(0)) exp(—Kt)F’ (I 6 4)

Gompertz: n(t) = exp(exp(—Kl)ln[n(0)]).

The stochasticversionsof thesedynamicsare

Verhulst: ~j~n(l)= Kn(t) (I — n(t)) +f(t) n(t) (1.6.5)

Gompertz: ~jn(t) = —Kn(t)ln[n(t)]+f(t) n(l)

wheref(t) is aGaussianstochasticforce which satisfies

(f~(t))= 0 and (j(t) f(s))= 2A8(t— s). (1.6.6)

It is convenient to change variables and use u(t) definedby

u(l) ln(n(t)). (1.6.7)

The equationsare then

Verhulst: ~-ju(t) = K(l —exp(u(t)))+f(t)

d - (1.6.8)

Gompertz: ~j-~u(t)=—Ku(t)+f(t)

which are additive stochastic processes. The Gompertz equation is now of the sameform as the
equationfor Brownian motionalthoughthereis no necessaryconnectionbetweenA in (1.6.6) andK in
(I.6.8) as there would be through the fluctuation-dissipationtheorem for Brownian motion. The
Verhulstequationis still non-linearandacompleteanalysisof its propertiesmustawaitthe discussion
in section11.4. If A is of order 9~, then as O-+r~~the descriptiongiven by the Verhulstequationgoes
over into a descriptionof the type given in section1.5. This correspondencewas first observedfor
non-linearequationsin the contextof chemicalreactionsby Keizer [54].
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1.7. Linearized hydrodynamics fluctuations

In order to make concrete the material in section 1.2, it is useful to select hydrodynamic
fluctuations as an example. This is so becauseprecise numerical predictions are possible and
experimentaltechniquessuchas light scatteringarevery well suitedfor the studyand verificationof
the predictions.In this section,the formalismof section1.2 will be appliedto settingup the equations
for fluctuationsin fluids which arecloseenoughto full equilibrium so that linearizedhydrodynamic
equationsare valid for their description. Following this formal procedure, a specific example will be
solved in its entirety and a list of references to additional applications in hydrodynamics will be
discussed.

The hydrodynamicequationsof motion,including all non-linearities,aregiven by

I) + V (p(r, I) u(r, 1)) =0, (1.7.1)

p(r, t)(~ua(r~ l)+(u(r, 1)~V) ua(r, 1)) = —~—Pn8(r,1), (1.7.2)

p(r, t) (f~�(r,I) + (u(r, I) . V) �(r, I)) = —V~q(r, I) — Pa~Da~~. (1.7.3)

The quantitiesappearingaboveare:

the massdensity p(r, I)

the velocity field u(r, I)

the energy/unitmass �(r, I) (I 7 4)

the heat flux field q(r, I)

the stresstensor P,,.,,(r, I)

the straintensor Dan.

The indices of a, /3 denotecartesiancoordinatesof r which are also denoted by x~, as in 3P~~/3x~.
Repeatedindicesareto be summed.The heatflux field is relatedto the temperaturefield by

qa(r, I) = —K~—T(r,1) (1.7.5)

in which K is the heatconductivity coefficientand T(r, I) is the temperature field. The strain tensor,
D~,is definedby

D,,~(r,I) ~(3ua(r.I) + 0u~(r, 1)) (1.7.6)
\ 3x,9 ôx,.

The stresstensoris relatedto the straintensorandthe pressurefield, p(r, I), by

Pa~(r,t) = p(r, 1) 8,,~~2fl(Da~ Dyy8~~)5CD,,,,~8 (1.7.7)

in which i~is the shear viscosity coefficient and ~ is the bulk viscosity coefficient. Equations (1.7.1—3)
with the definitions (1.7.4—7)do not yield a closedsystemuntil two equationsof stateareadded:

p = p(p, T) and � = �(p, T) (1.7.8)

whicheliminatep ande in favor of p and T, as will be seen soon.
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The first law of thermodynamicsmaybe written

d�= Tds+~dp (1.7.9)

where s(r, I) is the entropy/unit mass. Using a Maxwell relation, (1.7.9) can also be rendered

P2(3�)p+T(35)p2_pT(.~P) (I.7.10)

Using (1.7.6) and(1.7.7) yields

P.,3D,,,5= pV~u — 2~D~D~— (~— ~ (1.7.11)

and(1.7.1) implies

V u = ~ + (u . V)p). (1.7.12)

Consequently,(1.7.9), (1.7.3), (1.7.5) and (1.7.11)imply

p (u . V))� = pT (~+(u . V)) s +~J~-+(u . V))p (1.7.13)

=KV
2T—pV~u+2~DasD~+(~~~k)(Dan)2

and(1.7.12) permitsthe writing of the identity

pT (f~-+(u . V)) 5 = KV2T + 2fl Dc,á~Da~+ (~— h) (Dna)2 (1.7.14)

which providesthe entropyevolution. The total entropyis S(t) f ps dV andsatisfies

~S(t)J(s~+p~)dV

= f {— sV (pu)— pu Vs +~~KV2T+ +231DafiDafi + — ~71XDaa)2~ d1”. (I.7.15)

For a fluid confined to a volume such that there is no momentumflux or heat flux across the
boundingsurface,the divergencetheorem implies

f {—sV (pu)—pu - Vs}dV= _fv. (psu)dV= 0 (1.7.16)

and

JT CII” f ~Therefore,(1.7.15) yields a “quadratic” form for the total entropytime evolution~s(t) = J{~(vT) (VT) + +[2
31Dn$DaB + (~— ~fl)(Daa)2]} dV ~ 0 (1.7.17)

which is manifestlynon-negative,as indicated.
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The equilibrium valuesof the hydrodynamicquantitiesare denotedby Peq, TeqandUeq 0. Both peq

and Teq areindependentof r andI. The deviationsaroundequilibrium aredenotedby Ap, AT, andAu.
Threeusefulpartial derivativesdenotedby As,,,, Beqand Ceq are

Aeq~(~), Beq~~ and Ceq~(~). (1.7.18)
P eq eq eq

Using thesedefinitions,andthe equationsof state(1.7.8)

= Aj—Ap+B-/---AT (1.7.19)

andwith (1.7.10)

a 3 /3�’\ 3
peq~� peqCeq~AT+Peq_,)~Ap

PeqCeq~AT+(BeqT~)~Ap. (1.7.20)

Theseidentities may be usedto write a completeset of linearized hydrodynamicequationsbased
upon (1.7.1—3)

+ PeqV AU = 0, (1.7.21)

Peq~AUa + Aeqf Ap + Beqf i~T= [2
31ADa~+ (~— h)ADyy8a~], (1.7.22)

peqCe$AT= KV~AT— TeqBeqV AU. (1.7.23)

Equation(1.7.23) requiredusing(1.7.21)in the form 3Ap/3t= PeqV Au andPa~Dag3—s’pV- Au which
is cancelled by a term in (1.7.20). Equations (1.7.21—23) are the linearized hydrodynamic equations.
ADa8 is the strain tensor in terms of the deviationvelocity field, Au. This is a closed systemof
equationsin terms of Ap, AT andAu.

In order to connect these equations with the formalism of section 1.2, it is necessary to convert to
quantitieswhich all possessthe samedimensionalityin termsof physicalparameters.The choiceused
hereis to define a,(r, I) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 by

— 1/2

a,(r, I) ~ Ap(r, I)

aa(r, l)~(tY Aua(r, 1) for a=2,3,4 (1.7.24)

/ /~ \i/2
j ~ Peq’-eq~ A T(a5~r, ~‘ — T A ~ ~r, .

\ eq~’eq/

In the following, Latin indices i, j will denote1, 2, 3, 4, 5 whereasGreekindices a,/3 will denoteonly
2, 3, 4. DefineA,,(r, r’) by

/0 Am 0\
A,3(r, r’) = ( Ani 0 An5 ) (1.7.25)

\o A5,, 0/
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in which

A,,,= A,,, = A~/38(r— r’)/3x,.

and
1/2

A
5a = A ~= ~ (2~) —~—8(r— r’)

Peq eq 3X,,

Define S,,(r, r’) by

/0 0 0\
S,3(r, r’) = ( 0 S,,8 0 ) (1.7.26)

\o 0 S55/

in which

SaØ = S8a ~ ~ ,8(r— r’) [fl(8av8,~8 +
Peq X~, X,,

and

K ~2
S55 ,-, ,8(r—r)8,~.

Peq~-.-eqt’~uX,,

Equations (1.7.21—23) can be rewritten using (1.7.24—26) and the result has the canonical form given by
(1.2.1)

I) = —f A,,(r, r’) a1(r’, I) d
3r’ — f S,,(r, r’) a,(r’, I) d3r’ (1.7.27)

providedthatrepeateddiscreteindicesaresummedand r and r’ are thoughtof as continuousindices,
the summationof which is given by an integral,as in (1.7.27). Note that the interchange of both types
of indices leadsto symmetrypropertiesidenticalwith thoseof section1.2:

A,,(r, r’) = —A
11(r’, r) and S,3(r, r’) = S,,(r’, r). (1.7.28)

Equation(1.2.1) alsocontainsfluctuationswhich would appearin (1.7.27)as

I) = — f A,~(r, r’) a,(r’, 1) d
3r’ — f S~(r, r’) a

1(r’, I) d
3r’ + P(r, 1) (1.7.29)

with the correlationproperties

(t~~(r,1)) = 0 and (P(r, I) P(r’, t’)) = 2Q,
3(r, r’) 8(1 — I’) (I.7.30)

which is the analogueof (1.2.2). In order to obtainan explicit expressionfor Q,3(r, r’), the fluctuation—
dissipationrelationanalogouswith (1.2.16)could be used,but only after an analoguefor the entropy
matrix is found.Fortunately,suchan analoguecan befound from (1.7.17),which closeto equilibrium
hasthe explicit form

= kB (~~~q)fd3rf d
3r’ a,(r, I) S,

1(r, r’) a3(r’, 1) (1.7.31)

when (1.7.24) and (1.7.26) are used.Close to full equilibrium, the entropy, itself, must have the
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quadraticform

S(t)= Seq— ~kBJd3r Jd3r’ a,(r, I) E,,(r, r’) a,(r’, 1) (1.7.32)

in which E,
3(r, r’) is the as yet unknownanalogueof the entropymatrix in (1.2.3). Equation(1.7.32)in

conjunctionwith (1.7.27)implies

~S(t) = ~kBJ d
3r Jd3r” J d3r’ a,(r, I) {S,,,(r, r”) EkJ(r”, r’) + E,k(r, r”) Sk,(r”, r’)

— A,k(r, r”) E,,
3(r”, r’) + E,,,(r, r”) Ak3(r”, r’)} a,(r’, 1) (1.7.33)

in which (1.7.28)hasbeenused.This will agreeidentically with (1.7.31),whichis knownto be correct,
provided

E,1(r, r’) kT 8•,8(r — r’). (1.7.34)

B eq

Defining G,3(r, r’) by

G,,(r, r’) A,(r, r’) + S,,(r, r’) (1.7.35)

the analogueof the fluctuation—dissipationrelationexpressedin (1.2.16)is

2Q,1(r, r’) = J d
3r” {G~k(r, r”) E~’(r”, r’) + E~’(r, r”) G~

1(r”, r’)}

..~ B ~

eq

in which E~’(r,r’) = (kBTeq/Aeq)8i,8(r — r’) as is easily seen from (1.7.34). Equation (1.7.26) shows that
S,, = 0 so therecanbe no fluctuatingforce addedon to the continuityequation(1.7.21)which doesnot
possessadissipativeparameteranyway.

Define Sa8 andj,, by

P,,(r, I) 1 ,,2—~-—S~0(rt) (1.7.37)

(PeqAeq) 3x8

and

- 1
F5(r, I) ~ 7’ A ~ ~m,z-—-—ga(r,1).

kPeql eq~eq’—eq) uX~

It follows from (1.7.30) and (1.7.36) that

(�a8(r, I) ~ t’)) = 2kBTeq8(r — r’) 0(1 — 1’) [fl(8a~88,,+ OapSB,,.)+ (~— ~ (1.7.38)

(g~(r, I) g8(r’, t’)) — 2kBT~q8(r r’) 5(t t’) K0n8, (1.7.39)

(&8(r, t) ~(r’, t’)) = 0. (1.7.40)

These formulae clearly manifest the connection between the fluctuations and the dissipative
parameters,~, ~ and K. The form of (1.7.37) permits calling ~ a fluctuating stresstensorand ~,. a
fluctuatingheatflux vector.
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With (1.7.38—40),eq. (1.7.29) canbe rewrittenin termsof the naturalhydrodynamicvariablesin the
form

+ PeqV . Au = 0, (1.7.41)

peq~Au+ AeqfAp + Beqf AT = [231ADa8+(ti)AD.yyOa8]+f&8, (1.7.42)

peqCeq~AT= KV
2AT — TeqBeqV. Au + V~~. (1.7.43)

Theseequationswereoriginally suggestedby LandauandLiftshitz [19].Their justification in terms
of the generalsettingof Onsager’stheory of irreversible thermodynamicswas first achievedby Fox
andUhlenbeck[11],andatthe sametime a justificationwithin the contextof hydrodynamicsonly was
presentedby Bixon andZwanzig [55].Numerousapplicationshavebeenmadeto light scatteringfrom
fluids and fluid mixtures [15,25]. Various properties of fluctuating fluids have been studied in detail by
Chow and Hermans[16] and by Szu, Szu and Hermans [18]. In particular they have studied the
problemof the motion of a body in a fluctuatingfluid, and theyhavederiveda variety of correlation
formulae for the various fluctuating hydrodynamicquantities.Fox [17] used their work to explain
“long time tails” in the velocity autocorrelationformula. In order to exhibit someof the consequences
of equations (1.7.41—43), a special case will be considered below in which the fluctuations for an
infinite fluid will be workedout explicitly.

Completespace-timeFouriertransformsof the hydrodynamicquantitiesareespeciallyusefulwhen
dealingwith an infinite fluid. The transformedquantitiesaredefinedby

A
15(k, to) = ~ fd

3r f dt exp[—i(k. r — tot)] Ap(r, 1),

A12a(k, to) = ~ fd3r f dt exp[—i(k - r — tot)] Aua(r, t),

ATI’(k, to) = ~—yfdr f dt exp[—i(k. r— tot)] AT(r, 1), (1.7.44)

&s(k~w)~~fd~r f dtexp[—(k. rwt)] ~a
8(r,t),

Ia(k, to) = ~ fd
3r f dt exp[—i(k• r — wt)]g,,(r, I).

Equations(1.7.41—43)cannow be written in terms of Fourier transforms

iwA~+ Ipeqk - A,~= 0, (1.7.45)

— lPeqtoUa + iAeqkaA~5+ iBeqk,,A~t= — ‘qk2Aáa — (~+ ~
31)kakAI~+ ik8&8, (1.7.46)

lPeqCeqWAi’ Kk
2AI’ — ~TeqBeqk. Au + ik . (1.7.47)
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Theseequationsmay be renderedin matrix form by

/ ~to ipeqk
8 0 ~ /A,5 \ / 0 ~( ~Aeqk,, Ro,,8+Sk,,k0 ~Beqka‘)(Az8 )çik8&~ ) (1.7.48)

0 ~TeqBeqk8 T / \Ai’ / ik . ~ /
in which R, S and T aredefinedby

R = (ipeqto + 31k
2), S = (~+~~)and T = (ipeqCeqw+ Kk2). (1.7.49)

The inverseof the matrix on the left-handsideof (1.7.48) canbe found andprovidesthe solution

rAP’l /a bk,, 0

e6
7,,+fk~k,, gk~ ik8&s~ (1.7.50)

[A~j \h jk,, I

with a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j and 1 definedby

B
2 2 —1 —,eq eq/c \a = — (ito +Aeqk2peq(R + 5k2+ T T ) ) (1.7.51)

bipeq(R+Sk2+TC~1~~~) a,

=

e = R’,

I = (BeqTeqk2+ —~-(R+ 5k2) + i TpeqAegk2\’/BeqTeq TS TpeqAeq\
Beq Beqto ) ~, R + BeqR+ BeqRto)’

= ___
g 1TR

d = ~ Aeqk2f
wR to

2 k2)),

I~iTeq(BeqTeqk2+J~~ Aeqk +R+S
~~q(\1Pe~ ~

h Aeqk2= I,
to

eq(j~~,~4f2+ R+ Sk2)j.

= BeqT

To be sure, theseare complicatedexpressions.In order to exhibit how they may be used, it is
convenientto restrictattentionto the incompressiblecasein which V . Au = 0, or in Fourier language,
k . A~= 0. When this is done,the matrix in (1.7.48)is greatly simplified:

I—~ o o\rA~1 r 01
(iAeqka ROn

0 ~Beqkn) Ai~ = ik0~,,8 . (1.7.52)
\ 0 0 T / [A~j [ik.~J
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The solutionto this is

A~ /i/to 0 0 \ 0

= ( ~k,, ~ i~k~ ) UC
0Sa0 (1.7.53)

A~t \ 0 0 l/T / ~

which correspondswith a muchsimplified versionof (1.7.51)

a=i/to, b=0, c=0, j0, 1= 1/T, h=0, e= 1/R, 1=0, (1754)

g = iBeq/RT, d = Aeq/toR.

With theseresults, it is very easyto computecorrelationformulae for the fluctuating hydro-
dynamic quantities.Velocity field and temperaturefield fluctuation correlationswill be exhibited.
From(1.7.53), it follows immediatelythat

A’i’/ \_ ik0g0(k,to)k11~,k,toJ. ~ ~

lPeq~~eqto ~

wherethe definition (1.7.49) hasbeenused.Equations(1.7.39)and(1.7.44)imply

(Iis(k, to) ~~(k’,to’)) = 2kBTe2qK~J~y8(k+ k’) 5(to + to’) ~ (1.7.56)

Consequently,

(At(k, to) At(k, ‘to’)) = 2kBT~qK 5(k + k’) 8(to + to’)C”:+ K
2k4~ (1.7.57)

Therefore,

~AT(r, t) AT(r’, I’)) = f d3kfdto f d3k’ fdto’ exp[i(k . r — tot)] exp[i(k . r’ — to’t’)]

x(A~t(k,to) At(k’, to’)) (1.7.58)

= kB T~q / PeqCeq \3/2 ~- peqCeqlr — r’l2
PeqCeq \4irKlt — eli expL 4Klt — t’l

This last equalityfollows from abouthalf a dozencarefully performed,straightforward,steps.When
I = I’, the formula simplifies to

(AT(r’) AT(r’)) = ksT~q
0(— r’). (1.7.59)

Peq eq

This leadsto the well known formula for temperaturefluctuationsin a volume V in thermodynamic
equilibrium which can be obtainedby purely thermodynamicarguments[56]. Let

A T~ JAT(r) d
3r.
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Therefore
~ p2 j

AT ~B1eq KBieq~ — ~r, — (1.7.60)
PeqV~~.eq I-_v

wherethe ordinaryheat capacity,C,,~, is given by

Cv = peqVCeq (1.7.61)

becauseCeq, which was definedby (1.7.18), is the heat capacityper unit massandpeqV provides the
mass in the volume V. Clearly, (1.7.58)providesa muchmore complete,time dependentaccountof
thesefluctuationsthanis providedby thermodynamics.Using (1.7.50) for the compressiblefluid case
yields anevenmorecomplexaccount.

The velocity field correlationsfollow from (1.7.49) and(1.7.53)also:

Aá (k ) = ~k
8S.yf3(k,to) + Beqk.ykp~p(k,to)~ 1Peqto+ 31k

2 (lpeqto +
31k

2) (ipeqCeqw + Kk2) (1.7.62)

Equations (1.7.38), (1.7.40) and(1.7.44)imply

(S,,
8(k, to) &,,(k’, to’)) = 2kBTeq[fl(8n,~88p + 8av8~,~)+ (~— h)8,,08,~,,]~-~—-~8(k+ k’)8(to + w’)

(1.7.63)

and

(&0(k, to) ,~7(k’, to’)) = 0. (1.7.64)

However,the (~—~)term in (1.7.63) maybe omitted in the incompressiblecasebecausethis same
term will no longer appear in (1.7.17) which is where the formula for (1.7.38) was ultimately
determined.Consequently

(il~(k, to) t2~(k’, to’))

— f2kBTe 31(k
2Oyo + kyk

8) 2kBT~gB~gKk
2kyka ~[ 1

— 1 2 2 4 + 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 ~
48(k + k) 8(w + to ). ( .7.65)

1 Peqto +31k (peqto +31 k)(peqCeqto+K k ).J(

2iT)

Therefore,

(u
7(r, I) u8(r’, t’)) = ~~-

1-~f d3k Jdto exp[ik . (r — r’) — ito(t — I’)]

x ~2kBT~~n(k28
1,s+k1,ko)~2 2kBTe~qB~Kk

2k.yka2 4 }. (1.7.66)

Peqto + ~ k (Peqto + ~ k ) (peqCeqw + K k)

The first term on the right-hand side of (1.7.66) represents the effects of viscosity whereas the second
term containsthe effectsof heatconductivity.Computerexperimentshavebeenperformedby Alder
andWainright [57]which considerthe viscosity term.Numeroustheories[58—62]havebeenproposed
to explainthe computerresults.Here, it will be seenthat the so-called“long time tails” are nothing
other than normalization coefficient for a Gaussian correlation. In order to make this fact as
transparentas possible,eq. (1.7.66) will only be explicitly evaluatedhere for its viscosity effects,
althoughit alsocontainsheatconductivity effectswhichcould be studiedon the computeras well, and
(1.7.50) implies the additional possibility of effects resulting from compressibility as well. The
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viscositycontributionto (1.7.66)is

(u~(r, I) u~(r’, t’))~= kBTeq{4~~It— t’lY312 exp[—~ 8~

+ ~ [@irir — r’Ii’ ~ (2P1~t~~,I112)]} (1.7.67)

in which P 31/Peqis the kinematicviscosity,and 4(x) is definedby

~3=Jdy exp(—y2). (1.7.68)

When r = r’, or for ~“2lt— t’l”2 ~‘ lr — r’l, (1.7.67)simplifies greatly,yielding [17]

(u~(r, t) us(r, I’)),, = ~k~T~qi(4rrv~t — thl)3/2 (1.7.69)
Peq

which is indistinguishablefrom the so-called“long time tail” result. Notice that its origin is in the
normalizationcoefficient for the generalcorrelationformulagiven by (1.7.67).

1.8. Non-linearhydrodynamicsfluctuations

Two approachesto the problemof fluctuationsfor the non-linearhydrodynamicsequationshave
beensuggested. -

The first approachincorporatesthe fluctuatingstresstensor,Sap,and the fluctuating heatflux, ga,,
into the non-linearhydrodynamicsby addingthesefluctuationsto Pap and qa respectively, wherever
thesetermsoccur.This leadsto the systemof equations

+ V (pu) = 0, (1.8.1)

p (f~-u~+(u ~V)Ua) _f(Pap — Sap), (1.8.2)

+ (u . V)e) = —V . (q — j) — (Pap — &p)Dap, (1.8.3)

q = —KVT. (1.8.4)

By performingan analysisidenticalwith that performedin section1.7, the energyequation,(1.8.3),can
be convertedinto a temperatureequationwhich in non-linearform is

pc~(~T+(u . V)T) = —V. (q — j) BTV~ + 2
31DapDnp+( ~31)(D~~)

2+ &pDap (1.8.5)

in which C,,, and B are definedby

C,, = (3�/aT), and B = (3p/3T),, (1.8.6)
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which differ from (1.7.18)in that thesepartial derivativesare not evaluatedat full equilibrium. Three
fluctuatingtermsappearin this systemof equations.In (1.8.2), the ~ term is additive,as is theV j
termof either (1.8.3) or (1.8.5).However,the S~pDapterm of (1.8.3) or (1.8.5) is “multiplicative”. Such
multiplicative fluctuationsare the subjectof part II of this review anda detailedaccountof the
implications of sucha term in hydrodynamicswill be presentedin section11.5. For the present,only
theresultmaybeanticipated,andthe result is thatthe &8D,,0 term leadsto divergentaveragevalues
for all hydrodynamicqualities,evencloseto full equilibrium. It is for this reasonthat this approachto
non-linearhydrodynamicsfluctuations should be doubtedand perhapsdiscarded.Both Mashiyama
andMon [63],andPutterman[64,65] haveusedthisapproach,andFox [66]hasalreadydemonstrated
its intrinsic inconsistency.

The secondapproachhasa structurewhich parallels the structureof the theory of macrovariable
fluctuationswhich was presentedin section1.5. This approachresultsin two systemsof equations.
The first system is just the non-linear hydrodynamic equationsfor the averagedhydrodynamic
quantities

+ V - (~5S)= 0, (1.8.7)

= ~ ~A ~ +(~—~31)~—D~),, (1.8.8)

~C,(~T+(SV)T) = V~~BTV~ I+231D,,pDap+(~~31)(D)
2 (1.8.9)

in which A = (3p/ap)~,and the bars denote the averagedvalues. Notice in particular that the
non-linear terms are non-linear combinations of averagedquantities and not averagedvalues of
non-linearcombinations.The secondsystemin this approachdeterminesthe fluctuationsin terms of
the solutionsto (1.8.7—9).Theseequationsdescribethe deviationsaroundthe averagedvaluesandare
linear in thesedeviations,just as was the casein the macrovariablefluctuation theory:

~Ap +(i V)Ap + ApV. II + ,5V~Au +(Au . V)~5= 0, (1.8.10)

l5~1~ta+ j5(Au V)tL + ~5(S. V)Aua + Apfj~üa+ Ap(u V)Üa (1.8.11)

= —A--~—Ap— B-~---AT+ 2sj-~~ADap~ +~S,,
8,

~ ~AT+~C,(S . V)AT + ~C,(Au. V)~+ ApC, I + ApC~(u. V)I (1.8.12)

= KV
2AT — BATV 1—BIV~Au + 4

3115a8 AD,,0 + (~— ~71)2(D7~)(AD,,.,,) +~ +

The “multiplicative” term, SapDap,of equations(1.8.3) and (1.8.5) is “additive” in (1.8.12) because
DapSapmaybe viewedas linear in ~ap with a time dependent coefficient, Dap,which is determinedby
a separatesystemof equations.Although, it is possible to simply make an ansatz that these are the
correctnon-linearhydrodynamicsfluctuation equationsbecauseof the resultsfound for macrovari-
able fluctuations,it is alsopossibleto derivethem from anunderlyingmasterequationapproachbased
upon a kinetic theory,cell model for a fluid. This is similar to what Keizer [67] hasdone to obtain
(1.8.7—9)and (1.8.10—12).
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Far from full equilibrium, the fluctuation-dissipation formulae of (1.7.38—40) must be slightly
modified by replacingthe Teq therewith T for the far from equilibrium states[67]. In general,one
mustalso allow for space-timedependenceto appearin the dissipativeparameters,K, ~ and ~, [67].

Equations(1.8.7—12)providea well posedsystemof equationswith whichto computelight scattering
predictionsfor truly non-linearhydrodynamicflows. Whensuchcomputationsarecompleted,it will be
possibleto rigorously checkthis theoryexperimentally.

A purely formal check is also possible, although its significance is restricted relative to the
experimentaltestjust suggested.Equations(1.8.1—5)and equations(1.8.7—12)maybe checkedagainst
the near equilibrium theory of section1.7 given in equations(1.7.41—43). At full equilibrium the
averagedhydrodynamicquantities,~5,ü,~.and T areidentically Peq, 0 and Teq with both pe~and Teq
independentof r and I. The deviationsaroundthe averagesarethen preciselythe deviationsaround
equilibrium in section1.7. Therefore,equations(1.8.7—9)reduceto 0 = 0 in eachcase,and equations
(1.8.10—12) become identically (1.7.41—43). This providescompleteagreement.However, equations
(1.8.1), (1.8.2) and (1.8.5) reduceto

~Ap + p,,,,V Au = 0, (1.8.13)

peq~Aua+ Aeq~/_Ap+ Beq~AT= [231AD,,8+ (~— h)AD,,,,&8] + ~&p, (1.8.14)

peqCe$AT = KV
2AT— TeqBeqV Au +V . ~ + ADap&p. (1.8.15)

This systemof equationsis almost identical with (1.7.41—43),but containsthe extra,multiplicative
term,ADa

0S,,p.If it is arguedthat this term should be neglected, because close to full equilibrium only
first order termsshouldbe keptwhile this term is bilinear, or perhapssecondorder,thenit shouldalso
be notedthat if it is indeedso small as to be of no real consequence,its inclusion should createa
negligible consequence.It will be proved in section 11.5, that this bilinear term causesgigantic
consequences[66].Therefore,this approachleadsto inconsistencies.

1.9. The Doob—Ito—Stratonovichcalculi

In the beginning of section 1.1, it was suggested that the description of Brownian motion provided
by Langevin’sequation

M~ju(t) —au(t)+E(t) (1.9.1)

with the stationary,Markovian, Gaussianfluctuatingforce, F(t), satisfying

(f’(t)) = 0 and (F(t)F(s)) = 2A 8(1 — s) 8,, (1.9.2)

leadsto mathematicalinconsistencies.In particular,the formal procedurewhich was used leadsto a
solutionof (1.9.1) for u(t) which maybe shown to be nowheredifferentiable,therebyrendering(1.9.1)
meaningless!This circumstanceoriginally arosein a very closely relatedcontextin which Einstein’s
[68] theoryof diffusion was given astochasticsettingthroughthe useof Wiener’sprocess[69].This
descriptionmaybe written

~r(t) = J(t) (1.9.3)
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in which f(t) is a stationary,Markov, Gaussianfluctuatingforce satisfying

(j(t)) = 0 and ‘(f(t) i(s)) = 2D8(t — s) 6~ (1.9.4)

whereD is the diffusion constant.f(t) is called “white noise”. Proceedingformally, as in section1.1,
leadsto

r(l) = fl(s) ds+ r(0). (1.9.5)

Picking the origin of the coordinatesystemso that r(0) = 0, leadsto

(r(t)) = 0 (1.9.6)

and

(r,(t) r1(s)) = J dl’ J ds’ 2D6(1’ — s’) 5~= {0(t — s)2Ds+ 0(s — I) 2Dt} 6~ (1.9.7)

in which 0(T) is the Heavisidefunction.This yields the correlationmatrix,for 12 � 1,

/~r,(t,)r,(11)) (r,(t,) r,(t2))\ /2Dt15,, 2Dt,O,,\

~r,(t2) i~(t,)) (r,(12) rj(t2))) ~2Dt,8,1 2Dt2311) (1.9.8)

andthe inverseof this 6 x 6 matrix is

I2Dt,O,1 2Dt,8,1\’ / (t2/2D)6,~ —(t,/2D)8,,\ 1
I 1 =( ~. (1.9.9)
\2Dt,61, 2Dt2Oj,J \—(t1/2D)61, (t,/2D)6,, / t1t2 I~

This implies that W2(r1, 1,; r2, 12) is given by

W2(r,, 1,; r2, 12) = ((21T)
6(2D)6 (1112— t~)3Y”2exp[— (r,. r,t2 +r2r2t1 —22r,~r2tm)] (1.9.10)

From (1.9.6) and (r,(t) r,(t)) = 2Db0 it follows that

W,(r1, I,) = ((2ir)2Dt,Y
312exp [—~4’L~’]~ (1.9.11)

Therefore,

P
2(r,, I,; r2, 12)’ ~‘2(T1,t1~~~2,12) = (4D(t l))_3/2exp[(r21~I)(r2 ri)] (1.9.12)

which is the well known result for diffusion.
Einstein [70] alreadynoted in 1906 that the averagevelocity of changefor a componentof r is

determinedfrom (1.9.7) to be

+ I) — r1(s)) (r,(s + I) — r,(s))) (1.9.13)

and this expression “becomes infinitely great for an indefinitely small interval of time 1; which is
evidently impossible,sincein that caseeachsuspendedparticle would movewith an infinitely great
instantaneousvelocity. The reasonis that we haveimplicitly assumedin our developmentthat the
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eventsduring the time t are to be looked upon as phenomena independent of the events in the time
immediatelypreceding. But this assumptionbecomesharder to justify the smaller the time I is
chosen”. Einstein’s remarks clearly refer to the problem of assumingthe Dirac delta function
correlationin (1.9.4).

Wiener [69] also realized this difficulty and provedthat r(t), as describedby (1.9.5), is nowhere
differentiable.

In a sense,the Langevindescriptiongiven in section1.1 circumventsthis problem. Letting r(t) be

given by

r(t) = f u(s)ds (1.9.14)

whereU(s) is the solution to Langevin’s equation and again r(0) = 0 is chosen,leadsto

r(t) = ~(l —exp[_~t]) u(0)+~fdsJds’exp[_~(s — s’)]fr(s’) (1.9.15)

according to (1.1.4). Clearly,

{(r(t))} 0 (1.9.16)

and,with a little moreeffort, for t ~ s

MkBTI Ia1 [a1 a a

{(r,(t) rj(s))} = a2 ‘{exp ~—M5j+ exp + 2M~— 1 — exp[_M(t — s)J}~Si
1 (1.9.17)

which reducesto the Ornstein—Fürthformula [6] when 1 = s:

{(r,(t) r,(t))} = 2~2-{t _~+ ~A1~iexp[—~tJ}s11. (1.9.18)

For large 1, this formulagoesover into the diffusion formula

2~-~{t— ~+ -~-~-~exp[—~t]~ 2~
21t (1.9.19)

providedthat the identification D kBT/a is made,which is called Einstein’s relation [71]. However,
unlike diffusion, for small t the Ornstein—Fürthformulabehaveslike

kBTI M M I all ___ kBT
2

(1.9.20)

Consequently,a very differentbehaviorfor the averagevelocity of changefor acomponentof r is
obtainedwhich insteadof going like (1.9.13),goeslike

V’{((t~(s+ t) — r,(s)) (r,,(s + t) — r,(s)))} /k8T
t ‘—~o V M (1.9.21)

accordingto (1.9.17)and (1.9.18).This result is finite!
The issue of the infinite derivativeswould havebeenclosed by this observationif it were not the
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casethat all that has been achievedby introducing Langevin’s equationis to have removedthe
difficulty with the derivativeof r(t) to an identicaldifficulty with thederivativeof u(t). From(1.1.10)it
follows that

kBT I a 1

{(u,(t) u•(s))} = —~j--exP[—~j~lt— slj. (1.9.22)

Therefore

+ I) — u~(s))(u,(s+ 1)— u,(s)))} /k8Ta I

I > ~V M
2 ~rn (1.9.23)

which divergesjust like (1.9.13).This factpromptedDoob [4] to initiate a reformulationof stochastic
differential equations.He statedin his classicpaper[4, p. 352] on the subject:“The purposeof the
presentpaperis to applythe methodsandresultsof modernprobability theory to the analysisof the
Ornstein—Uhlenbeckdistribution, its propertiesand its derivation, it will be seenthat the use of
rigorousmethodsactually simplifies someof the formal work, besidesclarifying the hypotheses.A
stochasticdifferentialequationwill be introducedin a rigorousway to give a precisemeaningto the
Langevindifferentialequationfor the velocity functiondx(s)/ds.This will avoid the usualembarass-
ing situationin which the Langevinequation,involving the secondderivativeof x(s) is usedto find a
solution x(s) not havinga secondderivative”. He introducedthe stochasticequation[4, eq. (3.3), p.
358]

M du(t) = — au(t) dt + M d~(t) (1.9.24)

and utilized the Riemann—Stieltjesintegral in the analysisof its behavior. The key feature is that
MdB(t) cannot bereplacedby F(t) dt, as (1.1.1) would suggest.

Of course, a similar revision could be applied directly to the diffusion process and the associated
Wiener process as was noted by Doob. Inspired by Doob’s lead, Ito [72],and later Stratonovich [73]
using the Riemann—Lebesqueintegral greatly extendedthis approachto “white noise” stochastic
equations.Their extensioncoveredequationsof the “multiplicative” type,which will be encountered
in part II of this review, as well as the “additive” processesdiscussedabove.The Ito—Stratonovich
calculusis usuallyformulatedin termsof stochasticintegrals[5, ch. 4; 74] which ariseas soonas the
differentialproblem is confronted.Somefreedomexists in formulatingsuchintegrals[5, ch. 4] andthe
Ito processescorrespondwith setting a certain parameterequal to zero whereasStratonovich’s
processchoosesthis sameparameterto be 1/2. Ito’s choiceyields a martingale [5, ch. 4] whereas
Stratonovich’s does not, but Stratonovich’s choice correspondsmore closely with the classical
Riemannintegralas far as applyingvariousrulesof integrationis concerned.

If the differentiability difficulties can be avoided, the corresponding integrability difficulties are also
removed. It is suggestedhere that thesedifficulties are both removed if the transition is made from
Markov to non-Markov processes. Just as Stratonovich observed that the martingale property of Ito’s
process is a mathematical nicety which is not necessary on any other grounds, the view may be taken
that the Markov propertyis likewise only amathematicalnicetywith no physicalbasis.Indeed,Mon’s
analysisstrongly suggestedthata non-Markovprocessis obtainedfrom exactmicroscopicdynamics
and as was discussed in section 1.4, if the process is still Gaussian, then the mathematics is still
tractableevenfor anon-Markovianprocess.In part II of this review,additionalconstructionsbased
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upon exact macroscopic dynamics which lead to non-Markovian, Gaussian processes will be presen-
ted. Below, it will be illustrated how such process remove the difficulties discussedup to this point.

Beginningwith diffusion, supposethat the basicequationis

~r(t)~(t) (1.9.25)

insteadof (1.9.3),andlet j(t) be Gaussianwith

(j(t)) = 0 and (~,(t) b,(s)) = D(t — s)8~, (1.9.26)

instead of (1.9.4). D(t — s) is a non-deltafunction correlation, and as such, rendersthis process

non-Markovian.By againchoosingthe origin of coordinatesas r(0), it follows that for 1 ~ s

(r(t)) =0 and (r~(t) r1(s)) = Jot’[ds’ D(t’ — s’) 8,~. (1.9.27)

In order to exhibit the qualitativebehaviorof the doubleintegral in (1.9.27), it is convenientto select
an explicit form for D(t’ — s’) which will possessgeneralfeatures.Therefore,

D 1 It-sll
D(t—s)=—exp~— ] (1.9.28)

will beexamined.For It — sI ~- ‘r, this behaveslike the Diracdeltafunction in that it is very small. For
(1.9.27), it gives for I ~ s

(r,(t) rj(s)) = Jdt’ fds’~exp[_lt’ si]60

= [2Ds+ Dr(exp[— t/r] + exp[— S/T] — exp[—(t — S)/’r] — l)]8,,. (1.9.29)

As r—~0,(l/T)eHt~_~26(t)andthe r-+O limit of (1.9.29) is precisely 2Ds6,1 which agrees with (1.9.7).
However,for 0 ~ s ~ t 4 T, (1.9.29)yields the approximation

(r,(t) r,(s)) ~ -~ts. (1.9.30)

In particular,

(r,,(t) r,(t)) Pt2. (1.9.31)
t/,--.o T

The analogueof (1.9.13)becomes

+ 1)— r,(s))(r,(s + 1)— r,(s))) -~Jj~ (1.9.32)

which is aperfectlygood,finite derivative.The singularbehaviorof theDirac deltafunction is seenin
the presenceof r in the denominatorof (1.9.32).

The generalized Langevinequation,studiedin section1.3, also eliminatesthe difficulty with the
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derivatives.The equationis

M~ju(t)= —J a(t — s) u(s) ds + ~(t) (1.9.33)

with

(E(t))= 0 and (P(t) P(s))= kBTa(lt — sl)6,~. (1.9.34)

From (1.3.8) and (1.3.16) it is found that

{(u,(t) u,(s))} = (k8T/M)~(It— si)8,~ (1.9.35)

in which the X(t) is definedthrough its Laplacetransform,~(z), in termsof the Laplacetransformof
a(t), d(z)

~jz) (z + i(z)/M)’. (1.9.36)

For i = j and I = s, (1.9.35) yields

{(u,,(t) u,(t))} = kBTIM. (1.9.37)

Therefore,the parallelof (1.9.23) is

+ 1)— u,(s))(u,,(s+ 1)— u,(s)))} ~ [.~J2k~TV1 _ X(t)] (1.9.38)

To seethat this will no longer be divergent,supposethat

a(It_sI)=~exp[_lt5l]. (1.9.39)

Thenthe transformof this is

1 _i). (1.9.40)
T z+T

Therefore

Z+T

z
2+ zT’ +(a/M)r’

which is the Laplacetransformof

a b (a exp[at] — b exp[bt]) + a b (exp[at] — exp[bt]) (1.9.42)

in which a and b aredefinedby

~ and b=_i-_-~-~Jl—~ (1.9.43)

2T 2T M 2T 2r M

and where usually it is physically reasonable to suppose that 4ar/M4 1, as would becomeobviousas
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t—s’O. Using (1.9.42) for the X(t) in (1.9.38)yields

‘v’l—x(t) \/. (1.9.44)

Theref ore, for this specific choice of a(Il — sI), (1.9.38)becomes

+ 1)— u,(s))(u,(s+ t) — u,(s)))} ~ (1.9.45)

which is clearly non-divergent.As in (1.9.32), the r dependenceexhibits the origin of the singular
behaviorin the Dirac deltacase.

It is not the intentionof theseconsiderationsto suggestthat thereis anythingerroneousaboutthe
Ito—Stratonovichcalculus.The purposeis to demonstratethat non-Markovianprocessesdo not give
rise to the differential difficulties of the Markovian processes.Although in generalmathematical
tractibility would be lost if non-Markovianprocessesare used,in the Gaussiancasethis is not a
problem.Moreover,exactmicroscopicdynamicsappearsto leadto non-MarkovianGaussianproces-
seswhenmacroscopicbehavioris studied.

Thereadershouldnot confusethereferencehereto the “Ito—Stratonovichcalculus”with areference
to the “methodof Stratonovich”.The nameStratonovichfigures in the theoryof stochasticdifferential
equations in two distinct ways. In his books [115,116] no reference at all is made to the differential
difficulties raisedhere in termsof their resolution through useof Ito’s calculus.Consequently,the
so-calledStratonovichchoiceof the integrationparametervalueas ~, as opposedto Ito’s choiceof 0, in
definingthestochasticintegralis not tobefoundin Stratonovich’sbooks.Indeed,theperspectivetakenin
the booksis verymuchalongthenon-Markovianlinespresentedhereasmaybeseenby readingchapter4
of [115].

WhenderivingFokker—Planckequationsby the“methodof Stratonovich”in thesensepresentedin his
books,the resultsare identicalwith thoseobtainedin part II of this reviewand correspondwith the
“Stratonovich”versionof the Ito calculuswhenarrivedat from the viewpoint of the Ito—Stratonovich
calculus.

PART II

II.!. The Kubo oscillator,characteristicfunctionals,andcumulants

The prototypefor “multiplicative” stochasticprocesses[75] using Gaussianfluctuationsis the
Kubooscillator[76,77]. The usualequationsof motion for aonedimensionaloscillator

m4 p and ji = —mto2q (11.1.1)

are rewrittenas a single complexvariableequation

a = iwa (11.1.2)

wherea p + imtoq. It is thensupposedthatthe frequency,to, is stochasticandis given by

w=too+~(t) (11.1.3)

where to
0 is a constantand ~(t) is afluctuatingfrequency.Here, it is assumedthat ~(t) is aGaussian
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processwith a zero average:

(q(t)) = 0 and (~(t)ç~(s))= 2A 6(1 — s). (11.1.4)

The Dirac delta function in the correlationformula correspondswith “white noise” as in Brownian
motion, andwill be studiedfirst. Subsequently,a correlationformulawith width will be investigated.

Because(11.1.2)with (11.1.3)is a “multiplicative” stochasticprocess,its solutionrequiresutilization
of all higher ordermomentsbeyondthosein (11.1.4). The specificationof a Gaussianprocesspermits
an explicit determinationof thesehigher order momentsin terms of (11.1.4). This determinationis
achievedthroughutilization of a characteristicfunctionalwhich will be presentedbelow. In the Dirac
delta functioncorrelationcase,a direct analysis is possible,but, as with Brownian motion, thereare
intrinsic mathematicalinconsistencies*which areremovedonly in the non-Markoviangeneralization.
The non-Markovian, or non-Dirac delta function correlation function case,is analyzedusing the
methodsof cumulants.

It is possible to generalizeall theseresults to processeswhich involve N complexcomponents
insteadof just one componentas in (11.1.2). Problemsinvolving non-commutivityariseand may be
tackled successfullythrough the introductionof time orderedexponentials.This will be discussed
later.

The solutionto (11.1.2)is

a(t) = exp[ito
0t +i J i(s) ds] a(0). (11.1.5)

The averageof this resultis

(a(l)) = exp[iwot] (exp[j Jç~(s)ds]) a(0). (11.1.6)

In order to evaluatethe averageof the exponentialof the integralof i(s), it is necessary to know all
higher order moments of 4. This is in marked contrast with the situation in the descriptionof
Brownian motion whereonly the first and secondmomentsarerequired.

The complete characterization of a Gaussian process may be given in terms of characteristic
functionals.To illustrate this method,it is useful to considera very simple example of a Gaussian
processwhich providesall the essentialconsiderationsandwhich actuallyleadsto the corresponding
resultsfor more complicatedprocesses.The example is the single Gaussianvariable, i, which is
characterizedby the Gaussiandistribution

W(x) = ~rcr~”
2 exp[— (x — 1)2/20.2]. (11.1.7)

The moments of I aredefined by

((1)~)_~ J f W(x)dx. (11.1.8)

These integrals are known and give

(11.1.9)
m,+2m~—nm,.m

2.

* Seesection 1.9 for details.
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where ~m,+2m~n meansthe summationover all non-negativeintegersm1 andm2 such that m1+ 2m2 =

n. In the special case where i = 0, this expressionsimplifies to

0 fornodd

((i)~) (2m)!(2)m for n =2m. (11.1.10)

m!2
Theseresultsareadirect consequenceof theGaussianstructureof the distributionfunction, W(x), in

(11.1.7).
The momentsof i maybegiven in termsof a generatingfunctionwhich is called the characteristic

functionand is definedas the Fourier transformof W(x):

‘l(k) J W(x) exp[ikx] dx (exp[iki]) = exp[— ~o
2k2+ iki]. (11.1.11)

The momentsare computedfrom ‘l(k) by

= (—i)~~~I(k) k=O (11.1.12)

which follows directly from the definitions (11.1.8) and (11.1.11). DiBruno’s formula [78] for the
derivativeof a functionof a functionmay be used to evaluate(11.1.12) using the explicit expression
for 1(k) given in (11.1.11). If

f(A) = y(w(A)) (11.1.13)

then DiBruno’s formulareads

~ n!J1 ,,~ ,(to,)m1y~ (11.1.14)— ,,~,(l)m,.2~.j
where for each“partition of n” defined by ~ Im, = n, the integerp is definedby p = Y~°,.,m,. A
partition of n is comprised of integers I occurringwith multiplicity m,. I,, is shorthandfor d~f(A)/dA”,
to, is shorthandfor d’to(A)/dA’, and y,, is shorthandfor d”y(to)/dw”. To apply this formulato (11.1.12),
equate 1 withf, k with A, y(to) with exp[to], and to(A) with —~0.2k2+iki.Clearly,

y,, = y for all p, to, = —0.2k+ii, to
2= (11.1.15)

and

to,=0 forl>2.

Putting these results into (11.1.12), which requires that k= 0, leads to (11.1.9). The characteristic
function approach is usually easier to use than the integral method of (11.1.8)becauseonly oneintegral
is required, (11.1.11), and the remainder of the computation is simply differentiation.

The calculationposedby (11.1.6),however,involves amore complicatedstochasticobject, ~(t). It
is assumedthat ~(t) is Gaussian.Consequently,so is f~°k(t) 41(t)dl for arbitrary k(t), becausea linear
combinationof Gaussiansis againGaussian.Thecharacteristicfunctionalassociatedwith 4(t) canbe

‘1[k(t)] (exp [i [ k(t) ç
1(t)dl]). (11.1.16)
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In (11.1.11), the final result was determined by the first and second moments of i. Here, the analogue
o~i in (11.1.11) is f0

00k(t)41(t)dtwhich hasfirst and secondmomentswhich follow from (11.1.4)and
are

(J k(t) ~(t) dl) = 0 (11.1.17)

and

((J k(t) ~(l) dl) (J k(s)41(s)ds)) = 2A J k2(t) dl.

Therefore,the value of the right-handside of (11.1.16) may be read from (11.1.11) using 0 for i and
2A f

0°~k
2(t)dl for u2:

41[k(t)] = exp [—AJ k2(t) dt]. (11.1.18)

This characteristic functional has a Gaussian form just like (11.1.11). The moments follow from
(11.1.16)accordingto the generatingformula

(fl cb(t
1)) = (—i)~ 4[k(t)] (11.1.19)

1=1 (1,) k(t)—O

in which ~5/6k(t,)denotesa “functional derivative[79] of 1. Because(41(t)) = 0, the right-handside of
(11.1.19) works out as an analogue to (11.1.10) which in this case is

0 fornodd

1 m - -
“‘ ‘ ~ fl (4,(tp~~)41(tp(21.1)) for n = 2m

m.PES,~J=1

in which S2m is the permutationgroupof order (2m)! andP is a permutationin this group.The result
in (11.1.20)yields all possiblepairingsof the factorson theleft-handside andthe combinatorialfactors
simply remove degenerate overcounting. -

Returning to the original problem in (11.1.6) of computing (exp[if~ 41(s)ds]), it is clearthata power
series expansion of the exponential maybe used and (11.1.20) may be utilized to evaluate each term of
the series.Pursuingthis courseyields [75]

(exp[iJ~5)ds])

= ~ (j)

2m ml ~ fi J dtp(
21) J dtp(21._1)(4’(tp(2J))s~(tp(2I_,)))

m’..O( m). m. 1’ES~,,,j=1
0 0

= ,~o(2m)!2mm!(2A) {Jds Jds’8(s- s’)}

= ~ (_l)m A
tmlm = exp[—At]. (11.1.21)

m0 m.
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Puttingthis into (11.1.6)gives

(a(t)) = exp[iwot — At]a(0). (11.1.22)

On the averagethe fluctuatingfrequencycreatesdissipationor damping.This behavioris in marked
contrast with the Brownian motion of a harmonic oscillator [3] which is described by an “additive”
stochasticprocesssuch as was describedin section 1.2. In the additive case both a dissipative
parameterand a fluctuating force were introduced. These were subsequentlyconnectedby the
fluctuation—dissipation relation. Here, only a fluctuation “force”, i.e. the fluctuating frequency, was
introduced,and on the average,dissipationis directly generated.In addition,the dissipationhereis in
the phase of the oscillator. In fact, in the presentcase,energyis conservedas is seen by looking at
a*(t) a(t) which is equalto p2+ m2w2q2 2mE.From (11.1.5), it immediately follows that

(a*(t) a(l)) = a*(0) a(0)= 2mE (11.1.23)

for all t. Thus, on the one hand dissipation is generated in a more direct fashion, while on the other
handthe dissipationis of a moresubtle kind.

The result in (11.1.21) can also be obtained by a technique known as the method of cumulants
[80—85].This methodmaybe exhibitedin termsof an arbitraryprocess5 which doesnot haveto be
Gaussian.The cumulantaveragesaredenotedby (.. .)~and aredefinedby the requirement[86]

(exp[$])~exp[~~!~j((9yt),,]. (11.1.24)

Because

(exp[5]) = 1 + ~ _J_,~(y_)m) (11.1.25)
m1 m.

thereexistexpressionsforthecumulantaveragesin termsof theordinaryaveragesandvisaversa.These
expressionsare [80,85, 87]

—n 1 ~ mg
((y) ) = ~ n! f’~~ , ,(((y) )~) (11.1.26)

— ,= ~‘,~ -, ~m,-
2,~i lm

1n
and

= — ~ n !(— 1)“~
1(p— 1)! fi (~!)rn~~,! (((~)I ))mI (11.1.27)

2~.,!m~—n

wherefor eachpartition of n, p is defined by p = ~ m,. Reference[87] containsaderivationof
these results. However, that derivation is given for the non-commutativesituation, to be discussed
herelater. The derivation of the non-commutative analogue of (11.1.27) is in fact wrong in ref. [87]as
is pointed out in ref. [85]. If however, the derivationis restrictedto the commutative situation being
considered at present, then it is correct and provides both (11.1.26) and (11.1.27). The incorrect results
for the non-commutativeanalogueof (11.1.27)are to be found in ref. [81] as well, andin a paperby
Freed [88].The detailed nature of the difficulty and its resolution is to be found in ref. [85].The virtue
of the cumulant expansion given in (11.1.24) shows itself in the Gaussian case. When j is Gaussian,
then it may be proved [85,87] that all cumulantsbeyondthe secondvanish identically, and (11.1.24)
becomes

(exp[j~])= exp [(~)~+ ~(($i)2)] (11.1.28)
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Indeed, it is often assertedthat this is an equivalentcharacterizationof a Gaussianprocess[77].
However, in the non-commutativecaseit will be seenthat evenfor a Gaussianprocess,the higher
than secondorder cumulantsdo fbI vanish.

Returningagainto (11.1.6), i f,~’41(s)dsmaybe identified with aGaussian~Tfor which (11.1.4)implies
the moments

(~9)= 0 and ((5)2) = —2At. (11.1.29)

In this case where sf5) = 0, it follows from (11.1.27)that

= (j) = 0 and ((~3)2) = ((~)2) = —2At (11.1.30)

so that(11.1.6) follows directly from (11.1.28) as

(a(t)) = exp[iw0t — Al]a(0) (11.1.31)

just as in (11.1.21).
The Kubo oscillator, as a multiplicative stochastic process,suffers from a mathematical in-

consistencyidenticalwith the difficulty alreadydiscussedin part I in the contextof Brownianmotion.
The derivative of a(t) doesnot exist!This canbe exhibitedin amannerparallelingthat usedin section
1.9. The correlation function for a(t) is

(a*(t) a(s))= exp[ito0(s - I)] (exp[_~J 41(t’) dl’ + iJ 41(s’) ds’] )a*(0) a(0)

= exp[ito0(s — I)] (exp[_~J t~(t’) dl’]) a*(0) a(0). (11.1.32)

Noting that

(—~ J ~(t’) dl’) = 0 and ((—if ~(t’) dl’)) = —2A11 — s~ (11.1.33)

and using the cumulant expansion in (11.1.28) gives

(a*(t) a(s))= exp[ito0(s — 1)] exp[—Alt — sl] a*(0) a(0) (11.1.34)

which manifests the decay in phase correlation. Consequently

V((a(s+ I) — a(s))* (a(s + I) — a(s)))~V2a*(0) a(0)(1 — cos(tool) exp[—Al])
I t—.o I

V2a*(0)a(0)A (11.1.35)
— 1/2

I ,_.o~

which clearly divergesjust as with Brownian motion descriptions using Langevin’s equation or the
Wiener process. The remedy here, as in section 1.9, lies in using non-Markovian processes. If instead
of (11.1.4),it is assumedthat

(~(l))= 0 and (~(l)çb(s)) = exp [~It —SI] (11.1.36)
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in analogywith (1.9.28),thenthe analogueof (11.1.33) is

(_~J~(t’)dt’)= 0 and ((_iJ~(t’)dl’)2)= 2A(T_ rexp[_~ 5I] It— si) (11.1.37)

and(11.1.34) is now

(a*(t) a(s))= exp[ito
0(s — I)] exp[_A (It — S~— T (1 — exp[_fr .dI]))] a*(0) a(0). (11.1.38)

The result correspondingwith (11.1.35)is now

V~(a(s+ I) — a(s))* (a(s + I) —a(s))) \/2a*(0) a(0) (1 —cos(toot))exp[—A(l —r(l —exp[— lIT]))]
I t-.o I

= \/a*(0)a(0)(to~+ A/r) (11.1.39)

which is clearly finite.
In order to preparethe readerfor the subsequentsectionsof this review andin order to makethe

referencesearlier in this sectionto non-commutativecasesintelligible, the remainderof this section
will be devotedto exhibiting the non-commutative,or matrix, analoguesof the results here for
characteristicfunctionalsandcumulants.Theseresultswill be of greatutility in subsequentsections
where matrix descriptionsare needed.In addition, the cumulant formulae will be applicable to
non-Markovianprocesseswhich avoidsthe differential difficulties justdiscussed.

Consider a stochastic operator or matrix _denoted by M(t) which in general carries two indices
when it is written in explicit matrix form: M,,8(t). Attention is restrictedto Gaussianprocessesby
which it is meantthat matrix elementby matrix elementthe processis Gaussianwith first andsecond
cumulants

(~ap(l))c= Map(l) and (A~f,,8(t)!~I,,..,(s))~= Qap~v(t— s) (11.1.40)

in which Q,,0,~~(l— s) is a tetradiccorrelation.The non-vanishingwidth of this correiationmakesit
non-Markoviangenerally,althoughin somespecific instancesit will be specializedto a Dirac delta
functioncorrelation.Justas an_auxiliaryfunctionk(l) wasintroducedin (11.1.16)in order to define the
characteristicfunctional for 41(1), the auxilary matrix k,,8(t) is introduced in order to define the

characteristicfunctionalfor M,,8(t)

~[kap(l)] (exp[j f kap(l) ~lap(l) dl]) (11.1.41)

in which the repeatedindices in the exponentialaresummed.Becausef” knp(l) ~(t) dl is the sum
of Gaussianprocesses,it is itself Gaussianwith thecumulants

(f k,,0(t) cf,,8(l) dl) = f knp(l) Map(l) dl and

(11.1.42)

((j~kap(t)Kfap(l)dl)) f dl f dskap(l) k,,~(s)Qaps,.,(1 —
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Therefore,the valueof the right-handsideof (11.1.41)may be read from (11.1.28) and is

4[k,,8(t)] = exp [~J k,,8(l) ftiap(l) dl — ~J dl Jds k,,8(t) k,~.~(s)Q,,8,,~~(t— s)]. (11.1.43)

Theseresultshavebeengiven in termsof the first two cumulantsand(11.1.28)ratherthanin termsof
the first two momentsand (11.1.11) as was the casein getting from (11.1.16) to (11.1.18) because
(11.1.26)and (11.1.27)makeit clearthat the first momentand first cumulantare identicalwhereasthe
secondcumulantis the variance,or secondmomentminus the squareof the first moment.In (11.1.16),
(41(1)) = 0, so this distinctionvanishes,whereasin (11.1.41)(M,,8(l)) = Map(l) � 0 andthis distinctionis
required.Notethatbecausek,,8(t)M,,8(I) is a scalar process,the cumulantresultsfor scalarprocess9
are applicable in obtaining the characteristic functional. This characteristic functional will permit the
computation of both matrix moments and matrix cumulants for which the rules applicable to 9 are
inapplicablebecauseof non-commutativity.This will be seenbelow.

4[k,,8(l)] is usedto generatemomentsof M(t) through

(i!i Ai~f~,p(t,))= (—i)~ CF[k,,8(t)] (11.1.44)
1=1 ,, S ,,,81(t,) k,,5(t)~O

which is the naturalanalogueof (11.1.19). -
The computation of the moments of M(t) is essentialif the valueof (T exp[f,,’ M(s) ds]) is desired.

Such structureswill be prevalent in the succeedingsections of this review. The time ordered
exponential, denoted above by T exp[. . .], is definedhereby the series

I exp [fM(s)ds] 1 + ~J~l~J dt2 J d13... J dl,, M(t,) M(t2).. - M(t~). (11.1.45)

The order of the integrand factors is crucial because, in general, P1(t,)and ~(lk) will not commutefor

l,�
tk~The time ordered exponential defined in (11.1.45) satisfies the property commonto the ordinary

exponential

exp [fM(s)ds] = M(t)T exp[f~(s)ds] (11.1.46)

but the M(l) mustappearon the left. There is alsoa time ordered exponential ordered in the reverse
sense which satisfies

exp [J M(s) ds] = I exp[JM(s)ds] M(t). (11.1.47)

Occasionwill ariseto useeachin the following.
The evaluation of (T exp[f~’ M(s) ds]) is mostusefully achieved in terms of time ordered cumulants

[85]. Although several varieties of “time ordered cumulants” have been defined [85, 89, 90], those
defined below are the only type which possess the general utility required in subsequent sections. The
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time orderedcumulantsG(m) are defined by

(I exp[JM(s) ds]) T exp[~I G(m)(s)ds]. (11.1.48)

Because(‘F exp[f~’ ~(s) ds]) canalsobe written in termsof the momentsof M,

(T exp[f~,1(s)ds])~1 + ~ f A(m)(s) ds (11.1.49)

which with (11.1.45)definesA~~(s)by

/ A(m)(s) ds= Jdl1 f dt2... f dIm (M(t,) ~ ~(lm)) (11.1.50)

it follows that the connection formula between moments and cumulants is
t S

fA(m)(s)ds = - ‘r{~_-
1-i(JG~”(s)ds)m1} (11.1.51)

which is a partition formula paralleling (11.1.26). The parallel is seenmost clearly if the following
observationsaremade. In (11.1.50)thereis no factor 1/rn! like thereis in front of the corresponding
term, ((j)m), in (11.1.25). However,if the M factorsin (11.1.50) actually where commutative, then the
time ordered integrals would reduce to (1/rn !)(f~M(s) ds)m and the 1/rn! would manifest itself. In
(11.1.26),this factor hasbeentakenover to the right-handside whereit appearsas n! becausern is
called n in (11.1.26). Similarly, the definition of G(m) given by (11.1.48) showsthat factors of 1/rn!,
which appearexplicitly in (11.1.24),are implicit in (11.1.48).Again, if M commuted with itself for all
different times, then these factors would manifest themselves, and (11.1.51) would look much more
like (11.1.26) with factors of 1/(l!)ml. The remaining difference is the time ordering symbol, T, in
(11.1.51).So far this symbol hasbeendefinedonly in termsof the time ordered exponentialgiven in
(11.1.45). In (11.1.51),T appearsin front of a productof integrals.Theseintegralscarry the label 1 and
occur with multiplicities rn,. In general, I is defined by

S S

T .{J]~I B~”~(s)ds = I dl, I dt
2 I dlk ~ B~’~”~(t,)B~”~~~(l2)B(’~’~&(tk) (II 152)

J J J J PES5
0

in which ~PES5 is the summationoverall permutations,P, in the symmetricgroupof orderk!, Sk. If all
of the integrandsare identical, then the summationover permutationsproducesk! identicalterms.
This factmay be usedto arriveat (11.1.45)from (11.1.52)as follows

Texp[J~(s)ds]= T{1 +~ -~(fM(s)ds)~}=1 +.~ -~jT{(JP.1(s)ds)}

= 1 + Jdl, f dl2... f dl~~(t,) M(l2) ... M(t,,). (11.1.53)
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In (11.1.51), however, all of the integrandsare not identical, and, as was already pointed out, they
occur with the label I with a multiplicity of rn,. The summationover permutationswill generate
ll7~.., m,! identical terms in such a case.

The proof that (11.1.51)leadsto (11.1.48)follows from (11.1.49), [85]:

(T exp [/M(s) ds]) = ~ / A(m)(s) ds

= ~ ~{~—i-~(JG~sds)m}
m—0 ~~ilmi=m ,~m,.

0

= ~ T{fl—~-i(JM(s)ds)}
m~O~7_,m,m ,, m,.

0

= ~ —~-~I {(~/ Gt1~(s) ds)} = T exp [~/ G~(s)ds]. (11.1.54)

The third quality in (11.1.54)involves the fundamentalcombinatorialtransition from ~
to ~=o ~ m~=rn which representsa resummationof an infinite series by a reordering of all
summands.

The inverse of (11.1.51), which would parallel (11.1.27), is not as easily written down. It is tempting,

but incorrect, to write
I I

JG(m)(s)ds ,=, ~‘~m (—1)”1(p — 1)!T {II —~-~(J A~’~(s)ds)} (11.1.55)

where for each partition of m, p = ~ m,. The non-commutativity of the objects involved does not
permitwriting certaintermsas (p — 1)! times onesuch term. Ratherall (p — 1)! terms involved are in
fact different and are equal only in the commutativecase.Fox [87], Freed [88], and much earlier,
Kubo [81] each made the error of using (11.1.55). The error and its resolution has been elucidated by
Fox [85]. The correct expression may be found in Fox [85],van Kampen [82],and Ford [83, 84]. It is

£ S tj

fG~(s) ds = fdIi f dt
2... J dl,, ~ (_l)~1 ~ fl ({IP~}) (11.1.56)

ordered P 1=1
0 partitions of

II

in which the summationover “orderedpartitions of n” involves partitions of the first n positive
integersinto m, groupscontaining I integerseachsuch that ~ Im, = n and suchthat in eachgroup
the I integers are ordered so that they increase from left to right. k is definedfor eachpartition by
k = ~ m,. ({I,}) is shorthand for the integrand of a moment containing 1, factors and ({t~})always
contains the integer I as its left-most entry. P is a permutation of the remaining k — I integers 2,
3,... k and the summation over P is over all such permutation in Sk which satisfy P(1) = I. If there
were complete commutativity, then ~ in (11.1.56) would produce the (k — 1)! in (11.1.55), and all the
carein labelling the integrandsof (11.1.56)would not be required.
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As an example of (11.1.56), f~G~(s)ds containstermssuchas

dt~J dt2 J dt3 J dt~{(M(l,) M(t3)) (~(l4))(~(l2))+ (M(t,) M(t3)) (M(t2)) (~(l4))}

but does not contain/ dl, J dl2 f dt~Jdl4 (M(12) M(13)) (M(l,))

because the M(t,) factor is not left-most. These two types of integrands would possess explicit ({I~})
forms of

(1,3)(4)(2)+(l,3)(2)(4) and (2,3)(1)(4).

The complete integrand on the right-hand side of (11.1.56) for n = 3 would be written

(1,2,3)—(1)(2,3)—(l,2)(3)—(l,3)(2)+(l)(2)(3)+(1)(3)(2).

If there were completecommutativity,this would reduceto

(1,2,3)— 3(1) (2, 3)+ 2(1) (2) (3)

which is in perfect agreement with its parallel in (11.1.27) for n = 3.

A few final remarks are required in order to provide the basis for several applications of these
methods. Even if 1

1.1(s) is Gaussian,as was assumed, the non-commutativity of M for different times
will destroy the cancellations which in the commutative case renders all cumulants of higher than
second order equal to zero. Thus Kubo’s [77] idea of a “generalized Gaussian operator” is self-
inconsistent. However, Fox [85] has shown that if the correlation matrix in (11.1.40) dies out on the
time scale r, then for I ~ r, a cluster property for the higher cumulants applies and they all approach a
time dependence which is first order, or linear, in I. This means that

I exp[~JG~m)(s)ds] —+ exp[~tM(m)] (11.1.57)

where the M(rn) are asymptotic, time-independent matrices and no time ordering is required. The
higher cumulants provide corrections to the “rate” usually given by M”~and M~2~alone.Finally, if the
correlation in (11.1.40) involves a Dirac delta function, 6(1 — s), thennon-commutativitydoesn’tshow
itself after all, and for Gaussian Mthe higher than second order cumulants vanish [85].

11.2. The stochasticSchrödinger equation and the H-theorem

As an illustration of the matrix methods introduced in the second half of the preceding section, the
stochastic Schrödinger equation [75] will be discussed. This example exhibits the significance of the
“phase dissipation” referred to in the discussion of the Kubo oscillator in section 11.1. In order to
present the results in as clear a fashion as possible, it will be convenient to use a stochastic process
which has a Dirac delta function correlation. Consequently, only the first two cumulants will be
non-vanishingin this case.
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The context for the stochastic Schrodinger equation is a many body system which is described by a
many body Schrodinger equation. It is likely that there are energy levels which are highly degenerate
for such a many body system, and it is such highly degenerate levels which are described by the
stochasticSchrodingerequation.

It is supposed that the individual states of a highly degenerate energy level are coupled by a
phenomenological,stochasticcouplingHamiltonian.Therefore,the stochasticSchrodingerequationis

ih -,~j~~r(l)= A(t) 41(1)+ Ei/i(t) (11.2.1)

where E is the energy of the degenerate level and 41(1) is expandablein terms of the N eigenstates
associated with the energy E. Consequently

41(t) = ~ C,(l)41,. (11.2.2)

The coefficients evolve according to the matrix equation

ih~C,(l)= I~,k(l)Ck(t)+ EC,(t) (11.2.3)

where H,k(I) is defined by

H,k(l) = f 41~A(t)4lkdl’ (11.2.4)

where dl’ denotes the differential volume associated with all of the coordinates required by the many
body system’s description. If the averaged values of the C,’s are studied, then the quantum
mechanical expectation values of arbitrary operators would involve bilinear combinations containing
factors such as (C~)(Ck).This would lead to incorrect and unphysical results including the decay of
total probability. Instead, the density matrix description should be used so that stochastic and
quantum mechanical averaging together introduce factors such as (C?Ck). The density matrix
equation [91]corresponding with (11.2.1) is

ih ~p(t) = [11(I),p(t)] (11.2.5)

where p(l) is defined by

p(t) 41(t)) (41(1)1 (11.2.6)

in which Dirac’s bra-ket notation has been used to explicitly indicate the matrix or operator form of
p(l). The commutator of H(t) and p(t) on the right-hand side of (11.2.5) is defined by

[H(l), p(t)] H(t) p(l) — p(l) A(l). (11.2.7)

If the indexed expansion in (11.2.2) is used, equations (11.2.5—7) become

P,k(l) = C’~(l) C,(I) (11.2.8)

ih ~jPIk(l) = I~,’(l)P,’k(t) — P,k’(l) Hk’k(l). (11.2.9)

Notice that the Hamiltonian, A(t), is being taken to be Hermitean so that both (11.2.5) and (11.2.9) have
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the form always found for ordinary Hamiltonians of the non-stochastic variety. The desired quantity
is (p(t)). —

The stochastic properties assumed for H(l) are [75]

(A(t)) = 0, (1~~(t)H,k(5)) = 2Q~,,~5(t— s). (11.2.10)

The Dirac deltafunctioncorrelationwas explainedin the openingparagraph.It is convenientto view
thecommutatorin (11.2.5)as a linear operatorandto think of (11.2.5)as ageneralizationof an ordinary
matrix equation such as

~ja(t) = M(t) a(t) (11.2.11)

wherep(l), in the index form p,k(t), is thoughtof as a doubly indexed“vector” such as a,(I); while
[I1(l),p(t)] is viewed, again in the indexedform H,,.(t)p,’k(t)—p,k’(l)Hk’k(l), as a tetradicallyindexed
“matrix” suchas M,k(t) by virtue of the identity

H,,.(t) pI’k(t) — p,k’(t) Hk’k(t) = (I-I,,’Skk — Hk’kSll’) P,’k’(t). (11.2.12)

This doubling of indices shouldposeno essentialcomplicationandreadily leadsto the desiredresult.

It is also convenient to use a non-index notation for the tetradic “matrix” in (11.2.12) by writing
[11(1),p(l)] = [A(t),.]p(l) (11.2.13)

where [A(t),.] is now thought of as a linear operator, the so-called commutator operator, and the dot
signifies the place at which the objectoperatedupon, in this casep(l), should appear.Therefore,
(11.2.5) maybe written

ih-hp(t) = [A(t), .]p(l) (11.2. 14)

andthe solution is

p(t) = I exp [—~J[il(s), .] ds] p(O) (11.2.15)

in which the time ordered exponential of the commutator operatorleads to a series of nested
commutators.The averageof p(t) is simply

(p(t)) = (‘r exp [—j~[ A(s), .] ds]) p(0). (11.2.16)

The analogy with (11.2.11) suggested for (11.2.15) implies that

(T exp [~~f[A(s),.] ds]) = T exp [fG~2~(s)dsj (11.2.17)

accordingto (11.1.8) andthe two factsthat (11.2.10) requiresthat the first cumulantvanishesand, as
discussedin the last section,the Dirac deltafunctioncorrelationcausesthe higher than secondorder
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cumulantsto also vanish.From(11.1.56) it follows that

/G~2~(s)ds = -~ / dl, J dt
2 ([A(11),.] [A(l2), .1). (11.2.18)

From (11.2.10) and (11.2.12) it follows that

(JGm(s) ds) = —~{QtJJ,’Sk’k + Qk’jjkSl’I — 2Q11k’k}t (11.2.19)
tkI’k’ ft

0

because

[A(t1),.] [A(l2), .1 = A(t1) A(l2). + .H(l2) A(t,) — A(l,) . A(t2) — A(t2) . A(I1).

The repeated f’s in (11.2.19) are to be summed. It is usefulto define R,k,’k by

R,k,’k’
8k’k + Q k’jjk 8~~—2Q1,’k’k}. (11.2.20)

Therefore,(11.2.16)and(11.2.17) may be expressed as

(p(t)) = exp[—Rl] p(0). (11.2.21)

Thereis no longer anytime orderingrequired.R is called the relaxation“matrix” or tetradic.
The relaxation tetradic, R, has several remarkable properties.It can not be representedby some

equivalent, effective Hamiltonian formulation of the Schrodingerequation. Consequently,after
averaging,the densitymatrix equation,which follows directly from (11.2.21), is

—R(p(t)) (11.2.22)

and provides an irreducible description.There is no Schrodingerequationequivalentof (11.2.22)!

Nevertheless,total probability is conservedandthis fact is easily seenby proving that
Trace(p(t)) = 0. (11.2.23)

From(11.2.22)

~jTrace (p(l)) = —Trace(R(p(I))) = —~ R,,,.k (p,’~.(I)). (11.2.24)

From (11.2.20)

~ R,,,’k. = Qk’JJ, + ~ — 2Q,,’k’, (11.2.25)

where on the right-hand side each repeated index is summed. From (11.2.10) it follows immediately that

~ = QI/,k (11.2.26)

since the product of two matrix elements commutes. Consequently, the terms on the right-hand side
of (11.2.25) cancel and (11.2.23) is verified. Thus, R does not dissipate probability but does mix the
degenerate states together. This is the significance of the “phase dissipation” discussed earlier.
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The final propertyof R to be elucidatedhereis that it leadsto an H-theoremfor the stochastic
Schrödingerequation.This H-theoremis unusual for quantumstatistical mechanicsbecausein this
contexta “weak” form of H-theoremis usuallyobtained[92]. The usualform, for 12> 1,, is

H(12) ~ H(t,) (11.2.27)

but for 13> 12> t~all that canbe said is

11(12)~ H(t,), H(t3)~ H(t,) (11.2.28)

but H(t2) and H(13) are indeterminantlyrelated. In eachof (11.2.27)and (11.2.28), 1, is the origin in
time.The H-theoremto be provedbelow is in the “strong” form whichparallelsBoltzmann’s classical
result for dilute gases

~H(t) ~ 0 for all I > 0. (11.2.29)

This strong form of H-theoremin the quantummechanicalcontext was originally obtainedby Fox
[93]on the occasionof the onehundredthanniversaryof the publicationof Boltzmann’stheorem[94].

By definition, p(l), and consequentlyalso (p(t)), is a positive definite Hermitean matrix.
Consequentlyits logarithmis well definedby

ln((p(t))) = U’(t) ln(D(t)) U(l) (11.2.30)

whereU(t) is the unitarymatrix attime I which diagonalizes(p(l)) accordingto the identity

U(t) (p(l)) U’(t) = 0(1) (11.2.31)

in which0(1) is adiagonalmatrixwith positivediagonalentries.The logarithm of D(t) is definedin the
usualway as the diagonalmatrix with diagonalelementswhich arethe logarithmsof the correspond-
ing diagonalelementsof D(t):

(ln(D(t))),, = ln(D,,(l)). (11.2.32)

H(t) is definedin the canonical fashion[92—94]

H(t) Trace((p(t)) ln((p(t)))). (11.2.33)

Proof that dH(t)/dt ~ 0:

Trace((p(t)) ln((p(t)))) = Trace((p(t))U~(t)ln(D(t)) U(l))

= Trace(U(t) (p(t)) U’(l) ln(D(l))) =Trace(D(l) ln(D(l))). (11.2.34)

From (11.2.23) it follows that

d

Trace(D(t)) = 0 (11.2.35)

so that

~H(t) = Trace((~jD(t))ln(D(t))) (11.2.36)
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from (11.2.31)

~D0(l) = [(~U(I))(p(t))U~(I)+ U(l) (p(l))~j~(U’(t))+ U(t) (~~pl~)U’(t)]. (11.2.37)

Using the inversetransformationfor (11.2.31),the first two termsin (11.2.37)become

[(~u(I)) (p(t)) U~’(l)+ U(t)

= [(~ul) U’(t) D(l) + D(I) U(t)~(U~(l))],,

= D,,(t) {(~u(I)) U~(t)+ U(t)~~(U_1(l))}. (11.2.38)

The last line follows from the fact that D(l) is diagonal.BecauseU(t) is a unitary transformation

(~ul) U’(I) + U(t)~~(U~(t))= ~j(U(l) U’(I)) = ~~(1)= 0. (11.2.39)

Therefore,

~D,,(I) = [u1 (~(pl)) U’(I)]

= — [U(t) (R(p(l))) U’(t)],,

= — [U(t) (RU~’(l)D(I) U(l)) U’(t)],,. (11.2.40)

The parentheses in line two are required because R is a tetradic operating upon the matrix (p(l)). In
the third line this tetradicoperatesupon the matrix productU’DU. Introducingindices,(11.2.40) may
be written

~D,,(l) = — U,,(t) R,’,”k’k” U~(t) Dkk(l) Ukk”(I) U~(l)

— W,k(t) Dkk(l). (11.2.41)

In the first line, all indices exceptI are to be summed. Therefore, (11.2.36) becomes

~H(t) = —~ W,k(I) Dkk(I) ln(D,,(t)). (11.2.42)

The W,k(t) matrix defined by (11.2.41) has several very nice properties.
From (11.2.41)and (11.2.25) it follows that

~ W,k(I)= 0 (11.2.43)

becauseU(l) is unitary.Therefore

W,,(t) = — ~ Wk,(I). (11.2.44)
k�t
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This meansthat (11.2.42)canbe written in the equivalentform

~jH(I) = -~ (W,k(t)Dkk(l) - WkI(t) D,,(t)) ln(D,,(t))

= —~~ (W,,,(t)Dkk(l) — Wk,(t)D,1(t)) ln~ (11.2.45)

where the second equality follows from the first by interchanging I and k,which aredummyindices.
W,k(t) is symmetricbecause

W,k(t) = U,,.(t) R,’,”k’k” U~(l)Ukk’(t) U~4(t)

= Ukk”(t) R,’,”k’k” U~(t)U,,.(t) U~.~(t)

= Ukk”(I) Rk”k’,”,’ U~(t)U,,.(t) U~’~(t)

= Wk,(t). (11.2.46)

The third equalityfollows from the identity

R,’,”k’k” = Rk”k’,”,’ (11.2.47)

which resultsfrom using(11.2.26)in (11.2.20).This meansthat (11.2.45)can be written in the equivalent
form

~jH(l) = —~~ W~(t)(Dkk(t) — D,,(t)) ln ~ (11.2.48)

Finally, it is also apropertyof W,k(l) that

WIk(t)~0 for 1�k. (11.2.49)

This is provedby using(11.2.41)and(11.2.20) which imply

WIk(l) = U,,.(t) {Ql’//k’ 61”k”+ Qk”)/,” öI’k’ — 2Q,.k’k’,”}U~(t)Ukk’(t) U~(t)

= ~{6,kU,,’(t) QIj/k’ U~(t)+ 61k Ukk”(l) Qk”jj,” U~(l)

— 2U,1.(l) U~.~(t) Q1’k’k”,’ Ukk4l) U~(t)}

= —~U,1~(t)U~(l)Q1’k’k’,” Ukk-(t) U~(l) (11.2.50)

becauseI� k was specified. From (11.2.10),and in particular because(11.2.10) involves a Dirac delta

function, the lastline of (11.2.50)maybe written

Wlk(t) = _~fds (U,,.(t) H,’k’(l) U~(t) Ukk”(t) Hk”,~(s) U~(l))

= _~[ds ((U,,.(t) H,’k’(I) Uk’~(t))(U11~(s)Hj-k~(s)uk~k(s))*)~0. (11.2.51)

The second equality follows from the unitarity of U(t) and the Hermiticity of H(t). The inequality
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follows becausethe integrandis the product of a quantity and its complexconjugatebecausethe
averageforces s = 1, and such aproduct is of coursepositive or zero. The ultimate consequenceis
that (11.2.48)mustsatisfy

~H(t) ~ 0 (11.2.52)

becausethe inequality

(X— Y)ln[Y/X]~0 (11.2.53)

is always true. It is noteworthy that precisely this same inequality played the same role in Boltzmann’s
proof of the H-theoremfor the classicaldilute gas. Equilibrium is equivalentwith dH/dt = 0, which
requiresD,, = Dkk for all I andk accordingto (11.2.48).

The significance of theseresultsis that they provide a stochasticbasis for the microcanonical
distributionin quantumstatisticalmechanics.The H-theoremprovidesan analogueof the secondlaw
of thermodynamics.It remainsto see how the canonicaldistribution at temperatureT comes into
being,andhow exactmicroscopicdynamicscangiverise to behaviorof the typemodelledhereby a
stochasticinteraction.In the nextsectiona model for the origin of the canonicaldistribution will be
considered.Sections11.6—8are devotedto the constructionof exactmicroscopicdynamicalstructures
which justify thesemodels.

11.3. Stochasticmodel for the canonicaldensitymatrix

In order to usestochasticmodellingof the Schrodingerequationto obtain the canonicaldensity
matrix in equilibrium, it is necessaryto studya subsystemcoupledto a thermalreservoir.This section
treatssuchamodeland presentssomeof the mathematicaltechniquesandidentitieswhich will prove
to be useful in sections11.7 and 11.8 where exact microscopicdynamicalconstructionof reservoir-
subsysteminteractionswill be presented.For the present,a strictly phenomenologicalapproachis
used in order to illustrate the generalapproach.

The Hubertspacedescribingthe full systemof reservoirandsubsystemis the direct productof the
reservoir Hilbert spacewith the subsystemHilbert space.The densitymatrix equationin the full
Hilbert spaceis

ih -J~p(t)= [H~® 1k, p(I)] + [i~ ® HR, p(t)] + [il~(t),p(I)I (11.3.1)

in which 1R and l~are identity operatorsin the reservoirHilbert spaceand the subsystemHilbert
spacerespectively.H

1(l) is the stochasticinteractionHamiltonianand mixes the factor spacesof the
full Hubert space.The presentmodel usesa reservoirof phononsfor the thermal reservoir which
meansthat the reservoirHamiltonianmaybe written in the secondquantizedform

HR = ~ hwkb~bk (11.3.2)

in which b~and bk are respectively boson creation and annihilation operatorsfor phonons of
propagationvector k andenergyhtok where tok = ck in which c is the soundvelocity in the reservoir
mediumthat supportsthe phonons.This phononreservoiris in its mostsimple form [95,section44] so
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that thereis no dispersionin the sound velocity, the densityof statescorrespondswith a uniform
continuum,and the k summationis terminatedfor all valuesof k suchthat tok > toD whereWD is the
Debyefrequency[95,section44]. For the subsystem,H~is the Hamiltonianandis not specialin any
way. Its eigenstatesarelabelledwith Greekindices so that

H5Ix) E,~Ip,) (11.3.3)

and a first quantizedrepresentationwill alwaysbe used.The interactionHamiltonianis assumedto
havea form which is compatiblewith the instantaneousCoulombinteractionwhich charged-particle—
phononinteractionsusually possess[95,section45]. This meansthat H1(l) is linear in b~andbk. The
modelassumes

A,(I) = ~ (M~
t(t)b~+M~(l)bk) (11.3.4)

in which the operatorsM~(t)are stochasticand act upon the subsystemeigenstatesonly, while bk
andb~,of course,act only upon the phononstates.Using the Greekindex labelling, (11.3.4) may be
given the explicitly indexedrepresentation

(,LI11,(l)Iv) = ~ (1%~~?(t)b~+1~(t)bk). (11.3.5)

The two termsin (11.3.5) havethe interpretations: .~~(I)bk connotesa processin which aphononof
energy htok is destroyedwhile the subsystemmakes a transition from state ~)to state p~and
M~(I)b~connotesa processin which aphononof energyhtok is createdwhile thesubsystemmakes
a transition from stateI~)to state p.). The coupling is explicitly indicated in the superscript(k) on
M(l) in (11.3.5).In keepingwith the pointof view of the precedingsectionin which the microcanonical
density matrix was derived,it is assumedherealsothat there is explicit energyconservationin the
interactionHamiltonian such that

M~(l)= 0 unlessEa = E., + hw~. (11.3.6)

Condition (11.3.6)implies that

= 0 unlessE~= E,. + htok (11.3.7)

becausethe Greekindicesin (11.3.7)are reversedrelativeto thosein (11.3.6)andcomplexconjugation,
denotedby the “, does not change the decision whether or not a matrix element vanishes.The
condition (11.3.7) is in keepingwith the interpretationof M~’(l)b~given above.

The impositionhereof energyconservation,as in the last section,resultsin the equilibrium stateof
the full system being the microcanonicaldensitymatrix. This requirementis necessaryin stochastic
modelling, and is a consequenceof quantum mechanicsin ordinary, non-stochasticSchrodinger
equations.Oneof the essentialtasksof the exactmicroscopicconstructionsof sections11.7 and 11.8
later will be to explain the origin of this stochasticrequirement.Simultaneously,the absenceof energy
shift formulas in these stochasticconsiderationswill be explained. In fact, the non-Markovian
generalizationswhich will be achievedlater will also involve energyshifts as in ordinary quantum
mechanics.

The stochastic properties of M~(t) are that it is Gaussian with first and second moments (or
cumulants)

(M~(t))= 0 (11.3.8)

(‘(l) A.~’?,~(t’))= ~ 6(1 — 1’). (11.3.9)
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Since it is the subsystemdensitymatrix which is of direct interest,therewill be a contractionof the
descriptionfrom the full densitymatrix down to the reduceddensitymatrix for the subsystemalone.
This reduceddensitymatrix is definedby

((p5(l))) = TraceR(p(l)) (11.3.10)

in which TraceRconnotes the trace over all reservoir states.In a sense,there are two types of
averagingto be performed.The first is with respectto the stochasticaveragingin (11.3.8) and(11.3.9)
while the secondis with respectto the reduction, or contraction, in (11.3.10). These two types of
averagingwill becomeevidentin the following.

Insteadof dealing directly with (11.3.1) it is convenientto transform (11.3.1) into “interaction”
representationby defining the densitymatrix o(t) by

p(I) = exp[_~t([Hs ® 1~,.] + [1~® HR, .])] u(t) (11.3.11)

in which the exponential has as its argument the commutator operators [Hs®1R,~] and
[is® HR, .]. Equation(11.3.1) impliesthat o(t) satisfies

ih ~o-(t) = exp[4~t([Hs® 1,~,~]+ [1~® HR, .])][Ki(I),.]

x exp[—~I([Hs ® 1R, ~]+ [1~® HR, .])]~.~.(t). (11.3.12)

This expressionmay be greatly simplified through utilization of someidentities which are valid for
arbitrary,non-commutingoperatorsA and B.

Identity 1.

exp[I[A, .]]B = exp[tA]B exp[—tA]. (11.3.13)

Proof: For I = 0, (11.3.13) is obvious. For l� 0 the first order differentialequations

~exp[l[A, .]] B) = [A, .] exp[I[A, .]] B

= A(exp[l[A, .]]B) — (exp[t[A, .]]B) A (11.3.14)

and

~j~(exp[tA]Bexp[—tA]) = A(exp[tA]B exp[—tA]) — (exp[tA]B exp[—IA]) A (11.3.15)

are valid, and are identical with the operatorequation

~~O(I)= [A,0(t)]. (11.3.16)

First orderdifferential equationsleadto uniquesolutionsdeterminedby the initial value. Therefore,

(11.3.13)holds.

Identily 2.

exp[l[A, .]] [B, -] exp[—t[A, .]] = [exp[t[A, •]] B, .] (11.3.17)
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Proof: Let 0 be an arbitraryoperator;

exp[t[A, ~]][B, ~]exp[—t[A, ~]]0
= (exp[tA] [B, .] exp[—tA]) exp[—t[A, .]] 0

= (exp[IA] [B, .] exp[—IA]) (exp[—IA] 0 exp[IA])

= exp[tA] (B exp[—tA] 0 exp[tA] — exp[—tA] 0 exp[tA] B) exp[—IA]

= exp[tA] B exp[—tA] 0— 0 exp[lA] B exp[—tA]

= [exp[tA] B exp[—IA], ~]0

= [exp[t[A, ~]]B, ~]0. (11.3.18)

Because0 is arbitrary,(11.3.17) is verified. Equalities1, 2, and 6 follow from identity 1.
Using identities I and2, (11.3.12)canbe rewritten

ih.I~o.(t)= [exp[4~t(Hs® 1R+ is® HR)] A1(t) exp[_~,!~.t(Hs®iR+ is® HR)]~.]o~(t)

= [I1,(t), •]u(t) (11.3.19)

where the second equality defines iI,(l), which is nothing other than the “interaction” picture
representationof H1(l).

As was previouslysuggested,a “double” averagingis requiredin orderto obtainthe desiredquality
((ps(l))). Because[H~® lR,~]and [l~ ® HR,~]act in orthogonalHilbert spaces,they commutewith
oneanotherand (11.3.11)maybe written

p(t) = exp[—~t[H~ ® 1~,.]] exp[—kt[is ® HR, .]] o(t). (11.3.20)

Therefore,

((ps(l)))= exp[~l[Hs~ .]] TraceR{exp[—~t[1s ® HR, .]] (o.(t))} (11.3.21)

in which the left mostexponentialof a commutatoroperatorcontainsH~insteadof H~®
1R because

the object upon which it acts, Tracek{exp[—(i/h)l[1S®HR,.]](u(l))} is a density matrix in the
subsystemspaceonly. The trace over reservoirstatesis takenwith respectto all the eigenstatesof
HR. Identity 1 implies

exp [_~t[1s ® HR, .]] (o(t)) = exP[—~l(1s® Hit)] (u(I)) exp[j~l(is ® Hit)]. (11.3.22)

If the multiphonon eigenstates of HR are labelledwith the index I, then

TraceR{exp[_~t[1s ® HR, .i] (u(t))~

= ~ (IIexp[_~t(is®HR)] (o-(t))exp[~t(1s®HR)]II)

= exp(_~lE
1)(II(o-(l))lI) exp(j.lE,)

= ~ (1~(u(t))JI)

= TraceR(u(t))

(11.3.23)
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wherethe last equalitydefines((o~(t)))in parallelwith (11.3.10). Therefore,(11.3.21)becomes

((ps(t)))= exp[_4,~I[Hs,.]]((u~(t)) (11.3.24)

In order to obtain((o~(t))),(11.3.19)is used.

Equation(11.3.19)leadsto the solution

u(t) = I exp[—~Jds [A1(s),.]] g(0). (11.3.25)

The fact that the phonon reservoir is a thermal reservoir is specified by the initial condition which is

p(O) = tr(0) = UR(0)® ø~5(0) (11.3.26)

in which o~(0)is arbitraryand 0R(O) is the canonical densityoperatorfor phonons

EYR(0) = [I exp(—/3htokb~bk)(l— exp(—I3htok)) (11.3.27)

in which the temperatureis given by T = l/kBf3. This assumptionis madefor I = 0 only, and (11.3.19)
governsthe time evolution thereafter.Consequently,o(t) will not remain a direct productof a
subsystempart and a reservoirpart as at I = 0 in (11.3.26).

From (11.3.25)it follows that

= Trace~{(Texp[- ~ J ds [A1(s),.i]) UR(0)} u~(0). (11.3.28)

The quantity TraceR{(I exp[—(i/h) f~’ds [il’(s), S]]) UR(0)} is an operator in the subsystemHilbert
spacewhich actson subsystemdensitymatrices.The combinationof stochasticaveraging,(~- .), and
tracingover reservoirstatesatthe sametime that thetime orderedexponentialactsupon UR(O), may
be viewed as a kind of double averaging as was mentioned earlier. It is convenient to evaluate the quantity
above using cumulants which are defined with respect to this double averaging.

Equations(11.3.4),(11.3.8),and(11.3.19) imply

TraceR{([Hl(I), .]) 0R(0)} = 0. (11.3.29)

The second moment, or cumulant in this case, is given by

Tracek{f ds f ds’ ([A1(s), .] [A1(s’),~])~R(0)}

= TraceR{Jds J ds’ ((A,(s)A1(s’)) gR(0)~ + .UR(0) (A1(s’)A1(s))

— (iI,(s) UR(0) . A,(s’)) — (A1(s’) . uR(O)A!(s)))}. (11.3.30)

The dots in the secondtrace term in (11.3.30) indicatewherethe subsystemdensityoperator,upon
which the entireexpressionacts,is to be placed.The actof tracingoverreservoirstatescoupledwith
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letting everythingoperateon 0R(O) reducesthesefull Hilbert spaceoperatorsto subsystemHilbert
spaceoperators.While the expressionin (11.3.30) is to act upon the subsystemdensity operatorin
(11.3.28),it could actuponanysubsystemHilbert spaceoperator.The explicit evaluationof (11.3.30)is
complicatedand lengthy.Therefore, it is convenientto observethat many potential contributions
vanishafterall,and thesetermswill not be explicitly exhibitedas (11.3.30)is computed.For example,
and by way of commencing with the calculation, (11.3.19) shows that H1(s) contains H1(s) sandwiched
between two exponentialoperators._ Equations (11.3.9) and (11.3.4) make it clear that the stochastic
averagesof productsof Hi(s) and H1(s’), such as occur in eachof the four piecesof (11.3.30), will
producefactorsof S(s— s’). Consequentlythe exponentialoperatorstrappedbetweenHi(s) andH1(s’),
in either order, will cancel each other. Only the exponentialoperatorson the outsides of these
productswill remain.Furthermore,theseproductsof Hi(s) and H1(s’), in either order,producefour
terms,accordingto (11.3.4), eachof which is doubly labelled by k and k’, indices which are to be
summed.Only two of thesefour terms will servicethe Tracek{... o-R(0)} and then only when k = k’.
This follows from the fact that when all the reservoir factors are taken into account in
Tracek{... - UR(0)} the various possibilities are

b~ b~. 0

~ ~ exp[~s(1s®HR)] ~ ~‘ exP[—~s(1s®HR)]o~R(O)II)= nk+ 1 ôkk’ (11.3.31)

bk bk’ 0

wherenk is definedby

= exp[—f3hto~]
— 1 —exp[—f3hwk] (11.3.32)

b~ b~. 0

(II ~R(O)exP[j~s(1s®HR)] ~ ~‘ exP[—~s(1s®HR)]Il)= nk+ 1 Skk’, (11.3.33)

bk bk 0

t
bk ETR(O) bk’ 0

~ (Ilexp [~.s(1S®HR)J ~ ~ ~ exP[—~s(1s®HR)]1) nk+ 1 ~ (11.3.34)

bk UR(O) bk’ 0

The factorsof exp[±(i/h)s(ls® HR)] alwaysareevaluatedattime s becauseof the 6(s — s’) discussed
above,and becausethey commutewith ffR(O) and the statesII) areeigenstatesof theseexponential
operators,their values cancel in the expressionsabove. Becausethe non-vanishingexpressions
contain either b~bkor bkb~,they will also containonly either(~~(s)M~(s’))or (~(k)(5) ~j(k)t(~~))

which from (11.3.9) implies that they will contain,an indexedrepresentation,eitherQ,,~,,or Q~,,,.
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Therefore,(11.3.30)maybe renderedin the explicitly indexedform as

(TraceR{JdsJ ds’ ([A1(s),.] [A1(s’),~])

0 0

= Jds ~ {(exp[
4~-sHs])~ ~ k + Q~Z’o(nk+ 1)] (exp[—J~sH

5])&~~

+ 6~’(exp[~sHs]) ~ + Q~’~eflk + 1] (exp[_ksHs])

_2(exp[~sHs]) (exp[_~-sHs])

X [Q~a~’$(flk + 1) + Q~~nk](exp[~-sHs]) (exp[_~sHs])}. (11.3.35)

Exceptfor anoverall factorof — 1/h
2 whichneedsto be multiplied into (11.3.30)and (11.3.35),these

expressionsprovidethe secondtermin the cumulantexpansionof

Tracek{(Texp[_klds [A
1(s),.]]) o-R(0)} accordingto (11.1.48).

Equation(11.3.29)showsthat the first term vanishes,andbecauseof the deltafunctionin (11.3.9)the
cluster propertyfor orderedcumulantswhichwas mentionedat the endof section11.1 guaranteesthat
all higher thansecondorder cumulantsalso vanish.Therefore,(11.3.28)maybe written exactly as

= I exp[-~ TraceR{/ ds/ ds’ ([A1(s), ~][A(s’),~])~R(0)}] g~(0). (11.3.36)

This maybe rewrittenin differentialform as

= -~ [~(TraceR{/ ds Jds’ ([A1(s),-] [Ai(s’), .]) UR(0)})] ((u~(l))). (11.3.37)

This may be insertedinto the time derivativeof (11.3.24) along with the explicit expressionfor the
secondcumulantgiven by (11.3.35)yielding the final result

= ~ ((ps(t)))] — R((p~(l))) (11.3.38)

whereR is definedby

~ = ~ {(Q~~.n~+ Q~~~’e(n&+ 1)) 6~~’+ (Q~’Ø~nk+ Q~o,~o(flk+ 1)) ~

— 2(Q~~.~(n~+ 1) + Q~’~~~.’flk)}. (11.3.39)

Equations(11.3.6), (11.3.7) and (11.3.9) imply implicit energy requirementsfor the Q’s in (11.3.39).
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Specifically, Q~,LVwill vanishunlessEa — EB = E1. — E~= htok. In addition,(11.3.9)implies

~ = ~ (11.3.40)

Equationsof the form (11.3.38)for T� 0, haveappearedin the theory of magneticrelaxation[96],
wherethe equationis calledRedfield’sequation.In that context,the equationis an approximationto a
perturbationexpansion,whereashereit is theexactconsequenceof a stochasticmodel. In section11.8
this distinction will be explored.A similar result hasalso beenobtainedby Fox [97] usingmethods
other than cumulants.The results here are less restricted by additional considerationsbecause
cumulantsareused.

Total probability is conservedby (11.3.38)because

~jTrace(((ps(l))))

= —~ Trace([H5, ((ps(l)))]) — ~ R~~’r’((ps))p~’

= — ~ ~ = 0. (11.3.41)

The secondequalityfollows from the fact that the trace of the commutatorof boundedoperatorsis
zero.The third equalityfollows from the identity

~ ~ = ~ {(Q~’o~~’n~+ Q~,~’O(nk+ I)) + (Q~.O,~.nk + Q?~.R(nk+ 1))

— 2(Q~o~’e(~k + 1) + Qo~e~’flk)}= 0. (11.3.42)

The cancellationsareguaranteedby (11.3.40).
A generalizationof the conditionof “detailedbalancing”for T� 0 is also apropertyof R, [97].This

conditiontakesthe form

~ = ~ exp[—~.,8(E1.+ E~— Es.—Er.)] (11.3.43)

which is proved using (11.3.39) and the condition on Qa$,Lv given betweenequations(11.3.39) and
(11.3.40). This last conditionhasthe effect that: for the 8,,,~.terms in ~ E. = E~.andE~= Er.;
for the S~’ terms in ~ E~= E~and E. = E,~’; and for the remaining terms either
E,. — ~ = E~— E ,,~= htok for the Q~.,,,,term or ~ — E,. = E~— E~= hto~for the Q~,,5,,,.term. The
result in (11.3.43)follows if (11.3.32)is usedin the forms

nk = exp[—$htok] (flk + 1) and n~+ 1 = exp[f3hwk]nk. (11.3.44)

The equilibrium statecorrespondingwith (11.3.38) is the canonicaldensityoperator

((ps))canonicai = exp[—f3H5] (11.3.45)

in which Z is definedby Z Trace5(exp[—$H5]). This is provedby noting that (11.3.45) hasno time
derivative,H~andexp[—~H5]commute,and

~ R~ exp[—/3E~]= ~ {(Q~~nk+ Q~~O(nk+ 1)) exp[— 19Ev]

+ (Q~O~nk+ Q~O(nk+ 1)) exp[— 13E,L] — 2(Q~e~(nk+ I) + Q~eflk)exp[— f3E9]} = 0. (11.3.46)
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The last equalityfollows from the discussionbetween(11.3.39)and (11.3.40) andfrom (11.3.44)which
imply

Q~o~(flk+ l)exp[—~3E0]= Q~o~nkexp[—$E~] (11.3.47)

and

Q~9n~exp[—f3E9] = Q~(nk+ 1) exp[—/3E~]

andthatEja = E~in eachof the terms.
In the special case of magnetic relaxationfor a spin ~ magneticmoment, ((ps(t))) is a 2 X 2

dimensionaldensityoperator.Fox hasshown [98] for this casethat (11.3.38) leadsto a generalization
of the H-theoremproved in the precedingsection.Becauseit is the canonicaldensityoperatorwhich
is featured in this section,the quantity which is usedto demonstratethe monotonebehaviorof an
H-theoremis the Helmholtzfree energywhich is definedby

F(t) = Trace5(((p5(l)))H5)+ k5T Traces(((p5(t)))ln((p5(l)))) (11.3.48)

andwhich is shownto satisfy

~F(t)~0. (11.3.49)

It is not yet settledwhetheror not this resultmay be extendedto the n x n dimensionalcontext of
(11.3.38).

Equation(11.3.38) is exact given the assumptionof a Dirac delta function in (11.3.9). In section
11.8 an exact dynamical construction will be presentedwhich will parallel the developmenthere
exceptthat the analogueof (11.3.9) will then be non-Markovian.This is of interestfor two quite
distinct reasons.First of all it avoids the ubiquitous difficulty of non-existentderivativeswhich
plaguesthe deltafunctioncase.Secondly,it illustratesagainthe conclusionthat exactphysicsleadsto
non-Markovian,Gaussianresultsratherthanto Markovianresults.

11.4. Non-linear processesdriven by Gaussianfluctuations

This sectionconcludesthe considerationsbegunin section1.6.
The population dynamics equations in section 1.6 given by (1.6.8) are “additive” stochastic

processes.Here, theseequationswill be convertedinto equivalent“multiplicative” stochasticproces-
sesso that the techniquesof section11.1 are applicable.This conversionwas originally suggestedby
Kubo [99], althougha rigorousbasiswas only recentlypublishedby vanKampen[100].

Considera stochasticprobability flow in a “phase space” determinedby the variable u which
representsthe logarithm of the degree of populationsaturation.In this phasespacepicture there
exists a probability density function, p(u, I), which must satisfy a continuity equationbecausetotal
probability is conserved.The continuity equationis

I) = —-~—(üp(u,1)) (11.4.1)

in which a denotesdu(I)/dt. Associatedwith u(t) thereis the conditionedprobability distribution,
P(u, I) P2(u0, 0; u, I) which is conditioned by the initial condition P(u, 0) = 6(u — u0). Both the
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GompertzandVerhulstequationshavethe form

= F[u] + f(t) (11.4.2)

in which F[u] is a functionof u given by

Verhulst: F[u] = K(1 — exp(u)) (II

Gompertz: F[u] = —Ku.

Therefore,(11.4.1)may be written in the form of anexplicit “multiplicative” stochasticprocess

I) = _f ((F[u] +f(t)) p(u, 1)) (11.4.4)

vanKampen[100]hasproved,subject to the conditionsjust stipulated,that

P(u, I) (p(u, 1)). (11.4.5)

Therefore, computationof (p(u, I)) from (11.4.4)determinesP(u, I).

Equation (11.4.4) suffers from the same mathematicalinconsistencieswhich give rise to the
Ito—Stratonovichcalculi which hasbeendiscussedin sections1.9 and 11.1. Thesedifficulties can be
removedhere,as before,by goingover to non-Markoviannoisefor f(t). This is achievedby replacing
(1.6.6) by

(1(1)) = 0 and (j(t) f(s)) = A(t — s) (11.4.6)

in which A(t — s)now possessesa correlationwidth in time. This changedoesnot effect the validity of
van Kampen’sproof of (11.4.5).

Equation(11.4.4)may be transformedinto

I) = exp[tf F[u]] -/—f(t) exp[_l~F[u]] o(u, 1) (11.4.7)

whereo-(u, I) is definedby

1-a 1
p(u, I) exp~_t -~—F[u] j cr(u, 1) (11.4.8)

in which aF[u]/Ou is an operatorequalto (8F[u]/8u) + F[u] a/au. The differentialoperatorin (11.4.7)
doesnot commutewith itself at different times. The correlationwidth in (11.4.6)requiresuseof a full
cumulantexpansionfor (ff(u, I)):

(u(u, I)) = (I exp[fdsexp [sf F[u]]i—f(s) exp[_sJ-~F[u]]]) r(u, 0)

= i exp[~J G~’°(s)ds] o(u,0). (11.4.9)

Only the even order cumulantsare non-vanishingwhen (11.4.6) is usedin (11.1.56). In the limit as
A(l — s) in (11.4.6)approachesthe narrow,peakedbehaviorof the deltafunctioncorrelationin (1.6.6),
the higher than secondorder cumulantsvanish [85]. For this reason,the delta function correlation
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casewill be treatedas the limit of the non-Markoviancaseas A(t — s)—~2A6(l — s), for which the
secondcumulantin (11.4.9)becomesexact.Thiscumulantis

/ dsG~2~(s)= /dsexp[s fF[u]] A exp[—~j-F[u]]. (11.4.10)

Therefore,(11.4.9) maybewritten in the exactdifferential form

l))= A exp[t~F[u]]~’
2exp[_t~f~F[u]] (a-(u, 1)) (11.4.11)

which togetherwith (11.4.8)implies

t))= -~-(F[u](p(u, l)))+Af~(p(u, 1)). (11.4.12)

Using vanKampenslemma,(11.4.5),the Fokker—Planckequation

I) = —f(F[u] P(u, I)) + A ~—~P(u,1) (11.4.13)

with the initial conditionP(u, 0) = 3(u — u0) is obtained.For Gompertzthis is identicalwith the result
for Brownian motion becauseF[u] is linear, whereasfor Verhulst this equationhas a non-linear
“streaming” term.

The resultfor Gompertz’ caseis a Gaussianconditionalprobability distribution, whereasin the
Verhulstcaseit is not. However, if A is of order 0’, as was suggestedin section1.6, thenin the limit
o —* ~,the Verhulstform of (11.4.13)goesover into a GaussianFokker—Planckequationin much the
sameway GaussianFokker—Planckequationswereobtainedin section1.5. This is seenas follows.

In the strict limit 0 —* ~ for A proportionalto 0~’,the Verhulstform of (11.4.13)is

I) = —-f_(K(1 —exp(u))P(u,1)) (11.4.14)

with initial condition:P(u, 0) = 6(u — a0).The solution is

P(u, I) = S(u— a(l)) (11.4.15)

where11(1) satisfies

~jll(t) = K(1 — exp(ll(l)) (11.4.16)

as is readily verified by inserting (11.4.15) into the integral of a times (11.4.14), integrated over u.
Equation(11.4.16) is preciselythe non-stochasticversion of (1.6.8),andfrom (1.6.4) it is seenthat the
solution is

ü(I) = Kt — ln(exp(Kl) + exp(—uo)— 1). (11.4.17)

Now, define m(t) by

m = 0”
2(u — a(t)). (11.4.18)
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Shift attentionfrom P(u, I) to 41(m,I). As in section1.5,this requiresthe transformations:

~ ~ ~ 0i’~—~—. (11.4.19)at at am au am
Therefore, 41(rn, I), with the initial condition 41(rn,0) = 8(m),satisfies

I) — 0”2d(t) ~~—41(m,I) = — 0~2f (K(1 — exp(ll(l) + U’°m))41(rn, I)) + A01—
2cb(rn,I)

(11.4.20)
accordingto the Verhulstform of (11.4.13).Theexponentialmaybe given a Taylor series

exp(ll + 0”
2m) = exp(fl)(1 + 0~2rn+~(0”2m)2+.~.) (11.4.21)

Insertingthis into (11.4.20) andtaking the limit 0 —~ leavesonly

I) = ~—(K exp(ll(t))ni 41(m,I)) + A~—~41(m,1) (11.4.22)

whereA = Iim
0.,,.AU which is finite for A proportionalto 0’. The 0U2 termsin (11.4.20)havecancelled

out becauseof (11.4.16) and the termswhich remain in (11.4.22) are eachof order unity. Equation
(11.4.22)describesa Gaussianprocessfor the deviationvariable rn. The referenceto Keizer in section
1.6 containsa more generalaccountof the origin of such Gaussianprocessesstarting with non-
Gaussianprocessessuchas the Verhulstform of (11.4.13).

11.5. Non-linearhydrodynamicsfluctuations

This sectionconcludesthe considerationsbegunin section1.8.
Equations(1.8.13—15)can be rewritten in a form which normalizesthe dimensionalityof all the

hydrodynamicvariables.Define

a,(r, I) p
2Ei~p(r, I)

aa(r, I) (peq/Aeq)”2i~ua~(r,I), a = 2, 3,4 (11.5.1)

a
5(r, I) ~ I)

anddefinethe “matrices” A0(r, r’), S11(r, r’) andM~1(r,r’) by

/ 0 A,a(r,r’) 0 \
A11(r, r’) = ( Aa,(r, r’) 0 A,~5(r, r’) ) (11.5.2)

\ 0 Asa(r, r’) 0 /

with

Aia(r, r’) = A~,1(r, r’) A~2~~_8(r— r’) and Asa(r, r’) = Aas(r, r’) ~-!5 (.~)“
2~~_Sr—

Sjj(r,r’)=(O Sas(r,r’) 0 (11.5.3)
0 S

55(r,r’)/
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with

1 2

S,,,,~(r, r’) = S8a(r, r’)~ &~$I~va a , 6(r — r’) and
Peq x,.5ax~

K a
2

S
55(r,r)= ~, ,6(r—r)

Peq’.eq siX,. siX,.

where

(6,,~6,.,.+ Sav8~I,)+ (S~~—

/0 0 0\
0 - 0 0) (11.5.4)

\0 M5(r,r’) 0/

with

A15,,(r, r’)— ~~a,.(l)~—6(r—r’).

In eachof thesematricesa and$ rangeover 2, 3, 4 renderingeachas a 5 x 5 matrix.
Therefore,equations(1.8.13—15)become

-J~at(r,I) + JA11(r, r’) a1(r’, I) d
3r’ + J S

11(r, r’) a~(r’, I) d
3r’ = f J~1(r,r’) a1(r’, I) d

3r’ + P~(r, I)

(11.5.5)

where

P,,,(r, I) ~ I)

E
5(r, I) ~ 1) (11.5.6)

Thus,(11.5.5) is simultaneouslyan “additive” anda “multiplicative” stochasticprocess.Let G,,(r, r’)
A,~(r, r’) + S51(r, r’) so that (11.5.5)maybe morecompactlyrendered

~a(t) = —Ga(t) + M(t) a(I) + F(t) (11.5.7)

whereina(t) is considereda vector labelledby the discreteindex i and the “continuousindex” r, and
G denotesa matrix labelleddiscretelyby i andI as well as continuouslyby r and r’. Similarly, M(l)
and F(t) may be interpretedas stochasticobjects with both discrete and continuously indices.
“Summation”over the continuousindex r’ is integration.

The solutionto (11.5.7)canbe foundexactly. Defineb(l) by

a(t) = exp[—GI] b(t). (11.5.8)
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Therefore,

~b(t) = exp[Gt] M(t) exp[— Gt] b(t)+ exp[Gl] ~(l). (11.5.9)

The solutionto this is

b(t) = I exp ds exp[Gs] ~(s) exp[—Gs]J b(0)

+/ dl’ I exp[fdsexp[Gs] M(s)exp[— Gs]] exp[Gl’] E(t’). (11.5.10)

Now, look at (b(t)). This involves two piecesaccordingto (11.5.10). The first pieceis

(T exp[Jds exp[Gs] ~1(s)exp[- Gs]J) b(0)

= T exp[Jds Jds’ exp[Gs] (M(s)exp[G(s’ — s)] M(s’)) exp[— Gs’]j b(0) (11.5.11)

becauseM is Gaussianandhasadeltafunctioncorrelationwhich makesthe 2nd cumulantexpression
exact.Now, noticethat the deltafunctioncorrelationimplies

(M(s)exp[G(s’ — s)] P1(s’))= (M(s) M(s’)). (11.5.12)

But, from (11.5.4)it is seenthat theproductM(s) ~(s’) is identically zero as a matrixproductbecause
M(s) is nilpotent!Therefore,this first piecefor (b(l)) is just b(0), or in otherwords

(I exp[f dsexp[Gs] ~(s) exp[_Gs]]) 1. (11.5.13)

The secondpiece for (b(t)) is

(f dl’ T exp[Jds exp[Gs] M(s)exp[— Gs]J exp[Gl’]

= (f dl’ exp[Gl’] flt’)) + (J dl’ J dsexp[Gs]~(s)exp[— Gs] exp[Gt’]

+ (fdl’ J dsf ds’ exp[Gs] M(s)exp[G(s’ — s)] 11.1(s’) exp[G(l’ — s’)] E(l’))

+ (f dl’ f dsf ds’f ds” exp[Gs] 11.1(s)exp[G(s’ — s)] M(s’) exp[G(s” — s’)] 11A(s”)

x exp[G(l’ — s”)] P(l’)) +.... (11.5.14)
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M(t) and F(l’) are correlatedbecauseF(t’) containsaSa~/aX~in Fa(l). Therefore,the non-vanishing
termsin the expansionin (11.5.14)involve an odd numberof ~‘s and oneP, whereasall termswith an
even number of M’s vanish becausethey are multiplied by P and are therebyodd order in ~

Consequently,the first andthird termson the right-handside of (11.5.14)vanish.Eventhe fourthterm
vanishesbecausethe deltafunction correlationsand time orderedintegralslead to the identity

(Jdl’Jdsfds’J ds” exp[Gs] ~(s)exp[G(s’ — s)] ~(s’)exp[G(s” — s’)] M(s”) exp[G(l’ — s”)] P(l’))

= / dl’ J ds Jds’ J ds” exp[Gs] (M(s)~(s’))exp[G(s” — s’)] (M(s”) P(t’)) =0 (11.5.15)

becauseM is nilpotent. The pair correlationsresult from Gaussianness,and there are no other
non-vanishingtermsbecauseall other pairingsleadto “overlap” correlationswhich vanishwhen the
time orderedintegralsare performedsince the correlationsgive delta functions. Clearly, all higher
order terms implicit in the expansionin (11.5.14) alsovanishfor the samereasons.Only the second
term in the right-handside of (11.5.14)remains.The delta functioncorrelationreducesit to

/ dl’ Jdsexp[Gs] (M(s)

= (Jdl’ ~exp[Gl’]) 2kBT i,2(T~1+ ~)Jd3r’ (~8(r — r’)) (~8(r — r’)) = —~ (11.5.16)
(peq eq) X,. ax,.

0

wherethe last equalityresultsfrom the singularnature of an iterateddeltafunction, and the former
equalityfollows directly from (11.5.4), (11.5.6) and (1.7.38).

The ~ term of (1.8.15)hasbeenshownhereto leadto verysingularbehaviorin the averaged
hydrodynamicquantitiesevencloseto full equilibrium. The transitionfrom (b(t)) backto (a(t)) makes
no difference.The ~DafiS,~term is simply too stronga feedbackto yield a finite theory.Becausethe
usual approachto nearequilibriumhydrodynamicfluctuationsas given in section1.7 is known to give
very good resultswhencomparedwith experiment,thereis no reasonto expectthis new alternative
with the1~Da~S~term to haveanyrelationto acorrect,morefundamentalapproach.

11.6. Contractionof the description

The ideaof the “contractionof the description”is the fundamentalkeyto our understandingof the
dynamicalorigin of stochasticityand irreversibility. Below, this idea will be elucidatedwithin the
contextof apoint of view which is bestreferred to as the “Boltzmann—Gibbs—Uhlenbeck”picture
[101].In this picture, the “contraction of the description”connotesthe reductionin the numberof
variablesrequired for a dynamicaldescription. The reduction is achieved by shifting from the
microscope,exactdynamicallaws,given in termsof myriads of variables,into a macroscopicpointof
view which is renderedin terms of a few macroscopicvariables.The scienceof thermodynamics,
which grew in responseto the experimentalobservationof the macroscopicnatureof equilibrium
states,is anexampleof the physically real needfor an understandingof the contractionprocess.
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In Boltzmann’spoint of view [101, section3], a phasespace,or F-space,is envisagedwhich is
6N-dimensionalfor the caseof N identical point particles.A F-point movesaccordingto Newton’s
laWs of motion for an N-body system.A densityof F-pointsmoveslike an incompressiblefluid in the
sensethat its “volume” (hypervolume) is a conservedquantity. Gibbs [101,section2] called sucha
densityan “ensemblefluid”.

Boltzmann’sideaswereattackedvigorously [102]by Zermelo who invokedPoincaré’stheoremof
recurrence.“Almost every F-point will reappearin an arbitrarily small spherecenteredat its initial
positionat to, the time origin”. Boltzmannexplained[101,section3] that this recurrencemerelygave
rise to fluctuationsin the macroscopicvariablesandthatmostof the time the F-point was to be found
in the portionof F-spacewhich correspondswith the equilibrium valuesof the macroscopicvariables.

Gibbs had a view which madeBoltzmann’s ideamanifest!He pictured an ensembleof F-points
swarmingthroughF-space.It was truethatalmosteveryF-point exhibited“recurrence”behavior,but,
they engagedin it at immenselymany different recurrencetimes. Therefore,at any single time, the
vast majority of F-pointsare in the “equilibrium” portion of F-space.As the size of the ensemble
growsthe fluctuationsin the valuesof ensembleaveragesbecomevery small. A “contraction” takes
placeas detailsof microscopicmotion are “ensembleaveraged”.

The mathematicalproblemposedby the Boltzmann—Gibbs—Uhlenbeckpictureis to explainhow the
microscopicdynamicalequations,in their myriads of variables,may be “contracted” into a closed
system of fluctuating macrovariables.This raises simultaneouslythe problems of the “ergodic
hypothesis”[101,section4] and “stochasticdifferentialequations”[99].

In the next two sectionsof part II, a schemefor “contractionof the description”in the caseof
densitymatrix equationsis exhibited.The contractionis achievedby constructinga “reduced”density
matrix.Thesereductionsaresimilar to thereductionusedin section11.3. There,a traceoverreservoir
statesreducedthe densitymatrix to a subsystemdensitymatrix. This reduceddensitymatrix satisfied
a closed dynamicaldescriptionin termsof afirst orderdifferentialequation.Time orderedcumulants
will be usedto achieveclosure.A reservoirof phononswill be usedfor athermalreservoir in section
11.8. In section11.7 a spin ~magneticmomentwill be subjectedto vacuumphoton fluctuationsandits
reduceddensitymatrix will be calculatedby constructionof the vacuumexpectationvalues.Both of
theseexamplesprove to be non-Markovian,Gaussianprocesses.The Gaussiannessfollows from the
boson characterof the phonons and photons.The non-Markoviannature of the processesis as
unavoidablehereas in the Mon theorydescribedin section1.4. Consequently,thereis no needfor the
elaboratemathematicalsophisticationof the Ito—Stratonovichcalculus introducedin section1.9. The
non-Markoviannessis desirable!It is the Gaussiannesswhich rendersthe formulation tractableas a
“constructionistic”mathematicalscheme.In eachconstructionin the next two sections,the ultimate
quantity is the “characteristicfunctional” with whichall computationsareperformed.Its construction
is possiblebecausethe processesareGaussian,thenon-Markoviannessis accommodatedthroughthe
useof orderedcumulants,andthe manipulationsareachievedby usingcommutatoralgebra.

In order to exhibit the use of characteristicfunctionals and cumulants in solving stochastic
equations,the following examplewill be discussed.This example generalizesthe ordinary diffusion
equationin sucha way that it yields both the Ornstein—Fürth[6, 103, 104] results and the Einstein
[105]results.The exampledoesnot exhibit “contractionof the description”which is emphasizedby
the problemsof the next two sections.

Generalizeddiffusion is describedthroughastochasticanalogueof the definition of momentum

Mdx/dt= fl(l) (11.6.1)
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in which j5(t) is the stochasticmomentum,in one dimension,determinedby Brownian motion
accordingto Langevin’sequation.From section1.1 it is knownthat

(,6(t))= 0 and (fi(l) fl(s)) = MkBT exp[—~ ft — ~i] (11.6.2)

and fl(t) is Gaussian.The characteristicfunction for this case is defined in terms of the auxiliary

functional,k(t), by

4[k(l)] (exp[u J k(t) fl(l) dl]) (11.6.3)

whichis anon-Markoviananalogueof (11.1.16)or, equivalently,it is a onecomponentsimplification of
(11.1.41).From (11.6.2)it follows that the valueof the right-handside of (11.6.3) is the one component
simplification of (11.1.43)

44k(l)] = exp[_~Jdl dsk(t) k(s)MkBT exp[_~it — si]]. (11.6.4)

All moments, and consequentlyalso all cumulants,of j5(t) can now be computed by repeated
functional differentiations of (11.6.4). A probability density for x, f(x, I), will satisfy a continuity
equationwhich is a multiplicative stochasticprocess:

t) = _~).Lf(X,1). (11.6.5)

vanKampen’slemma,usedin section11.4,statesthat theconditionedprobabilitydistribution,P(x, I)

(f(x, I)), satisfiesthe identity

P(x, I) = (f(x, I)) = (exp[-/ ds4~1i_])f(x, 0). (11.6.6)

Becausefl(s) is Gaussian,scalar,andhaszero averagedvalue,the 2nd cumulantin an expansionfor
(11.6.6) will be exact.The 2nd cumulant is computedfrom the one componentanalogueof (11.1.56).
(11.1.50)and (11.1.44)which give

/ dsG~2~(s)= Jds

= J ds J ds’ (—i)2 6k(s)6k(s’)çb[k(t)] k(t)—0 ax

= ~I+~CXP[I;I]-M)j~. - s’i]) (11.6.7)
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Therefore,
a a IkBTI M r a 1 M\ a21~

= (i — expL~iti) ~—‘sP(x,1). (11.6.8)

Using Einstein’srelation [105]

D = k~T/a (11.6.9)

the resultingequationmaybe viewedas adiffusionequationof non-Markoviantypepossessinga time
dependentdiffusion coefficient, D(l —exp[— at/M]), which for long times reducesto the Einstein
relation:

P(x, I) = D(1_exp[_~t]) -~-rP(x, 1). (11.6.10)

However,from (11.6.10)it follows immediatelythat for all times

2 / M IalM\((x—x
0) )=

2Dy+_exP~_~lj—-~-) (11.6.11)

which is preciselythe Ornstein—Fürthrelation[6, 103, 104]. Note that (11.6.10)is not a Fokker—Planck
equationfor reasonsgiven in sections1.3 and 1.5. Nevertheless,becausethe processis driven by a
Gaussianfl(l), it follows that all higher order distribution functions may be computedusing the
characteristicfunctional (11.6.4)to generatemoments.

11.7. Magnetic relaxationin the vacuumand characteristicfunctionals

In this section,anon-relativistictreatmentof the interactionof a spin 1/2 magneticmomentwith an
external constantmagneticinduction field and with the magneticinduction field of vacuumphoton
fluctuationsis presented.A densitymatrixrepresentationis usedto describethe time evolutionof this
interaction.At the initial time, the photonportion of thedensitymatrix correspondsto apure vacuum.
At subsequenttimes, the reduceddensity matrix obtained by tracing over all photon states is
computed.Thisactof reduction,or contractionof the description,is equivalentto a kind of stochastic
averagingfor which cumulantexpressionsare available.The cumulantsprovide a systematicpro-
cedurefor computationof all ratesandenergyshifts to arbitraryorder in the couplingconstant.They
aredeterminedthroughthe useof a momentgeneratingcharacteristicfunctionalwhich will beproved
to be Gaussian.The processobtainedis alsonon-Markovian.In lowest orderin thecouplingconstant,
the energyshift formula providesthe non-relativisticvalueof the anomalousmagneticmoment.

The total Hamiltonianfor this systemis

H=H
8+H~+H, (11.7.1)

in which HB is the Hamiltonianfor the interactionwith the externalmagneticfield B = BE

HB = p—u B = ehZB (11.7.2)

with m the massof the spin, e its charge,/1 is Planck’sconstantdivided by 2ir, c is the speedof light
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in vacuum,andu is the Pauli spinmatrix vectorwith components

~ fo i\ ~ Io —A fi o\
= ~l o)’ °~ =

1~~\i o)’ °~~o if (11.7.3)

andin which H~is the Hamiltonianfor the photons[106]

H~= ~ hto~a,
53, a,5A (11.7.4)

with to,5 the frequency for wave vector k satisfying (‘.)k = cIkI, and a~,and a,53, are respectively
creationand annihilationoperatorsfor wavevector k andpolarizationindex A; andin which

diH1 = ___g . B(r) (11.7.5)

with B(r) the magnetic field associatedwith the vacuum fluctuations through the plane wave
expansion[110]in a volume V

B(r) = ‘~~Eç~rc{ik X ~ exp[ik. r]a~ —ikx ~ exp[—ik- r]a~~} (11.7.6)

with E,53, the polarizationvector for wavevector k and polarizationindex A satisfying k~ = 0 for
A = 1 or 2.

The interactionpicture, interactionHamiltonianis

exp[~t(HB + He)] H1 exp[—~t(HB+ He)]

= exp[~I[(HB + He), .]]H1

= -~-exp[-~-tHB] o exp[_~i~tHB]. ~ ~ X EJ,A exp[i(k~r — tokt)]akA
2m 11 h ICAVVWk

—ik X ~ exp[—i(k~ r—tokl)]a~x} (11.7.7)

asis readilyderivedfrom thecommutivityof HB andH~andfrom thecommutationrelationsfor atanda,
[106].

In the interactionpicture, the densitymatrix equationis

ih~p(l) = [H1(I),p(t)]. (11.7.8)

The solution is

p(I) = I exp[—~Jds[Hi(s),.]] p(O) (11.7.9)

which usesatime orderedexponentialof acommutatoroperator.
It is assumedthatinitially the densitymatrix factors

p(O) = R(0) ® OXOf (11.7.10)
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in which R(0) is an arbitraryspin 1/2 densitymatrix and 0)(0 is Dirac notationfor the pure vacuum
ground statedensitymatrix for the photons.At latertimes,the densitymatrix no longer factors,but
thereduceddensitymatrix for the spin 1/2 statesis definedby

R(t) (p(t)) Tracep{Iexp[—~f ds [H1(s),.]]p(0)} (11.7.11)

in which Tracerdenotesthe traceover all photonstatesfor H~.
Let all possiblen photon states,regardlessof how muchdegeneracywith respectto k and A is

present,be denotedby {n}. Tracingover all photonstates,Tracer,canthen be rendered

R(t) = ~ ({n}jT exp[_~Jds [A1(s),.]](O)(O)I{n}) R(0) (11.7.12)
{n} ‘~

0

in which the time orderedexponentialactsdirectly upon 0)(0J, leaving its actionupon R(0) until after
the tracehasbeenperformed.This doubleactionof letting the orderedexponentialactupon 0)(0 and
tracingover all photonstatescanbe viewedas a kind of averagingfor a “stochastic” operator.The
resultingexpressionis still an operator,whichactsupon R(0), andit maybe renderedin termsof the
time orderedcumulantsdiscussedin section11.1. Note thatno explicit stochasticquantity appearsin
the descriptionbut ratherthe techniquesusedto analyzetruly stochasticprocessesmaybeusedhere
to analyzethe contractionof the descriptionprovidedby the reduceddensitymatrix.

From(11.1.48) and(11.1.56)it follows that the first two cumulantsmustbe

f dsG°~(s)= J dsA”~(s)= _! ~ ({n}f Jds[kj(s), 0)- (0] {n})
{n}

0 0

= —~[ ds {(OIA1(s)0). —. (0 Ir(s)I0)} = 0. (11.7.13)

The dots againindicate wherethe reduceddensitymatrix upon which this operatoracts is to be
placed,andthe null valuereflects thefact which is explicit in (11.7.7) that H1(s) is linear in akx anda~3,.
BecauseA°~(s)vanishes

J dsG
t2~(s)= f ds A~2ks) = -4Jdsf ds’ ~ ({n}I[Ai(s), [A

1(s’),0). (0]]{n})
{n}

0 0 0 0

= _~/dsfds’ ~ {({n}IAi(s) A1(s’)O). (0{n}) + ({n}0)- (0I~i(s’)Aj(s){n})

— ({n}Ai(s)0) . (Oil j(s’){n}) — ({n}il i(s’)O) . (0Ai(s)I{n})}~. (11.7.14)

An explicit evaluationof this expressionusing(11.7.7)will comelater.
In general,computationof higher order cumulantsrequirescomputationof higher order averages

accordingto (11.1.56). These averagesmay be computedfrom a characteristicfunctional which is
constructedusingthefollowing procedure.Let Greekindices p. and v label the spin eigenstatesof HB
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given in (11.7.2). The tetradicnotationof (11.2.12) mustbe usedto write

([i1
1(t), .]),.,,,.,,,, L,.,.,..,..(t) ~ ~I,..(t) (II 7 15)

kA

in which L~~,..(t)is definedby

(k.A)

f(~A) (I) = 6,.,..( c~’~(I)a~3,. + N,.,.. (I)a,53, .) — 6,.,..(f~’,~(t)a~3,+ N~,~(I)- a,53,) (11.7.16)
wherethis time the dots indicatethe locationof the photonfactor of the densitymatrix upon which
this operatoracts.The Greekindices automaticallytake care of the reduceddensity matrix for the
spin states.In (11.7.16),the two matrices,M~2(t)andN~

2(t),aredefinedby

.eh2irh
2m\1Vwh~M~Y(t)= —1— k X �~)oS,.,.(I) exp[ i(k r to,5t)],

(11.7.17)
.eh2~~h
2mN~~(l)= i— (k x �~) oS,.,. (I) exp[i(k r to,5t)],

where o-,.,.(I) is definedby

(exp[~tiiii] tr exp[—~,jlHB]) . (11.7.18)
~5~’

Now, introducethe auxiliary tetradic,K~,.,.,.(I),to form the scalar

~ K,.,.,..,..(t)L,.,.,.,..(t). (11.7.19)

The characteristicfunctional,~t[K(t)], is definedas in section11.1 by

~[K(l)] = ~ ({n}IT exp(i J dsi(s)) (IO)(OI)I{n}). (11.7.20)
{n}

0

Finally,define

K’~’~(l) ~.K,.,,,,’,.(t)8,. .M’~~(t),V

K~~’~(t)~ 8 ,pJ(k.A)(
1)

,‘~ V.P

(11.7.21)

K~/’~(t)~ 8~.N~
5’~(t),

V

K~~~(I)-~K,.,.,..,..(t)S .N~’~(t).M,. V’V
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Therefore,using(11.7.15), (11.7.16)and (11.7.20),it follows that

c1[K(t)] = ~ ({n}T exp{i J ds ~ (K~”ks)a~+ K~4~(s)a,53, - — K~’~(s).a~
{n}

- K~(s). akA}(IOXOJ){n})

= ~ ({n}~Texp{~f ds~(K~~(s)a~
{n} kA

0

+ K~~ks)akA)}IOXOIT exp{_i J ds~ (K~
3,ks)at,.,+ K~’j’~(s)a~)}I{n}). (11.7.22)

Notice the reversed,or “backward”, time ordering of the secondfactor. In a long, but revealing
computation,the resultemerges

~[K(t)] = exp{—f dt
1 J dl2 ~ (K~~(t1)K’~’~(t2)+ K~(l,) K~’~(l2)— K~(t1)K~’~(l2)

\1’~N ~.li)”M ~,l2 -

The tetradic analogueof (11.1.44) providesall possible momentsby functional differentiation. The
resultingcharacteristicfunctionalis plainly Gaussian!This is a consequenceof the Gaussiannatureof
the ground stateof a harmonicoscillatorin coordinaterepresentation.In the detailsof the compu-
tation given below, this consequenceis achievedusing the commutationpropertiesof a~

3,and a,53,.
There is also an evident direct correspondencebetween the quadraticform in (11.7.23) and the
quadraticform obtained for f~’dsA~

2~(s)in (11.7.14). The processdescribedby the characteristic
functionalin (23) is non-Markovian.This propertywill beconsideredfurtherlater.

Computationof (11.7.23)
First of all, eq. (11.7.22) is an analogueof (11.3.13) if the upper limit of time integration,~, in

(11.7.22)is replacedby I. The proof thenis achievedby I-differentiationof eachsideof the equation,
just as in the proof of (11.3.13). The identity is true for all I including I = ~. Eachtime ordered
exponentialin (11.7.22) can be furthersimplified through applicationof atime orderedgeneralization
of Glauber’stheorem[107]:

i exp{i J. ds~(K?’~(s)a~3,+ K~~P’~(s)akA)}

= expfi [ds ~ K~~(s)a~3,J.exp{i J ds ~ K~~’~(s)aki]

x exp{_Jdl1 J dt2 ~ K~(t1)K~(l2)}, (11.7.24)
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I exp{_i J ds~(K~~(s)a~3,+ K~~(s)a~)}

= exp[—~J ds ~K~~(s)a~3,}exp{_i J ds~ K~~(s)akA}

x exp {—[ dl, J dt2 ~ K~(I1) K~(I2)}. (11.7.25)

Theseidentitieseliminatethe time orderingof the exponentials,leavingonly time orderedquadratic
forms in two of the exponentials.The result achievedin this way is an alternativeto using Wick
normal ordering[108]in order to get from (11.7.22)to (11.7.23). Using (11.7.24)and(11.7.25)in (11.7.22)
convertsthe right-handsideinto

~[K(t)] = exp{_J dl, J dt2 ~ (K~(I,)K~(I2)+ K~(t,) K~(I2))}

x (0 exp{_i J ds~ K~,.~(s)a~3,}exp[—J ds~ K~’~(s)akA}

xexp~iJ ds~K~~(s)a~3,}expti Jds ~ K~”~(s)akx}IO). (11.7.26)

The right-mostand left-mostexponentialoperatorsin (11.7.26)give 0) and(01 respectivelywhenthey
act to the right andleft respectively.This leavesthe vacuumexpectationvalue:

(0 exp{_i J ds~ K~”~(s)a,53, } exp{i J ds ~ K~~,!~(s)a~x}J0)

=exp{Jds Jds’~ K(s)K~.~(s’)} (11.7.27)

which is verified by expandingthe exponentials.Rewriting this last exponentialwith a time ordered
pair of integralsin the argument,and combiningit with (11.7.26) yields (11.7.23). This completesthe
computationof (11.7.23).

The Gaussiannature of this example as is exhibited by the characteristicfunctional (11.7.23)
parallelsBloch’s theorem[107,pp.449—451; 1091 which appliesto a time independentanalogue.All of
the resultsherewill be generalizedagainin the nextsection.

This examplewill concludewith the detailsof the analysisof (11.7.14). It turns out that it is easier
to proceeddirectly with a fully indexedtetradicrenderingof (11.7.14)as is naturally generatedfrom
(11.7.23)throughthe functional derivatives:

t t t t~

J dsG~,..,..(s)= J dsA~,.,..(s)= J dt1 J dt2 62 cI4K(t)] (11.7.28)S ,.,.~(l,)S ~ K(t)—0
0 0 0 0
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in which summationover 0 and j3 is implicit. The result is

[ds G~,..,..(s)

= — dt~J dt2 ~ (8~0N~(l1) 8~M~(l~)+ 8,.9M~(l,) 8~,.N~(t~)

~ AA(~)I ‘~o ~ ~
— U~,gLV1,.e ‘ti) Uo,.’

1’4 .“,g k~2J— U~Ø1V~v ~‘i, ~ Op./ ~2

= dl, J dt
2~ (8,.~.N~(t,)M~?(l2)+ 8,.,..N~(l2)M~(t1)— M~)(t1)N~(t2)

— ~~t2) N~~(t,)). (11.7.29)

To this order in the cumulantexpansion,the reduceddensitymatrix, R(l) in (11.7.12), satisfiesthe
differential equation

~R,.,.(l) = ~ R,..~.(l) (11.7.30)

which is a single time, non-stationaryprocess.It will proveusefulto undo the HB contributionto the
interactionpicture through

P(l)~exp[—kt[Hss,.]]R(t) (11.7.31)

Therefore,P,.~(t)satisfies

~-jP~v(l)= _J~-(E,.— E,.)P,.,.(l) + (exP[_~-lH8J) (exp[~tH~~])~ P,.~.(l)

—~(E,.— E~)P,.~(t)+~ P,..~.(t) (11.7.32)

which defines T~,..,..(l),the non-stationary,transition tetradic. Using (11.7.29) and (11.7.17) gives

explicitly

~ = _~fds (eh)
22~Th~1(S~. (k X Ek

3,)08,,. . (kx EkA)

I . ______

xexp~—l(l—s)~h +Wk

+ ~ . (k x �~)ui,,, . (k x �~)exp[_i(l — s)(E’P~— E~—

—u,.,.-(kXE,53)u~.~-(kXE,53,)

x (exp[-_i(t — s)(Er.— E,. — (Uk)] + exP[_i(t — s)(~—E,..+ (Uk)])). (11.7.33)
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Noticethe cancellationof the r-dependentfactors.The followingexplicit representationis introducedto
effectuatethe summationsandthe integralswhich result in the limit V:

~ Jdw2 Jd~Jdosino,

k~= ~ sin 0 cos4.’ k5 = ~ sin0 sin4 k~= cos0, (11.7.34)

4’?=cos4~cos0 �~= sin~sin 0 e~=—sin0,

�~=cos~

It follows that

kXE,51=~E,52 kxEk2=_?�ki; �kiXEk2=j~. (11.7.35)

Therefore,

~ J d~Jdo sinO~a’ (k X �~~)~ . (k X �~~)

= ~ J d4 J dO sinCu- �,53,U~’f3 = tT,.p’~ U8’$3 (11.7.36)

In addition,the Pauli matriceshavethe property

- tTOa’ = UøaSc.~.’ (11.7.37)

in which summationover 0 is not intended.Consequently,T~,..,..(t)maybe written

(2) — I f (eh\
22irh VT,.~,..,..(I)— —~~jds ~

I (U.’8~T/ I . ______
X J do ~ - u

0,. exp — s)i,,,, ~ + w

+ ~ - u~.exP[—i(I — s)(E~— Eft — ~]

— U,.,... U,..,. (exP[—i(l — s) (Ev.— E,. — ~~)]+ exp[—i(l — s)(E~—E,.’+ (0)]))

(11.7.38)

wheresummationover 0 and$ is implicit again.a~is the frequencymaximumor cut-off, takento be
mc

2/h in mostnon-relativistic treatments.
We areonly computingthe “2nd cumulant”at this stage.T~2~(t)is only the first term in an infinite
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seriesexpansionof the exponentialargumentof the solution(11.7.12)

R(t) = I exp{J ds ~ G~(s)}R(O). (11.7.39)

Only the even termsare non-zero in our presentcaseand T~2.’(t)stemsfrom the n = 2 term of the
series(11.7.39).The differential form of this solutionis morerevealing.

R(t) = ~ Gt”.’(l) R(l) (11.7.40)

is guaranteedby the time ordering. Nevertheless,G~2~already is a sufficiently richly structured
operatorthat its study alone yields a variety of properties.The subsequentstudy of higher order
cumulantsinvolves rapidly increasingcomplexity.We will get lowestorder transitionratesas well as
energyshift formulas from (11.7.38).

The integrandof (11.7.38)maybeviewedas a functionof s and I after integrationover w hasbeen
performed. A tetradic, generalization of a correlation function is obtained for s and t. If this
correlationhasa very short life time, thenthe upperlimit I mayas well be ~ for all I greaterthana
few multiples of the correlation life-time. This replacementallows us to rapidly obtain an analytic
expressionwhich is a verygood approximationto the actualvalue attime I. The identity to be usedin
(11.7.38)is [106]

f dsexp[is(as ± ~ = pp 1 — ~lTS(Wap ±co) (11.7.41)
— (1)

0

in which WpB = (Ea — E~)/h,andPP signifies the “principal part” integration.
The equationsof motion for the threeCartesiancoordinatesof the magnetization,M(l), arerelated

to (11.7.32) by the identity

M,(l) = ~Trace[o~P(l)], i = x,y, z. (11.7.42)

SinceP(l) is 2 X 2, it maybe “expanded”in termsof Pauli matrices

P(t) = (11.7.43)

x.y,z

in which the i = 0 caserequiresa~°= (~ ?) and M
0 = 1. The \/2 denominatorsuppliesthe normaliza-

tion with respectto the “inner product” in this “vector” spacegiven by thetrace:

M,(l) = Trace[~=P(t)], i = 0, x,y, z. (11.7.44)

Using (11.7.43) and(11.7.44)in (11.7.32) yields

~M1(t) = —i Trace[~~w,.~.9~7~M1(t)]+ Trace[~~T~~.~.(l)~’Mi(t)J (11.7.45)

in which w,.,. = (E,.— Ea)/h.
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In eachtracein (11.7.45)it is the summationoverp. andawhich is desired,andthesummationover
j, p.’, and v’ are implicit. Combiningtheseidentities with the previouslydiscussedtreatmentof the
time integralleadsto the Bloch [96] magnetizationequations

~M~(l) = _+M~~+
= ~(E2— E1) 1W~5(t)+ ~(~E2— L~E,)M5(t) — +Mx(t) (11.7.46)

~jM~(l) = — ~(E2— E1)M~(t)—1(I~E2— i~E1)Mx(l)_+Mv(l)

in which E2 = (eh/2mc)B, E, = —(eh/2mc)B, lIT = ~(e
5h/m5c8)B.’,and

1 e2h3 ‘°M 1
AE

2=—---~---2i 0) dw
3v~cm j E2—E,—hw

~OM (11.7.47)
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~E,=~——~----~i ~EI—E
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E1 andE2 arethe energyshiftsof E, andE2 respectively.T is the relaxationtime. If B is madevery
small, it canbe shown[110]that

~E2— AE, —~-(E2 — E,) (11.7.48)

with a the “fine structureconstant”.Thisprovidesa valuefor the anomalousmagneticmomentof

L~p./p.= —al3ir. (11.7.49)

As with Welton’s [111]calculation,the signis oppositeto the relativistic value[112], but now it is also
of a different numericalvaluewith 3i~in place of both Welton’s and Schwinger’s2ir. The difference
between(11.7.49)and Schwinger’svalue[112] is the differencebetweennon-relativisticandrelativistic
values.Thedifferencebetween(11.7.49)andWelton’svalue[111]hasto do with adifferencein treatment
of the angularintegrations.Welton doesnot include, as is includedhere,an analysis of spin state
averagingas was exhibitedin (11.7.36) earlier.

In generalboth the transitionratesandtheenergyshift formulas will be of ordera” whentheyare
evaluatedfrom G~

2”~.

11.8. Thermalphononreservoirsandcharacteristicfunctionals

This section is devotedto a study of thermal phonon reservoirs. Phonons,with an initially
canonical thermal distribution, interactwith either the electronic or the nuclear-charge,quantum
statesof molecules.For simplicity, only a single chargewill be discussedbelow. For morethan one
charge,higher orderequationsreadily canbe found. The time courseof the interactionbetweenthis
chargeandthe initially canonicallydistributedseaof phononsis followed exactlyusing time ordered
exponentialsand density matrix equations.A “reduction of the densitymatrix” by tracing over all
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reservoirstatesprovidesa “contracteddescription”of the molecularcharge’sbehavior.Sections11.2,
11.3, 11.6and11.7 areeachreflectedhereby analogousstepsof construction.In the end,abettermodel
than that used in section11.3 is found for the meaningof the canonicaldistribution. Again, as in
section11.7,the treatmentis non-relativisticbecausethe presentationutilizesthe Coulombgauge [113]
in which casethe phononsarise as harmonic manifestationsof the instantaneousCoulomb force
betweena molecularchargeandall of the chargessurroundingit in the mediain which the moleculeis
immersed.

Ultimately, what is shown is that the act of reductionof the full densitymatrix hasgenerateda
behavior which is tractableusing techniquesappropriateto the analysisof genuinely stochastic
processes.Time orderedcumulants prove to be especiallyuseful. A characteristicfunctional is
constructedandis found to be Gaussian.It is alsonon-Markovian. With it, all higher orderaverages,
andwith them all cumulantsmaybecomputed.The oddordercumulantsvanishandthe 2n orderones
are of order n in a, the fine structureconstant.All transition rates and energyshift formulas are
obtainedas seriesin a. A brief discussionof thepropertiesof the 2nd cumulantin the form ~
will occupy the last paragraphsof this section,and a comparisonof this model with the model in
section11.3 will be made.

The total Hamiltonianfor the systemis

H=H~+H~+H1 (11.8.1)

in which H~is the Hamiltonianfor a chargedparticlewith chargeZe in an externalpotential~(r)

H~= ~ + Ze4’(r) (11.8.2)

with m the massof the chargedparticle,andp its momentumoperator.e is the absolutevalueof the
electron’schargeandZ = —1 for electronswhereasfor nuclearchargesZ is apositiveinteger.H~is
the Hamiltonianfor the phonons[95]

H~= ~ hwkb~bk (11.8.3)

with (0,5 the frequencyfor wave vector k satisfying (0,5= cikI in which c is now, in contrastwith
section 11.7, the speed of sound for longitudinal acoustic modes in the medium. For simplicity
dispersionin the valueof c is ignoredandits valueis determinedby

c
2 = B/p

0 (11.8.4)

in which B is theadiabaticbulk modulusof the mediumandPo representsthe averagemassdensityof
the medium.b~and b,5 are respectivelycreationand annihilationoperatorsfor phononswith wave
vector k. H1 is the interaction Hamiltonian correspondingto a single charge,Ze, interacting with
mediumphononsthroughthe instantaneousCoulombicpotential

H1(r) = Zefd.’r’ Sp(r’) (11.8.5)

in which Sp(r’) is the harmonicdeviationfrom the averageof the mediumchargedensity[95]and has
a phononexpansion

Sp(r’) = — ~ ~ exp[ik. r’]b,5 + (0,5 exp[—ik. r’]b~). (1L8.6)Vp0c k (0,5
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This expansioninvolvesa summationover wave vectors,k, which are boundedby

W,5~~D (11.8.7)

in which D is the Debyefrequency[95].Unlike photonswhich areoscillationsin free space,phonons
are harmonicmanifestationsof a materialmediawhich possessesa finite, albeit very large,numberof
degreesof freedom,andthis finitenessfixes o~.In (11.8.6), q0 denotesthe averagechargedensityof
the media.The integral in (11.8.5)maybe performedwith (11.8.6)as the integrandandthe result is

Hi(r) = —Zeq0 .~~ .~,J2irhw~O(w~—0),5)~~(exp[ik.r]b,, + exp[—ik~r]b~) (11.8.8)

vp0ck V k

in which O(WD— (0,5) is the Heavisidestepfunction

1 1ifx~’O
0(x) = . . (II.8~9)

0 ~ifx<0

Shearmodes[95]could alsobe incorporatedbut areomittedin this simplified treatment.
The interactionpicture, interactionHamiltonianis

A,(r, I) = exp[~t(H~ + He)] H,(r) exp[~~t(Hc + Hr)]

= exp t[H~+ H~,.i] H1(r)

I /2rrhw~ 4ir
=—Zeq0 ,— .~,j ~

vp0c&

x (exp[~tHc]exp[ik~r] exp[—~tHc]exp[—iwkt] b,5

+ exp[~-lH~] exp[— ik- r] exp[~ tHe] exp[iai,5t] b~) (II.8.10)

which is a direct analogueof (11.7.7),andfollows from the bosoncommutationrelationfor b~andb,5.
In the interactionpicture,the densitymatrix equationis

ih -~p(t)= [il,(l), p(l)]. (11.8.11)

The solution is

p(t) = I exp[—~~-Jds [A,(s),.i] p(O) (11.8.12)

just as in (11.7.8) and(11.7.9). The initial time densitymatrix,p(O), is assumedto factor into an initial
molecularchargedensitymatrix, R(0), and a canonicallydistributedphonondensitymatrix, p~(O),:

p(0)=R(0)®p~(0). (11.8.13)

At later times, the density matrix, p(l), no longer factors, but a reduceddensity matrix, R(l), is
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definedby tracingover all phononstatesat time I

R(l) (p(t))= Tracer{T exp[—~ [ ds [i11(s),.]] p(0)].. (11.8.14)

At this stage{n} maybeintroducedto denoteall possiblen-phononstatesregardlessof the degreeof
degeneracywith respectto k. A very closeparallel to (11.7.12) is achieved in which the (l0)(0I) of
(11.7.12)is here(p~(O)),andthe ui(s) expressionin (11.8.10)aboveis intended.The ensuingdiscussion
in section11.7 is easilyparalleled.Cumulantsmaybeintroducedas well. The analogueto (II.7.15) and
(11.7.16)is

([A,(l), .]),.,.,,,.. L,.,.,.,..~t) ~ L~,..,..(t)0(WD—(0,5) (11.8.15)

with L~,.,..(t)definedby

L~,.,.(r,I) 6,.,..(IVI~(r,I) b~- + N~(r, I) b,5 -) — 6,.,.’(M?.~(r,I) . b~+N~(r,I) - b,5) (11.8.16)

wherethe dots indicatethe locationof the canonicalphonondensitymatrix upon which this operator
acts.TheGreekindiceslabel eigenstatesof H~.The matrices,M~.(r,I) andN~.(r,I) aredefinedby

M~’(r, I) = —Zeq0 .~_ .~J21T~1(~k~4(exp[_ik.r]),.,.. exp[i(w,.,..+ w,5)1] (II.8.17)
p0c V k

N~.(r,I) = —Zeq0 1 .VI2lrhak~-(exp[ik - r]),.,.,. exp[i(w,.,.. — (0,5)1]

V k

where w,.,..= (E,. — E,..)/h in which E,. and E,.. are eigenvaluesfor the energyoperatorH~.This
parallels (11.7.17). The constructionof the characteristicfunctional for this processproceedsas in
(11.7.19—22)with 1[K(t)] definedby

c14K(t)] = ~ ({n}T exp(~f ds.~‘(s))(pp(O))j{n}) (11.8.18)
{n}

0

in which pp(O) is explicitly given by

pp(0)= fl exp[—f3hw,5b~b,5](l —exp[—$h,5]) (11.8.19)

in which f3 = l/kB T with kB Boltzmann’sconstantand T the temperature.The analogueto (11.7.22)in
the presentcaseis

CF[K(l)] = fl ~ (n,5Texp[~J ds(K~(s)b~+ K~(s)bk)]
k ~k

0

xexp[—$hw,5b~b,5] T exp[—1f ds(K~.’(s)b~+ K~(s)bk)] Ink) (1 — exp(—$hw,5))

° (11.8.20)
in which n,5 denotesastatewith exactly fl,5 phononswith wave vector k.
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Notice how (11.8.20)is aproductof factorsfor eachvalueof k. Consequentlythe valueof (11.8.20)
for an arbitraryvalueof k providesthe functionalform for all valuesof k, and4[K(t)] is merelytheir
product.Below, the value for arbitraryk will be computed.Becausek is arbitrary,this subscriptwill
be dispensedwith totally in the following expressions.

The characteristicfunctional, ~[K(I)], has the form of a product of k-vector characteristic
functionalseachof which hasthe canonicalform

~[K(t)] = exp(_J dl, Jdl2 (Kk(t,) Kk(12)+ K~(t2)K~c(ti)))

xexp(Jdl, J dt2 Kk(t,) K~(t2)e~”°) (11.8.21)

x exp(_Jdl1 J dl2 (K~(l1)e~50 — K~c(Ii))(Kk(12)e~~~0)— K~(t2))1

This is clearlya Gaussianfunctional.

Cornpulalion of (11.8.21)
Introducethe shorthandnotation

fMiJd5KM(5)~ fNiJd5KN(5)~

0 0 (11.8.22)

bM=iJdsK~(s)~ bN=iJdsK~(s).

Looking at(11.8.20),andusingthe time-orderedversionsof Glauber’stheoremgivenin (11.7.24)and
(11.7.25),yields

~[K(t)] = exp(-J dl, J dt2 (Kk(t,) KL~(l2) + K~(l,)K~(l2)))(1-exp(-$h0)))

x ~(n efMbt e
1’~e_ wbtb e_bMbte_~~bIn). (11.8.23)

Two theoremsareusefulin evaluatingthe remainingexpectationvalues:

Louisell’s theorem[114]: e~tbf(b,bt) e_~tb = f(b e_x,bt ex), (11.8.24)

Glauber’stheorem[114]: e5~b~~t= e~~be~te”’2~

~ = e~te’~e~’°~
e~e~t= e~te5~be’~. (11.8.25)

Therefore,

fNb -~h~..btb— _$h,.,btb

and e e — e (11.8.26)

ejMbt e_~ ,btb = e_sh~~btb fMbteøh~
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Thus,

T ~ (nI e1M~~te~~be_ wbtb ~

= ~ (n e_ wbtb e1Mbte~~ e_~~Mbte~”~jn)

= ~ e’9”°”’ (ne1M~~e~~8~’e_1)Mbt e_l~~1bn). (11.8.27)

From(11.8.25), e’~~eI~M~= e_!~Mbfe1~e~ e”~ e~~’ (11.8.28)

Consequently,

T = ~ e8”’ ~ e’3”°”(nI e°”eBV~_bM)bte~e_PhP_bN)bfl)~ (11.8.29)

It is averifiable combinatorialidentity [107,pp. 450—451] that for eachn

(nI e’~te’~in)= ,~o(n—rn)! rn !(n— rn)! (11.8.30)

Equations(11.8.29) and(11.8.30)leadto

, ~ b “ —flho, b ~\n—m
T = e~’~’~e~ ~ ~ ~ ~. M e —M)~JN e —N,’) n. (11.8.31)

n=0 m=0 (n m). m.(n m).

A secondverifiable combinatorialidentity is

~o ~ (n—m)!m!(n—m)! A” = (1— A)’ exp(x-j--~_,~). (11.8.32)

Using this in (11.8.31),

T = (1— e~”~e~ ~ exp((fMe~’— bM)(JN e~”°— bN)
1 ~). (11.8.33)

Putting(11.8.33)into (11.8.27)andthen into (11.8.23)yields (11.8.21),concludingthis computation.
The low temperaturelimit, T—i-0 or $-÷c~~,should reduceto (11.7.23). In this limit, (11.8.21) looses

its middle factor altogether(as 1) andits third factor is reducedto

exp(_Jdl, [dl2 KL~(l1)K~~.~(l2)). (11.8.34)

The leadingfactor remainsunchanged.Theresidual,(11.8.34),maybe rewrittenas a symmetrizedsum
of two time orderedintegralsas areexclusively found in (11.7.23).The resultshowsperfectagreement
between(11.7.23) and(11.8.21) as $-+~.

If the productover k-vectorsis explicitly introduced again, the productcan be rewritten as the
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exponentialof a sum over k, ~. This generatesthe expression

~[K(l)] = exp(_Jdl, f dt2~ (K~(t,)K~(I2)+ K~(t1)K~(l2)))

x exp(J d11 J d12 ~ K~(l1)K~~(I2)e_”~)

x exp(—JdI~Jdl2~ (K~~’~(I,)~ — K~,.~(l1))(K~(t2)~

—~ho,,e1~’N ~i2))l e_hi~~0~k-

The following combinationsfound in (11.8.35),maybe viewed as time correlationfunctions:

~ \

7rf(k)j ‘, ~f(k)~ \
‘-‘~N k

tl)i’M ~t2), rtN ~li)”M ~l2
k k

(11.8.36)
~ ~b(k)j ~ j,b(k),~ \ ~j-f(k)j ~ ~,b(k)j

1~M ~,li) 1’~~N ~i2), 1’s. M kli) N
k I.

In section11.3 it was assumedthat the analoguesof thesecorrelationsweredelta-functioncorrelated.
The above expressionsyield non-deltafunction correlationin the variables 1, and t

2. This is the
non-Markovian,Gaussianprocessalludedto in section11.3.

In the high temperaturelimit, as measuredby T ~‘ hwD/kBwhere D is the Debyetemperatureof
the phononreservoir,the dominant factor in ‘l[K(l)] in (11.8.35) is the third factor, becauseupon
functional differentiationit generatestermswith the coefficient

I,e “.B
l—e * TP.ho~D/kB /1 (0,5

The l/W,5 factormust be takeninside the ~ of thesederivatives,leavingthe factor k8T/h. In other
words, for high temperature,a very good approximationto all behavior is generatedby the
approximationto (11.8.35)given by

exp~ Jdl, J dl2 ~ —~—(K~.?~(l1)—K~~(l,))(K’.~(t2)— K~7’)(l2))). (II.8.38)
(0,5

0 0

It is possibleto proceedwith the constructionof G
t2~using (11.8.35), andwith the constructionof

theanalogueof T~2~in section11.7. The transitionratesandenergyshift formulasto ordera would be
obtained.The analogueof (11.3.43)canbeobtainedfrom ~

Noneof the explicit expressionsfor thesequantitiesarepresentedhere.The readeris encouraged
to constructfor himself the analogueof (11.7.38)for the phononcase.
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